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PHOSPHOROLE.
PHOSPHORUS and COD-LIVER OIL

nave now an established position throughout the civilised world as important therapeutical agents. A
Perfect combination of the two has long been a desideratum, since they are both of value in t/e Same
ûisorders, while the cases in which one is demanded and the other contra-indicaled are exceedingly rare.

The combination in PHOSPHOROLE has the twofold advantage of furnishing
the best possible form for the administration of phosphorus, and a more

effective form for the administration of cod-liver oil.
With regard to the former, it has been decided by the highest chemical and medical authorities that

Phosphorus should be administered in a free state, and in a vehicle which ensures its perfect diffusion,
its absolute unalterability, and, as far as possible, its prompt assimilation without the gastric irritation to which the
ordinary methods of exhibiting the agent give rise. It is well known that pills, emulsions, solutions in ether,
chloroform, vegetable oils and resin, etc., have all failed to fulfil one or more of these conditions. Even an
ordinary solution of phosphorus in cod-liver oil would not answer the purpose in ail respects.

We claim, however, that Phosphorole completely satisfies all the conditions.

The value of cod-liver oil in phthisis is so familiar to the physician that it is needless to dwell upon it
But the value of phosphorus is also universally recognized in this disease, especially when complicated with nervous
derangements. The combination of the two therefore

Furnishes a more effective form for the administration of cod-Liver Oil
in the great majority of cases in which that remedy is indicated, and one which will at once commend itself to
the profession.

4W PHOSPHOROLE is handsomely put up in pint botties only, and may be obtained at ail
First-Class Druggists throughout the United States.

Descriptive Circular8 furnished upon application. Correspondence with Physicians aoliited.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & 00.,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS, BOSTON.

.Fo0 S.ALEm BT
LYMANS, SONS & CO., Montreal.

LYMAN BROS. & CO., Toronto.
ELLIOT & CO., Toronto.

J. WINER & CO., Hamilton, Ont
C. McCALLUM, London, On'.

In corresponding with Advertisers, please mention THECANADA LANG r.
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SOLUBLE PILLS AND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.

Perfection in Form and Finish.
The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma-copoeia, and other recognized formulas, induced us, some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora-tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pills, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.We desire to call the attention of physiciaus and others to the following points

1. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.
3. No-Pills are deficient in weight.

4. The Pills are Coated while soft.

6. There ib but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.
6. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protect

the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to be
swallowed.

7. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.
S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.

9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.
10. The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficienttherapeutic action.

Particular attention is called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, andother powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,accurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognized.
We also offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any required proportions. We have taken every precau.

tion to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in this,as in other particulars, they can be implicitly relied
upon.

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.
N.B.-We have made arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare & Co., of Montreal, whereby they can supply themupon most favourable terms.

In Corresponding with Advertisers, please mention THE CANADA LANCET.
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NEW BOOKS, AND NEW EDITIONS.
WILUNG & WILLIAMSON will supply any work in this list en receipt

of the price, Post-paid.
ALLINGHAM, (William.) On Fistula, Hæmorrhoids, Painful Ulcer, FARQUARSON (Robert) and WOODBURY (Frank). A Guide to

Stricture, Prolapsus. Third edition, revised and enlarged. $3.25. Therapeutice and Materia Medica. Edited, with additions embrae-
AITKEN (W.) Science and Practice of Medicie. Third edition with ing the United States Pharmacopia. Cloth, $2.25.
j_: additions by Meredith Clymer, M.D. 2 vols. Cloth $12. Lea. $14. FOX (Tilbury). Epitone of Skin Diseases. With Formule for
ARTHUR (Robert.) The Treatment and Prevention of Decay of the Studentsand Practitioners. Second Edition. Cloth, $1.50.

health. New edition. Illustrated. 91.25. GRAY (Henry) and HOLMES (Thomas) Anatomy, Descriptive andASHURST, (John, Jr.) The Principles and Practice of Surgery. Surgical. With Holden's Landmarks, Medical and Surgical. New
Second edition. With 542 illustrations. Clo h $6. Leather $7. American, from eighth English Edition. Illustrated. Cloth, *6ATTFIELD,(John.) Chemistry, G eneral, Medicaland Pharmaceutical. Sheep, $7.
Including the Chemistry of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia. Eighth edition HABERSHON (S. O.). On diseases of the Abdomen, comprising those
revised by the author. Cloth $2.75. Leather $3.25 of the Stômach, and other parts of the Alimentary Canal, Rsopha-

ATTHILL, (Lombe.) Clinical Lectures on Diseases Peculiar to gus, Ciecum, Intestines, add Peritoneum. Second American, from
Women. Fifth edition. Illustrated. t2.50. the third enlarged English Edition. With Illustrations. Cloth. $3.50.

BARNES, (Robert.) Clinical Exposition of the Medical and Surgical GANT (F. J.) The Science and Practice of Surgery; a Complete¿Diseases of Women. Second American edition from the second en- System and Text-Book. Illustrated. 2 vols. LoIdon, 1878. 9 50
i4 larged English edition. Illustrated. Cloth $4.50. Leather 85.50. Phila., 1879. Cloth, *12; Leather, $14.
BARTHOLOW, (Robert.) A Practical Treatise on MateriaMedica and HIGGINS (Charles.) On Ophthalmic Out-patient Practice. SecondTherapeutics. Third edition, revised. Cloth $5.00. Leather *6.00 Edition. 85 cents.
BARTHOLOW, (Robert.) On Spermatorrha: Its Causes, Symp- HOOD (P.) A Treatise on Gout, Rheumatism, and the Allied Affee-

toms, Results and Treatment. Fourth edition revised. Cloth $1.10. tions. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. Cloth, *3.50.
BENNET', (J. H.) On the Treatment of Pulmonary Consumption. JEFFRIES (B.) On Color Blindness: Its Dangers and its Detection.

With appendix on the Sanitaria of the United States, Switzerland, Cloth, $1.10.
etc. Thuird edition. Cloth * KIDD (Joseph.) The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science and Art

BILLROTH, (Theodore.) General Surgical Pathology and Thera- of Medicine. Cloth, *1.10.
peutics. Translated from the fourth German edition, revised from LANDOLT (E. A.) Manual of Examination of the Eyes : Being a
the eighth edition by Charles E. Hackley. Second American edition. co.rse of Lectures delivered at the Ecole Pratique. Revised by the
Cloth $5.00. Leather *6.00. Author. Translated by S. M. Burnett. Cloth, $3.AmrcnMACKENZIE (Morreil.) Diphtheria: Its Nature and Treatment,BRYANT, (Thomas.) The Practice of Surgery. Second American Varieties, and Local Expressions. Cloth, *1.
from the third revised English edition. Illustrated. Cloth $6.00. MORRIS (Henry.) The Anatomy of the Joints of Man. IllustratedLeather *7.00. by 43 Lithographs. Cloth, $5.50.BERNARD, (Claude) and Huette (Ch.) Operative Surgery and NAPHEYS (Georga H.) Modern Surgical Therapeutics. Sixth FAi.Surgical Anatomy. By Prof. Claude Bernard, member de l'Institut tion. Cloth, $4. Sheep, $5.(Academie Francaise et Academie des Sciences) and C. H. Huette RANNEY (Ambrose L.) A Practical Treatise on Surgical Diagnosis,(de Montargis.) Illustrated by 88 plates drawn from nature, and en- designed as a Manual for Practitioners and Students. Cloth, 83.graved on steel. Translated from the French and edited by Arthur REBER (C. T.) Paresis of Sympathetic Centres from Over-Excitationr'rehern Norton, F.R.C.S. Lecturer on Surgery, St. Mary's Hospital, by High Solar Heat (Malarial). $1. 10.London. Plain plates, cloth $7.50. Coloured plates, *calf 815.00. RICE (Charles.) Posological Tables: Including all the Officinal andLOXAM, (C. L.) Chemistry, Inorganic and Organie, with Experi- most frequently employed Unofficinal Preparations. Cloth, $1.10.meurs and a comparison of Equivalent and Molecular Formulæ• RINGER (Sidney.) Clandbook of Therapeutice. Seventh edition;Third edition. Cloth $4.50. Leather $5.50. greatl>,enîarged. -Cloth, *4.50.

BRISTOWE (J. S.) A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of ROCKWELL (A. D.) Lectures on Electricity in its relations to Med-Medicine. Edited with notes by James H. Hutchinson, M.D. icine and Surgery. Cloth, $1.Cloth $5.50. Calf $6.50. SEILER (Carl.) The Hand-Book of Diagnosis and Treatment of Dis-BYFORD, (W. H.) Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Obstetrics. eases of the Throat and Nasal Cavities. With 35 Illustrations.Second edition, re-written. Illustrated. Cloth $4.50. Cloth $1BRITISH PHARMACOPŒIA. Published under the direction of the SHAFFER (Newton M.) Pott's Disease: Its Pathology and Mechan-General Council of Medical Education. 1874. $2.00. ical Treatment, with remarks on Rotary Lateral Curvature. Cloth,BURNETT, (C. H.) The Ear: Its Anatomy, Physiology, and $1.10.Diseases. 87 Illustrations. Cloth $4.50. Leathier $5.50. SMITH (J. Lewis.) A Practical Treatise on the Diseases nf Children.BINZ, (C.) Elements of Therapeutics. A Clinical Guide to the Illustrated. Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. Cloth, $60,Action of Medicine. Translated with additions, by E. L. Sparks. Sheep, *5.50.$2.25. STILLE (Alfred) and MAISCH (J. M.). The National Dispensatory:COHEN, (J. Sollis.) Diseases of the Throat and Nasal Organs. A Containing the Naturl listory, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Actions andGuide to the Treatment of Affections of the Pharynx, (Esophagus, Uses of Medicine, including those recognized In the PharmacopoasTrachea, Larynx and Nares. Second edition, revised. With 208 of the United States and Great Britain. With 200 Illustfatons.Illustrations. Cloth $5.50. Leather $6.25. Cloth, *6.75, Sheep, $7.50.
COUPLAND (S.). Personal appearance in Health and Disease. TOLLAND (H. H.) Lectures on the Practice of Surgery. Second
k, 40 cents. Edition. Illustrated. Cloth, $4.50, leather, *5.
DUHRING (Louis A). Atlas of Skin Diseases. Parts 1, 2, 3, 4 5. To WOAKES (Edward). On Deafness, Giddiness, and Noises in the

be completed in ten Parts. Royal Quarto. Per Part, $2.50. Head. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth, $1.35.
ELLIS (George V.). Demonstrations of Anatony, being a Guide to WOOD (H. C.) A Treatise on Therapeuties, comprising Materia

the Knowledge of the Human Body by Dissections. With 255 Il- Medica and Toxicology. With especial reference to the application
lustrations. From the sixth London Edition. Cloth, $4.25. of the Physiological Action of Drugs to Clinical Medicine. Third
Sheep, $5.25. Edition, revised and eularged. 8vo., pp, 719. Cloth, *6, Sheep,

EMMET (Thomas A.) The Principles and Practice of Gynæcology, $6.50.
for the use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine. With 130 WYETH (John A.) Essays in Surgical Anatony and Surgery.fl'ables,
Illustrations. Cloth, $5. Sheep, $6. Svo, pp. 261. Cloth, *2.25.

É A complete reference catalogue of English, American, and Canadian Medical Works, giving
dates of last edition, etc., may be had on application.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, 10 & 12 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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MALTINE-

EXTRACT OF MALTEO BARLEY, WHEAT OATS
XALTINE la the only perfect food renedy ever offered to the Medical Professlon. It la rapldly superudinghe urne of Extracts of Malt, both in this country and Europe.

aIEMIcAL RJE-PORTs o3n MA.LT

. By R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., L L.D.
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY, BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE: PROFESSOR 0FCHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS, COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

NEw YoR, April 17th, 1879.I have vislted the works at Cresskill, on the Hudson, where MALTINI i@ prepared, and spent portions of two day. ln wltnessing thechemical processes for making the saine. I was particularly impressed with the thorough cleanliness observed, as well as with sie coh-pleteness of the apparatus employed for accomplishing the desired result--from the first treat ent f the graine, t the concentration mf theliquid product by evaporation in vacuo The o eration is effective in extracting the whole of the nutritive constctutentr of the grains ofmalted Barley, Wheat and Oats, with but a slight residue, and is the most complete method yet devised, with which h a e acquaintei, foraccQWPlihing this object.
ALTINE l superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of Malt made from Barley alone, or to any other preparation ofany one variety of grain. Froni a chemical and medical standpoint, I cannot commend too highly t my profeional brethren this uniqueand compact variety of vegetable diet and remedial agent, nutritive to every tissue of the body, from bon. tor brain,

Respectfully,
R. OGDEN BOREMUS.

B Y PROFESSOR. JOHN ATTFIELD, F.C.S,
PROFESSOR OF PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY TO THE PHARMACEUTCAL SOCIETY 0F GREAT BRITAIN; AUTHOR OF AMANITAL 0F GENERAL MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY.

LoNiDON, 17 BLooMsBURT SQUARE, W. C.To MuerG. Reed & Carnrick 
October 28th, 1878,GINTLEUEN,

p have analysed the extract of malted Wheat, malted Oats and malted Barley, which you teri MALTINu. I have also
prepared, myseif, saine extract f rom these three nialted cereals, and have similarly analysed it, and mnay mtate at once that yours corresponds inevery respect with the Maltine made by myself. As regards the various Mrlt Extracts in the market, I uoay remark that your MALTcs Sbelongs to the non-alcoholic class, and is far richer, not only in the directly nutritious materials, but in the farina digesting Diastase. Incomparison, your MALTINE is about ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; frous fiv to ten tries as valuable, as a heat producer; and atleast five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent. It contains unimpaired and in a highly concentrated forin, the whole f thevahable materials which it is possible to extract from either malted 'heat, malted Oats or malted rarley.

Yours Faithfully,
JOHN ATTFIELD,

]LaIBPg oe'P MAÀÇL.TUMIM

• itTINE-rpl aie MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.MALTINE with Beef a nd Ir MALTINE with Phosphates.MALTINE with C d Irond P eMALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia and Strychnia.MKALTINE with Cod Liver OU1 and PancreatIne. MALTINE Ferrated.BALTINE with Cod Liver OU and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE WINE with Pepsln and Pancreatine.MIALTINE wlth Hypophomphites. MALTO-YERBINE.

MALTNE is now in the hands of the Wholesale Trade throughout the, United States and Canada.Send for a copy of our 20 page pamphlet, containing a full description of the manufacture of MALTINE, as well as the formulas of thedlfterent combinations.
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PROFISSIONL PINIONS DF ETINE.
During the Pastyear we have received nearly one thousand letter

from the Medical Profession in this country and Great Britain refer-ring to the therapeutic value of MALTINE : their character is indù;atod
by several extracts we present below.

BALTIMORE, MD., JAN. 20th, 1879.We have realized decided beneât in a large number of cases treated in the City Hospitaland at the Dispensary connected with It, from your preparations of Maltine. Many personswi welcorne therm as moat efflcacious and palatable substitutes for Cod Liver Oil, and ascovering a wider range of application.
S. WESLEY CHAMBERS, M.D., tes. Phys., City Hospital.

BALTIMORE, MD., JAN. 20th, 1879.We take pleasure in saying in behalf of your preparations of Maltine, that they have fullycome up to the measure of your representations. They have given us the greatest satisfaction.We have used them extensively to the great beneât of our patients.
DAVID STREET, M.D., Res. Phys., Maternite Hospitala

LoUisvrLLE, Ky-, JULY llth, 1879.I am uswng Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine in my family, and am exceedingly wellpleased with its results. Professor Flint, of your city, whorn I hijçhly estaern, has been con-sulted about the case and knows the solicitude i have had about it. The above preparationIn Sherry, after meals, has been productive of great beneflt. I ar using it in the City MarineHospital, the Kentucky Infirmarv for Women and Children, and in my private practice, andam much pleased with the results obtained.
T. P. SATTERWHITE, M.D.

JAcKsoN, MicH., OcToBER, 1878.
t n ife uperiority to the Extract of Malt prepared from Barley alone, 1 consider Maltineto be ail that u claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of tonic andnutritive aUcnts. 

.HLEIMDC. H. LEWIS, M.D.

ST. CHARLES, MINN., MARci 28rd, 1879.
In conditions of Anemia, in convalescence from severe and protracted disease, especiallyin chronic cases where there is great gieneral debility, and in the enfeebled conditions of agedpersons, I have leained to rely on Maltine, nor in any instance have I been disappointed ofgood results, theremii forming a marked contrast, so far as my experience gars, fa prepara-tions of Malt, which I had used previously and had abandoned the rse of them when myattention was called to Maltine.

C. R. J. KELLAM, M.D.

36 WEYMoUTH ST., PORTLAND PLACE, LONDON.

I am ordering your Maltine very largely.5 May 30th, 1879.
LENNOX BROWNE, F. R. C. S., Sen. Surg., Centl. Throat and Ear Hosp. ete,

75 LEVER ST., PIccADILLY, MANCHESTER.
January lth, 1879.

I have used your Maltine pretty extensively since its introduction, and have found it ex-ceedingly useful; particularly in cases where Cod Liver Oil has not agreed, have I found theMaltine with Beef and Iron most valuable. J. SHEPHERD FLETCHER, M.D., MR.C.S.

EDDE CROSS HousE, Ross, MARcH Sth, 1879.
I am very pleased to bear testimony to the great value of Maltine. I prescribe it ex-tensively and with the best results, specially in ansenic conditions of the systen with muchstomach irritability, which it seems to allay very speedily.

J. W. NORMAN, M.B., M.R.C.S.
We guarantee that MALTINE will keep perfect|y in an>' climate, or at any .eason

of the year.
Faithfully Yours,

REED & CARNRICK, NEW YGRK.

LOWDEN, NiEILL & 00., Wholesale Druggists.
32 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Agents for the Dominion.
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JOHNSTON'S FLUID BEEF
TfHE subscribers solicit the special attention of Physicians to the exceptional merits of the above preparation as a resuscitating stimulantin a form capable of digestion and assimilation by the feeblest invalid or infant. It is well known in the profession that meat extracts aresimply "the soluble saits of flesh," and, as such, have desirable stimulative qualities, but that the elements of nutrition are wanting.Dr. Edward Smith before the British Medical Association, 1872, says: " Then we shall no longer have sick and dying men, women andchildren fed with Leibig's Extract of Meat, under the delusion that it is nutriment in the ordinary sense. Leibig's Extract is meat fiavour-a nervous stimulant, and bas good qualities, BUT IT IS NOT FOOD.

Baron Leibig in the Lancet of Nov. 11, 1865, says : " Were it possible to furnish the market at a reasonable price with a preparation ofâfeat combiningi n itself the albuminous together with the extractive principles, such a preparation would have to be preferred to the " Ex-tractum Carnis," for it would contain ALL the nutritive constituents of Meat. Baron Leibig here and elsewhere frankly gives the cue tofurther efforts for the perfecting of lis well known Meat Extract, and as the result of years of experiment, the patentee has solved the problemthus indicated by producing a combination of the extractive and proteine principles, which will at once recommend itself to all capable ofjudging, and which justifies the words of the British Goverîient Ainalyst that IT IS THE MOST PERFECT FOOD HE EVER EXAMINED.In its manufacturer the Beef le first treated su as to obtain tue Albumen and Fibrine in a separate and highly concentrated form; thenwith tIe view of securng easy digestion, these nitrogenous compounds are reduced to a powder capable of suspension in water, which, addedto Extract of Meat, procured upon the most approved principles, furnishes the entire constiuents of Beef in a condition which the most feebleetomach can readily digest and assimilate, thus supplying to the blood all that is necessary to impart tone to the nerves and stbstantial foodfor brain, bone and muscle. From the " modus operandi " it will be seen that the preparation is no untried chemical compound, but simplyanimal food su treated as to secure a facility of digestion and assimilation hitherto unattainable, and this in combination with all the stimu-lating properties of the most approveri extracts and a more acceptable flavour. The preparation is in use in the leading hospials (beinggenerally prescribed by the British medical faculty) and has been popularly accepted wherever it bas been introduced,

T~O S T I M O ITI A L S.
Dr. J. B. EDWARDS, Montr"al, sys: «- I consider this an invaluable preparation. containing in addition to Leibig's Extract the nutritivevalue of egg and meat diet in a form readily soluble in the gastric juice." Dr. STEVENSON McADAM, Edinburgh, says: "This is a highlynutritions article of diet, contains all the eleinents of Flesh Food in a concentrated form, is very palatable and easily digested, and is eminentlysuited for dietetic purposes, especially for invalids." Dr. G. C. DUNCAN, Allan Steamship Polynesian, says; " patients suffering from vomit-ing in sea-sickness, seem to retani it better than any other preparation I have ever tried." Dr. WORTHINGTON, Sherbrooke, says' " IL is themost perfect food I know of for invalids, and is especially useful in the diarrhoa of children."
THs BRITIsH GOvERNMENT ANALYST says; It is the most perfect food I have ever examined.
As a stimulative and recuperative agent, .JoiîNsTos's FLUID BEEF has a very general adaptation, and there are few bodily ailments whereit could not be prescribed with advantage. We niay however specialize all affections of the alimentary canal, notably " Cholera rnfantum."It is also invaluable in convalescence, lactation, general loss of vitality, and as a substitute for alcohol. Physicians will be furnished with

samples gratis on application to

BELLHOUSE, McPHERSON & Co., Montreal.
FOR SALE 'BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Dr. L. D. McINTOSH'S
Electric or Galvanic Belt.

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession, few, if any,worde would be needed tioiu us in its favor, for it combines utility with sinsplicity in such perfection, that eeeing lt ie convlnclng proof ofIts great value. The inedical professon t-day acknowledge, alm t unîversally, Electro-Therapeutich.
This combination is composed of sixteen celle, placed in pockets on a belt. Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with acopper cell, which constitutes the negative plate. Tie rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell. The positive plates are of zinc, wrappedn a porous material to absorb the exciting fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass from the copper to thew Thus the celle are chargéd wit utwetting the belt, and the discomfort following, to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate,which connecte with the copper celli enterinig a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt pliable.The Mclntosh Electric Belt is sul ricrto all others for the following reasons:It is composed of sixteen celle-t. 'giving a powerful current. A current selector is so arranged that one or more celle can be used-atpleasure. There le not anythi g irrita g about the Belt, as is the case with.all other contrivances where the metal used is wet with weakacis and plaed next ti the ekin. The electrodes are pieces of ietal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes, and connected with thecel by connecting corde. By this arrangement, a current from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect. Physiclanswho bave used this belt iu their practice do not besitate ti reconîmend it ti the profession.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address

MoINTOSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY CO.,
192 and 194 Jackson St., CEICAGO, ILL.

IRST PRIMa FOR ARTIFIGIAL L S
SURGICAL, APPLIANCES.

7~ PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-Aoint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS,

16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874,
sZ I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, andexcellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac-ared in any part of the worl4.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C. S. England.
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HORATIO G. KERN
MANUPACTURER 0

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &0.,

Established 1837.

fE subscriber would again remind the Medical and Dental Pro-rfesson that he still continues to manufacture his celebratedInstruments in ail the various branches.
Asuiduous attention to the details of the business, which an experi-ence of thirty-five years bas afforded, has enabled him to make many

improvements in hie

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaption to the purposes for whichthey are intended, a desideratum which will be appreciated by sllwihing t purchase Instruments, that are reliable andof long and wellestablished reputation.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED TO
HORATIO G. KERN

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1876.
All the Latest Imr.ovements and Novelties.
All orders entrusted i As care will be promptly attended

te.
,0* Catalogues furnished on application.

Oct. 1873.
IIORATIO G. KERN,

No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

CUTLER'S
POCKET INHALER

AND

Carbolate oflodine Inhalant8

A REMEDY for all NASAL, TIROAT and LUNG Dis-Seases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commende itself to ail
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
In the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words:

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution.''

Always ready, nío danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hande of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and,Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two monthe' use. Neatly
p ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.
Kept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & CO.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

GEORGE TIEMANN & CO,
.A. STOHLMANN. ESTARLIsNED 1826. ED. PFARRE.

67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTEU OP

Srical Instruments
RECEIVED

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili. 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

DR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS
PRICE REDUCED !

True Animal Vaccine Virus (Beaugency Stock)
15 Large Ivory " Lancet " Points................ $2 00
7 "t "i "a "o ................ 1 00

Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crusts, each... 3 00

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It is hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor-
tance of fully supporting Physicians devoted to this laboricus
and expen.ive specialty, and responsible for the quality of all
Virus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians is distributed amongst all,
who, often without any fitness, offer to supply true animal
virus; the simple result will be that no on will receive
enough to maintain a proper establishment.

Our Senior Partner has been for over twenty years devoted
to the specialty of Vaccine supply. He introduced true
Animal Vaccination into America In 1870; and our establish-
ment is by far the most perfect and extensive in the world.
Address

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.
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EVANS' PURE CHLOROFORM

TRADE MARK.

ENGLISH MANUFACTURE.
Guaranteed to answer the strictest tests of the British Pharmacopæia.

IN 1 LB. BOTTLES.NOtE.-The Medical Faculty may rely with confidence on our chloroform, which has never failed to give the utmostsatisfaction.

E .A1\T '
LIQUOR SANTAL FLAV. CO.

DOSE.-One to two drachms in water.

T HE now well-known valuable and almost specific properties of OL. SANTAL FLAV. in thetreatment of those diseases for which Copaiba was so long held supreme, are in this elegant com-bination with CUBEBS and BUCHU greatly enhanced, while the generally experienced difficulty ofadministering it, except in the form of Capsules, is overcome by a novel pharmaceutical process whichrenders;

EVANS' LIQ. SANTAL. FLAV. COMP.
perfectly miscible with water, pleasant to the palate and easy to take, as it causes no disagreeableeructations like Copaiba. This preparation has proved, when administered in severe cases of Gonor-rhoa, and especially in obstinate Gleet, invaluable as a remedy for those tedious complaints ; while inadvanced stages of chronic Gleet it is especially indicated as a curative agent.

EVANS' FLUID EXTRACTS
PREPARED BY

REPERCOLATION.
In the preparation of these FLUID EXTRACTS!byIREPERCOLATION with Menstrua at the normal temperature, anyinjurious action on the active principles existing in the crude drugs is entirely avoided, and a more uniform and activepreparation is obtained than is possible by the official process where evaporation by heat is necessary. Each drug is.treated with the menstruum, found by experience most suitable for extracting the whole of its active and valuable matter,so that 16 fluid ounces of our Fluid Extracts fully equal in medicinal value I Pound of crude drug.

EVANS' EXTRACT ERGOTJE FLUID.
This important Fluid Extract is prepared by us from'the finest selected Ergotæ. As the latter keeps better as'FluidExtract than in any other form, we feel confident, that with the care and attention bestowed on it, this preparation will belound equal in activity with the fresh powder.

MONTREAL:
H. SUGDEN EVANS & 00.

WH OLESALE DRLUG-G-STS,
AND

Manufacturing Pharmaceutical Chemists,
EVANS SONS & CO.> Toronto Agency, EVANS, LEScHon nEVANS,Liverpool, JAMES St. PEARCE & TO. ' EglANd,Englajd. 26 Melinda Street, Toronto. England,
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VIRUL
N order to meet properly the oontinued demand upon us for ANIMAL VIRUs, we have establishedstables for its propagation upon carefully selected heifers. The lymph used is of thewell-known " Beaugency " stock, imported by ourselvea expressly for this purpose. The result of sev.oral years' experience in supplying this lymph leads us to believe that its excellence is unsurpassed. Theestablishment is under the care of a competent physician, who will spare no pains to produce a perfectlyaLIAEBL and PURE article, which we are prepared to furnish FRESu, DAILY.We can also furnish, to those who prefer it, HuMANIzED VIRUS, from healthy children, procuredfor us by physicians of undoubted reliability.

Ail our virus is put up In strong, air4iehi, ai package, for safe conveyance by mail or expressand will be sent (postpaid if by a) upon the. foUlowing termes:

From the Helfer, 10 large Ivory Points, well charged on both sides
5 large Ivory pointa, « " " " "i
Large Ivory Points, less than , " " " " "
1 Crust, new method, in air-tight Glass Capsule , ,

From Healthy Infants, 10 small Ivory Point
1 Orust from Unruptured Vesieles

each

' . $1.50
81.80

.25
2.00

S . •. 1.50
. . . 20

Directions for vaocinating with either form of Virus, derived from methods successfully employed,wil be furnished with Virus if requestey e
We wyll warrant every package cf Points mmd every Orustt giving a fresh supply in case of failure reportedwithin ftfteen days for Pointa, tbirty daya for Buman, and niuety day. for Kine Cruste. We can usually furniahCroit. one remoye frein the helfer If preferred.
On account of their unrellability, we have hitherto furnished the usual form of Kine Crust unwillingly. Underour new method of taking and proserving them, however, after careful testA and an experience extending everseveral months, the results attained have been so satisfactory that we now offer them as not lkas active an g reliarlo

than other forma of Virus, while less liable to become inert with lapse of time. Ve now offer them on d ry fav-orable terms, and reommend them for transmission to a distance, and In ail cases where it is desird te pruerveVirus for some weeks or montbs, or to keep a supply on band for emergencies,

We aise furnish UnosAmen> Ivoav POUTS, for physicians' use, at the following rates:
smahi
Large

Order by mail Or teulegraph answered by return train.
Liberal discounts upon large supplies for Cities. Towns and Institutions.

Scarifying SD;e fal5 s

Steel a Nickel Plated ; see eut, each 25 cents.

per 100, 25 cents; per 1,00u, $2.00
per 100, 50 cents ; per 1,000, $1.00

Vaccinater.

Newu Illustratc Catalogue of Surgical Instrument, post-pail, on request.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF
MAKERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SUPERIOR SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
13 & 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON,
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SPECIL FA CTS CONCERVING

BELLADONNA PLASTER
IN RUBBER COMBINATION.

Prepared by SEABURY & JOHNSTON.

In undertaking the manufacture of Medicinal Plasters we have but one object in view-THE IMPROVEMENT OF ALL KINDS OFPLAS' ERS. Among the various plasters manufactured by us is BELLADONNA PLASTER. This article met with a larger demand thansome of the others, ac uired a reputation among some of the best druggists, and received the confidence of the profession. Its large sale inter-fered with rival manu acturers, and continuous efforts have been made on their part to prejudice physicians against it.As these attacks have been of late more malicious than usual,.we have deemed it advisable, in self-defence, and in ordei to place our articlefarly befre the practitioner, to assign reasons why we censider it the most thoroughly reliable preparation ever offered the medical rofession.First, it is a combination of the Alcoholic Extract of Belladonna with Purified Rubber, and thus possesses all of the advantages of t e rubberbase, being pliable, convenient of application, and not subject to the deteriorating influences of age, as is the case wheh any other base is usd.Second, it is freed from ail irritatmng properties. Third, it is more adhesive than other plasters.

English Extracts-Why we do not employ them.
Imported English Extracts are prepared from the Inspissated Juice of the leaf whilst our pharmacopa Extract is treated bv Alcohol Theactive principle o Belladona (Atropia is anlypartially obtained by Inspissation. The employment of Alcoholic or Hydro-Alcoholic Solventscampletely exhausts tise entire strength of the drug.
Thev ue of bath preparations is clearly presented in an able treatise published in the American Yournal of Pharmacy, April, 1876, pageà45. Our @winvestigat oaa rt substantially idesitical.

Test solutioni PercentageTable of Rtesults c.rea::'Soo. lTa l o es l n re uisite for zoo, of Atropia in

EXT. BELLADONNB ALOOH, U. s P.................................17.732 671
LAZE MARSH & GARDINER, Anerican............ ................... 17.83 2.511PAR DAVIS & CO., ". . .................................. 16.264 2.858
BURROUGH BROS., ".................................... 16.264 2.68HENRY THAYER & 00,, ". ............ ............... ... 12.666 1.88GEO. ALLEN a CO., English .. .......................... 9.78 1411HERRINGS & CO., ".................................... 8.103 1.179E. MERCK, Germany (aqueous extract) made in 1869.. .................. 1.9 .275

This analysis clearly establishes the fact that the Alcoholic Extract of Belladonna of the
U. S. P. averages over twice the strength of the English Extracts, and should, therefore,
be preferred in all cases where a ieliable article is desired. Inspissated and Aqueous Extracts
deteriorate, while Àlcoholic remain stable.

Therefore the assumption of pretentieus manufacturers that English extracts are superior pre-
parations, must be based on a former supposition rather than present facts. The following analvs-
substantiates our claim regarding English extracts.

ANALYSIS OF BELLADONNA PLASTERS
1'3%'

PROF. R. OGDEN DOREMUS.
BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE, NZW YORK, 1878.

GENTLEMEN-I obtained from Messrs. W. H. Schieffelin & Co., of this city, samples of Belladonna Plasters prepared
by Grosvenor & Richards, Boston; Mitchell Novelty Plaster Works ; Seabury & Johnson, New York and London. I
have examined these varieties for the purpose of determining which possesses the largest quantity of Atropine. I employed
equal surfaces of eaca, and my anlyss abury t e and ohnson's contains te gratat proprtion of the
active principle of Belladonna, and is the most reliable plaster. R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D."

Belladonna Plaster-prepared by Seabury and Johnson is packed in elegant tin cases, which contain I yard each, and
can be obtained of almost any druggist throughout the United States and Canada, or wül be furnished direct by mail.
Samples sent on application.

SEABUIRY & JOHNSON, 21 Platt Sta, New York.

ALWAYS SPECIFY SEABURY & JIOHNSON'S ID 'L'E-
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DETROIT MEDICAL COLLEGE,
(MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN MSDICAL COLLEGE ASSOCIATION4

SESSIONS OF 1879-80.

FAOU L T Tr.
JAMES F. NOYES, M.D.,

Emeritus Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology,
THEO A. McGraw, M.D., President, ALBERT 3. LYONS, M.D.,

Professor of Prnciples and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Professor of Chemistry and Director of the Chemical I.ab.Surgery. oratory.
GEORGE P. ANDREWS, M.D., LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretary,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine and . LEARDiseNNOR M f Secreay,
Clinical Medicine. trofessor of Physiology and Diseases of the Eye and Ear.

C. B. GILBERT, M.D., H. O. WALKER, MD.,
Professor of Obstetrics, and Diseases of Wonen and Lecturer on Anatomy and Genito-Urinary Diseases.

Children.
N. W. WEBBER, M.D., L. SHURL, M.Dd,

Piofessor of General and Descriptive Anatomy and Clinical I e , r us Cli
Surgery.

SAMUEL P. DUFFIELD, Ph. D., M.D., HAL. C. WYMAN, M.D.,
Professr of Toxicology and Medical jurisprudence. Lecturer on P hysiolofy.

J. G. JOHNSON, M.D., E. A. CHAPOTON, M.D.,
Lecturer on Diseases of the MiLd and Nervous System. Demonstrator of Practical Physiology and isesctor in

J. Hl. CARSTENS, M.D., Anato y and Surgery.
Lecturer on Clinical MedicineMedica W. RORTN, M. l.,I LDemonstrator of Practical Microscopy.F. A. SPALDING, M.D., DAviD INGLIS, M..,

Lecturer on Diseases of the SMa in. Instructor in Cheaoistryand Physiology.
. H B WARD, M.D., Ctor of Museum sud Ubragany

The Collegiate year is divided into three sessions.
PRELIMINARY SESSION opens Wednesday, September 3rd, :879, and closes September 3oth. The Climes are

held and the Lectures delivered by the Professors of the regular Faculty, and in the same order and frequency as during the
Winter Term. Opportunity is given to dissect or work in the Chemical and Physiological Laboratories.

The REGULAR SESSION opens Wednesday, October rth, 1879, and closes March 2nd :88o. During this term aIl
the branches of General Medicine and Surgery, both scientific and practical, are taught with care and thoroughness. All
students are daily examined on the subjects of the lectures and on their dissecting and laboratory work.

Senior students have daily practice in the art of examining patients, in forming their own diagnosis, prognosis and
treatment. As this is done under the direction of the professor holding each clinic, and in the presence of the clan, it
constitutes an invaluable course of training.

The RECITATION SESSION begins March, roth, i88o, and closes June 23rd, i8so. Daily during this term
will be held recitations for both Seniors and Juniors, and one or two clinics and a lecture.

The recitations will embrace a thorough drill upon the general subjects of the Regular Session, viz., Anat.my,
Chemistry, Physiology, Practice of Medicine, Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Surgery, Obstetrics, Diseases of Women
sand Children.

Though the Recitation and Preliminary Sessions are optional, it is hoped that all who can, will avail themselves of
their manfest advantages in commencing the study of Medicine, or in supplementing the regular winter course.

Three Hospitals-Harper's, St. Mary's and St. Luke's-with two large free dispensaries, afford an abundance of
clinical material for illustrative and practical teaching.

All lectures are delivered on Hospital grounds. The pauliar future of this school is the intimate anion between its
laboratory, cinicai and didactic instruction.

FEES.-For Preliminary and Regular Sessions: Matriculation, $5. Hospital fees $io. Lecture fees, $4o. Grad-
uation, $25. Lecture fees to third course students, $25.

For the Recitation Term the Lecture fees are $:o, to those who attend the other courses. All others are required to
matriculate and take out the Hospital tickets.

All fees payable in advance to the Secretary.
Announcement and Catalogue, ir any further information which may be desired can be promptly obtained hy addressing

LEARTTJS CONNOR M.D., Secretary,
92 CAss STREET, DE'lRO1T MICH.
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SAVtORY~ &o208£' 8PEOUULTIE8.

i
USED IN THE ROYAL NURSERIES.

And poseng evory roquiroent ne abary ,n a diet for Children brought
up vholly or pmrtlall by band.E SW OContaining the highest amount of nourishment in the most digesti-*0 *ble and convenient form.

The Most Perfect Substitute for lalthy Kother's Milk.
N.B,--This Food has only the sugar natural to healthy milk, andis therefore free from the baneful sweetness of highly

sugared Foods.
TINS, la., 2a., 6&. &10à.

ISAVORY& * THE DATURA TATULA, for Asthma, Chronie Bronchits, &o,
" It is a remedy of great efficacy."-Dublin fournat of Medkal

Saence.
" I have suffered from attacks, attended with painfully suffocative

sensations, which have been immediately relieved by smoking, for %
m 0 E's few minutes, the Datura Tatula. I consider it of great power and usefulness."-DR. BARKER on Diseases of te Respiratory Organs.

lI Cigars, Cigarettes, and ai forms for Smoking and Inhalation.

SAVORY & MOORE, 143 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.
AND ALL CHEMISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

THE BEST TIREE TON0 H PHARMACOP IA;

RON, PHOSPHOROUS, AND CALISAÝA.
FER OI O TEDt eof o to u reparation of the above estimable Tonics, as combined ln our elegat and paatablefi teOnlHOsPHOuiT neD ELIXIRo CAn BARK, a combination of the Pyrophoaphate of Iron and Calisaya never before attained,an whicl te nause Inkinea ofl the ron and atringncy of the Calisaya are overcome without any injury to their active tonte principlesmad blectded a beauthful ARnbOr-clored Cordial, delicioua to the taste, and acceptable to the most de e tomach. This imde dirofy rom and ROYAL CALISAYA BR I nt from ITS ALKALOIDS OR THEIR SALTS,-being unlike other prepa ca ed"Elir of UaIiavya and Ircon," which are elpl mn~LR0 UNINE AND IRON. Our ElWxr can bc depended upon aq belng a trueClixir of Caliuaya Bark wih Iron. Each desert-mpoonful contuina moyen and a hal graine Royal Callaya Bark and two graie PyrophogphalOf Iron.

PURE c(o-LIVER- oIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore from Fresh and Selected Livers.TUE univeral demand for Cod-Liver OUl that an be depended upon as etrctly pure and ecientlflcally prepared, havlng heen long feRby the Modical Profession, vo woro lnduoed to undertake il. manufacture et the Fiahlng Stations where the fihl aue brought to lmnd emykv hours and the Livere conseequntly are ln grea m perfection.

Thie h l. waufactursd by us on the sea-ehore, wlth the greateat care, from froah, healthy Livers, of the Cod only, without the aid of
amy chemicala, by the slipleut possible procem and lovoot temperature by which the 011 cen ho acparated. from tho celle of the Livere. Il innerly devoid of color, odor, and flvor-having a bland flah-like, and to inot prson, not unplearant taste, If la se ueot ahd pr. Iat ioa be retained by the etomach when other kinds fail and patienta soon become fond of il.The secret f makcng goal Ood-Liver 1 lies in the proper application of the proper degree of heat ; too much or two lttle serioualy
Injure the qumllty. Oroat attention to, cleenlinen Io absolutely noceaaary la produce eveet Ood-Livor 011. Thé renoMd 01U found ln the mar-ket la the make of manufacturers who are careles about these mattero.

Prof. PAtus, cd New York, mys: " 1 have tried almost evory other manufacturer'es Oil, and give yourm the deelded preference."Prof. HT, ase A myer of M eamehumtts, mter a full anaîysel of it, says: *It la the best for forelgn and domestic use."Aftr yarmai xpelme.gn, thoe Il Profendon of Europe and America, vho have studlod the offerte 0 if ren Cod-Livor 019e,bave unanimously deided the light straw-olord Cod-Lver O e lau fdr euperlor d eny of f o e brovo OUec

SURQICAL INST'RUMENT DEPARTMENT.
Undr the direction and permonal supervison Of 'i. Ford, Instrument Maker to St. Luke's, Mt. Binai, New York State Wom'sUsmplàla Dollrmo and aIl lb. other Nev York HSIiaf ntuotMkrl t ues b mi o ok8 .Wao'

Manufacturera, Inporters, Wholesale and Retail Dealers intrgiomi Dental, OrthopSdlc Inetrumente, Cathoters, Trusses, Supporters, Silk Stockings, Ear Trumpets, Splints, Anato.-lur Preparatmons, Local Au.thaeo halmoscopes, Hypodermic Syringes. Axilla
h spell attention given to the mmnufatur cf Instruments to Oanam, in exact accordance with patterna furnished by Surgeons and

OASWELL I-IAZARDI & 00
Family and Manufacturing Chemists, NEW YORKe

SAVORYa

MOE'S



AN IMPORTANT EW REMEDY.

SUJPEMIoR TO PEPSIN OF TH E

7 .Powder :--prescribed in the same
m.acnne, doses and combina-

tions as, -Pepqin.

VENTRICULUS CALLOSUS GALLINACEUS.
From the Gizzard of the Domestic Fowl, Pullus Gallinaceus.

A SPECIFIC FOR VOMITING IN PREGNANCY,
AND) A

Potent and reliable remedy for the cure of INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, and
SICK STOMACII, caused from debility of that organ. It is superior

to the Pepsin Preparations, since it acts with more cer-
tainty, and effects cures wiere they fail

PREPAREI Ry

WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

SOLUBLE SUGAR-COATED PILLS,
IN ALL THEIR VARIETY.

4228 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY OR SENT
BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS.

Physicians will pleas see that ne other article is substituted.



AWARDED

WILLIAM R. WARNER&Co.

Sugar-Coated PillsS

PHOSPHORUS PILLS,
A PERFECT AND RELIABLE FORM FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF FREE PHOSPHORUS

IN COMB4NATION WITH

Eu biis, Im, uil, RUyonia, XsrpidalisalEmp Ca1hsidea, Diit4Alois, ot
A TABLE OF COMBINATIONS.* 100BOttIN1-P.. OSPMoRI. .. -....... gra.. ,1-e grain, 1-e5 grain, in each. 1 00

2-PIL4 PHOOPH(OI'COMil. . . . . . , , . . . . . . Phosri -3oc grain.
Ext. Uc. VYon grain . 0

3-PIL.$H PeÙM mSCE VO A.... . .. . . s To r i 50

4-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO . . . . Phosphori 1-50 grain.1 LPSH IU FR....-....Ferri Red. ir grain. i 0
fPho. phori i-1o0 SrIn.5-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET NUCE VOM. . .i Carb grai. 1 50
-xt. Nuc. Vo. E grain.5Pho-phori x-io mn6-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET QUINIA. . . . . ...... rri b. g 2 75

-Qinia S.. x grain.

7-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET QUIN A ET NUC, VOM. Fi C i grain. 

1-PIL, PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA............. Posphori i-50 grain.~Qiaim Sul. i grain. 2 75
Phosphori x-50 grain.

9-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA CC)........... .Ferri Cr. gran.

Ext aNc. Von.0 grain.

Phosphori i-so grain.

Fér Cr. graan 27

1O-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIÂ ET NUC. VO..... . . . . inim Suit i ran 2 75
Q.mæt, Nuc. oi. .grain.
Phosphori x-5o grain.
Qumni Sul. -% grain.11-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QLEINIA ET DIGITALE CO. .DiNuai .grain. 20
P 3-54 grain.
Pv. uac. Y4 grain.
Phosphori i-so grain.12-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM DIGITALE CO ..... ......... Pv. italis a grain. 1 60
Ext. Hyoscy. i grain.
Phosphori 1-5o grain.S-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUMd DIGITALE ET FERRO..........Pv. Digialis i grain. 1 50
Ferri Red. V grain.

14-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM CANNAIE INDICA........... .. Phos hori î-5O grain.
nExt. unnab. Ia , grain 175

Phe.pDiiaisci grain. 2O

1i6--PIL. PH14OMfIIo tUftu MOR ET ZINCO VAER. - P. prnn Sl. grain 200
.Ieaer. i grain.

jPhosphori 1-50 graèin.12-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM ALO ET NUCE VOMICA.. . . . .. xt. Aloes Aq. grain. 1 50
Ext. Ng t , grain.
E Phosphoi sc. grain.13-PIL. PiOSPHORI CUM ZINCO C T . ...... . .. P.. zci Su. i grain. i g0
F Lup ie i grain.

- Phosphori x-50 grain.

Zmca Viialr. > gran.

1-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM OPIO ET DIGITALE . . ..x... P. I)gca % grain 1 50

EP. Nuecc. Vmgrain.

SPv. Opii Y6 grain.
19-PIL. PHOSPHORa CUM STRYCHNIA . . . . . . . c . r n. i 50
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19-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM BELLADONNA . . . . . . . . POhori i-soo grain.
' Ext. leladoniai 1-8 grain. 1 54
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A New Remedy for the treatment of

ACNE SERFULA "N UTEOUS IISEASES
SDGAR-COID PlIS iF SitiPrnît Of CAlRtM

ONE-TENTH GRAIN PER 100, . . . . .50
ONE-QUARTER " " " .60
ONE-HALF d : 4 .. .75
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Prepared by WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.
Obtalsable from, ail Drugits or sent by mail on receipt of price.

[EXTRACT FRoM Du. IlOwARD CANE's ARTICLE IN TUE LONDON LANCE.]
}'rom the great frequency of occurence of acne, and from its manifesting ltself on the

faces of individuals of both sexes, any therapeutie agent which promises success ln this
often intractable skin disease will be welcomed by most practitioners. I do not bring the
sulphide of calcium forward as a new remedy in the treatient of this disease, for it was
reconnmended sone years ago by Dr. Sydney Ringer, but I wish to bring it more promi-
nently into notice as a drug which will often prove of signal service in acne when othef
means have failed. The success which I attained in my first case which was of a most
obstinate nature, led me to try it in others.

CASE 1.-G. I--, a younz lady, aged 19, has been troubled for the last five yearg
with aene of the most severe kind. When 'he first came to me, her face, especially the
forehead was thickly covered with acne spots in all stages of development, the inflamed and
suppurating papljies being verv nuenirous. fShe stated that she had been to three physicians
im London, two ot wlouti are eminent skia physicians. Inquiries intothe state of her gen-
eral health found it was excellent in every respect. Prescribed the sulphide of calcium of
which I gave at first one-tenth of a grain four times daily. At the sametimeldirected lier
to hold her face over a vessel of hot water night and morning for some ten minutes or
more, and then to rub the parts where the little black-topped comedones were very thick
with a towel, after which she was to use as a face powder some precipitated sulphur,which I directed to be colored with Armenian bole. At the same time I gave minute
and careful directions as to diet, etc., forbidding pastry of all kinds, ail salt meats, and
enjoined the frequent tise of green vegetables, together with reg± ular out-door exercise.
At the end of a fortnight I saw hier again, and found that there was a slight improvement,
there were not many more inflamed papules, and the black-topped comedones were con-
siderably fewer i nuimber. I determined to persevere. I now ordered 1 1.> grain to be
taken six times-daily, and to see me again in a fort night. At the end of that time I again
saw ber, and, though there was no very great improvement that I could se, still the
patient declared she was better. I now increased the dose of the sulphide to one grain
daily, and see me again in a fortnight. I now increased the dose to one-fourth of a grain
six times daily, with a very excellent result; in another fortnight to half a grain six times
daily; and at the end of another fortnight not only but few spots appeared, but they were
much less inflaned than usual, and the others were rapidly disappearing, and the Sm.
plexion was much clearer. To take one grain six times daily for another fourteen days.
I then saw her again. Fron this time the progress was uninterruptedly good. No fresh
spots appeared.

CAmE 2.-J. C. , a young lady 20 vears of age, came to me for an eruption on the
face which she had for a year, and which had gradually become worse. I prescribed the
same diet and face powder, and gave the sanie directions as in case 1, but gave to begin
with, one-fourth of a grain of the sulphide four tinies daily, gradually increasing the doseto a grain six times daily. At the end of six weeks she was nearly well, and ta another
rnonth I saw lier again, when she was quite cured. Slhe had taken the sulphide in ail two
months, gradually dininisling the dose during the fort night. I may here say that thispatient also had been takiag various drugs for soue mionths previouâly, but without any
appreciable result.

I have before nie notes of fourteen other cases treated exactly in the same way, butwhich I need not detail, as they were merely repetitions of the two gi ven above. The re-
flit in eleven out OC t4ese fourten were perfect, whilst in the renaining three, though
grsat eui t we cure was not complete. I now ayw s begl w4Ks squganrof a grain four t Wtiy, gm6tlAHy increasing the dose t o ais #iztilges<ial or
according to the progress and severity of the case.

SPECIFY PILLS AND GRANULES OF SULPHIDE CALCIUM,
Prepared by WM. R. WARNER & CO., 1228 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

gÀrPhysicians' Favorite Recipes for Pills made to order.
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At the solicitation of our medical friends we have prepared this new elass of preparations,
denominated PARVUtES to distinguish them from Pills and Granules. They are designed for the
adminiatration of medicines in minute doses for children, and for frequent repetition in case of
adults. It is claimed by some practitioners that small doses given at short intervals exert a
more curative effect.

OliTHESE ARE NOT MNTENDED TO SUPPLANT THE USE OF PILLS AND GRANULES.

Price, 40 Cents per Bottle of 100 each.
Pooket-cases furnished with 20 varieties, for the use of country practitioners.
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ANTISEPTIC OVARIOTOMY-MULTILO
CULAR OVARIAN CYST-EXTENSIVE
PARIETAL ADHESIONS-RECOVERY

BY ARCH. E. MALLoCH, M.D, HAMILTON, ONT.

Ovariotomy has of late become such a commor
operation, that I would hesitate to publish a single
case, were it not among the first, if not the firs
done in Ontario on strictly antiseptic principles
gccording to the directions given by T. Keith,
F.R.C.S., Edinburgh, in his paper on " Results o
Ovariotomy, before and after Antiseptics," which
appeared in the British Mlfédical Yournal for Oc-
tober 2 9 th, 1878, and which the Editor of the
CA4TADA LANCET, has kindly offered to reprint in
this number.*

July 28, 1878. Mrs. B. æt 56, widow, native of
Orkney, consulted me at the office for " dropsy,"
which proved on examination the following day at
her house, to be ovarian. She had noticed for
some months that she was getting " bigger," and
about March, that there was a " lump " which fell
to the left side when lying on ber back. The ab-
domen was prominent, dull on percussion except-
ing above and on the sides, and presented a longi-
tudinal sulcus, well marked above which suggested
there bleing two separate cysts meeting in the
middle line ; fluctuation distinctly felt in the right
and left tumours, but not from one to the other.
There is a hard mass of some size on the right
portion of the tumor. Uterus slightly anteverted
to the left, of nearly normal size. Girth, one inch
and a half below umbilicus, 37 inches ; measure
nient from ensiform cartilage to pubis, 14j
inches.

As she was in moderately good health, and able
to walk some distance, it was thought advisable not

* For Keith's article, see page 139.
' 3

to operate at once. The following remarks in T.
Spencer Wells' 3rd lecture, delivered June 14th,

y 1878, " on the diagnosis and treatment of abdomi-
nal tumours " induced me to postpone the opera-
tion ; " so long as the patient is moderately com-
fortable, so long as she can walk a mile, or for half
an hour, without much inconvenience, so long as
she can get up and down stairs, so long as there is
no great pressnre upon any of the organs of the ab-
domen or pelvis, and she can breathe pretty well,
and her heart is not interfered with, such a patient
as that may be left to ordinary palliative treatment,
with the usual attention to the general health."

About the first of November, as the tumor had
increased considerably-the girth by 2 and the
measurement from the ensiform cartilage to the
pubis by 44 inches-and as she had suffered con-
siderably from abdominal pain, and had lost flesh,
I thought of operating, when Dr. Keith's article
came to hand. His wonderful success under anti-
septics of "no death of the last forty-one opera-
tions " compelled me to postpone the operation till
the apparatus necessary for proper antiseptic pre-
cautions, was procured from Edinburgh. The
patient was seen from time to time during the fol-
lowing months, and notes taken of the progress of
the case. The tumor increased in size, and œdema
of the legs and lower portion of the abdomen set
in ; she suffered at times severely, from pain in
front, and had an almost incessant, though not
copious bloody vaginal discharge which was looked
upon as a " pressure symptom," as the uterus was
almost normal in size, and quite moveable and
the os--nodulated as it was-probably fissured in
ber deliveries-was quite soft.

May 9, 1879. Ædema of the abdominal walls
more marked, and abdomen more pendulous.
Girth ý4 inch below umbilicus, 41 inches; measure-
ment from ensiform cartilage to pubis, -oy2
inches.

May 21.-12.30 p.m. After the ordinary pre-
liminary antiseptic pfecautions, the patient being
under the influence of ether, the operation was'pro-
ceeded with under the spray and more than two
hours elapsed before she was replaced in bed.
Universal parietal adhesions were found except
above the umbilicus where the upper extremity of
the incision terminated. After partial separation
of the adhesions the largest cyst was emptied of
its grumous contents, and through its wall three
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S per cent solution of carbolic acid and glycerine;
this dressing was split below to encircle the drain-
age tube. A portion of the drainage tube out-
side this dressing was encircled with several folds
of the gauze soaked in the saine solution, and its
mouth plugged with a small piece of sponge moist-
ened with the same ; these dressings were then
secured by a gauze bandage passed round the
body and the thighs. The extremity of the plugged
tube, which was higher than the dressings to allow
for tympanitic distension, was thien inserted into
the concavity of a large sponge soaked in the gly-
cerine solution. By this means thorough antiseptic
guarding was secured, while easy access was given
to the drainage tube without disturbing the main
dressing, by removal of the large sponge which
rested on the dressings and not on the tube. The
spray played upon the parts from first to last, ex-
cepting for a short time when the boiler had to be
replenished with water; during this interval the
exposed parts were covered with a cloth dipped in
1 to 20 solution of carbolic acid in water.

lfay 21St.-4 p. m.-An hour and a half after
the operation. P. 95; T. 97 %°. Voited once
40 minims of laudanum given per rectum. 7.30
p.m. P. 1o6 ; R. 26 'T. 1o01° F. Third-ice
in small quantities ordered ; 6 oz. urine renoved

beef tea ordered per rectum every 3 hours.
11.20 p. m.-P. 92 ; R. - ; T. 99j' F. Vomitted
at 8 and 10 p. ni. '2 oz. red serum taken off.

May 25-7.30 a. m.-P. 84; R. -; T. 982 F.
Vomited at 5 and 6 a. m. ; 3 ss. red serum drawn
off; '2 teaspoonful of milk and lime wter ordered
every 30 minutes. 4 p. ni.-P. 90 ; R. -; T.
98, F. Has not vomited ; quantity of milk and
lime water doubled. 10.30 p. m.-P. 9o ; R. -;
T. 98?° F. Doing well ; more milk and lime water
ordered.

May 26 th.-8 a. m.-P. 86; R. easy; T. 9 839F.
Says she feels better. 4 p. m.-P. 84; R.-;
T. 98?" F. '.2 oz. red serum drawn off. 10.45

p. m.-P. 88 ; R. - ; T. 98aQ F. Feels full, but
no abdominal swelling perceptible.

May 271h.-8 a. m .P. 84 ; R. easy; T. 9 8¾.F.
Rested well ; feels fuill. 4 p. m. - P. 85; R.
easy ; T. 9820 F. Little sleep ; wound exposed,
apparently soundly healed. 10.30 p. m.-P. 92
R. easy ; T. 98 * F.

Mlay 281h.-7.45 a. m.-P. 90 ; R. easy ; T.
9740Q F. 4 p. m.-P. 9o; R. easy ; T. 990 F.

iij of serun drawn off, drainage tube re-
moved. 10.50 p). m. P. 96; R. easy; T. 98? F.
Vomited a little at 6 p. m.

May 29t/.-8 a. m.-P. 90 ; R. easy; T. 98?
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other cysts were tapped and emptied; the remain- by catheter. 11.30 p. m.-P. îo6; R. 24; T.
ing firn adhesions to the abdominal wall were then ioo&' F. Thirst, ice continued; 5o min. lauda-
broken down and the more solid portion of the num per rectum. 6 oz. urine.
tumour which was free from adhesions was drawn May 22nd.- 7 .3 o a.m. P. 92; R. 2o ; T. 9 81QF.
tlrough the wound and the pedicle exposed. The SIepi soundly 2 hour, and dozed now and then
pedicle which was from 4 to 5 inches in breadth, during the night: 8 oz. urine. 4.15 P. m. P 96.-
sprang from the right broad ligament, and by R.-; T. i000 F. Witil the spray playing the
holding it up, it was seen that the vessels entered sponges were removed, and one ounce of red serum
and emerged from the tumor at its borders, in was drawn off through the tube by meaîs of an
bundles the size of one's finger ; ligatures of " pre- iîdia rubber tubing attached to a syringe. 8 oz.
pared cat-gut " were passed round these bundlesandR. 2; T. 9 F. A
tied; the pedicle was then cut across and " dropped teaspoonful of milk ordered to be given every hour.
in." After securing with fine " prepared cat-gut," May 23rd.- 7 4 5 a. .- P. 96; R. 20; T. 990
several bleeding points in the adhesions which F. With spray 3ij red serum drawn off. 6 oz.
oozed after the removal of Kœberlé's forceps, the urine. 4.15 P. ni P. 96; R. 20; T. 99" F. Mss.
abdomen was thoroughly sponged free from ail red seru drawn off. 6 oz. urine. 1.30 p. m
blood and small clots. A glass drainage tube was P. 96; R. 18; T. 990 F. 3vi red serum drawnpassed to the bottom of the cul-de-sac belind the off; vomited once. 8 oz. urine.
uterus, and the wound was stitched with silver wire May 2tl.-7.30 a. m.-P. 84; R. 15 ; T. 97t 0 F.in the ordinary way. F. ,ss. liglt serun drawn offo retced a littieThe dressingsconsistedofa strip of"dprotective" vomited once. 8 oz. urine. 4 P. n.-P. 92; R.ts cover the wound, and a large gauze dressing of peT. 98e F. Vonited at 3.30; was easy ti iight thicknesses, which had been soaked in F an then 3oz. red seru m drawn off; 2 cupf l of
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F. Rested well; passed urine for the first time. larged and discoloured, the discoloration reaching
5 p. m.-P. 90; T. 98M F. Takes beef tea and as high up as Poupart's ligament. I told the pa-
milk. i i p. m.-P..9o; T. 98 q F. Has taken an tient that he had rupture of the urethra, and then
egg. procured a large catheter (No. 12,) and contrary

May 30/-h.-8 a. m.-P. 90; T. 97 ' F. 6 p. m. to my expectations, passed it into the bladder with
-P. 84; T. 9 8Q F. Wound examined at the very little difficulty, and drew off a large quantity
lower part where tube was ; healing rapidly. of urine which gave him the desired relief. I then

May 3rst.-8 a. m.-P. 84; T. 9 8QF. 6 p. m. tied the catheter in situ, and proceeded to make
P. 84 ; T. 98t°. numerous incisions with an ordinary bistoury in the

lune rst.-îo a. m.-P. 84; T. 97¾° F. Enema scrotum and neighbouring discoloured parts. I
of warm water ordered. then ordered warm bran poultices to be applied to

Yune 2nd.- 9 .1 5 a. m.-P. 84; T. normal; the scrotum and groin, and also ordered the patient
bowels moved for first time ; stitches removed. to remain quiet until I returned again ; did not

June 3rd.-Was sitting up in bed. deem it necessary to give any medicines internally
The patient gradually regained ber strength and as the patient showed very little constitutional dis-

flesh ; and was soon able to walk and visit ber turbance.
friends, and in October she did the household Aug. 29th-Patient passed a good night ; dis-
washing. The temperature, the pulse, in this coloration the same ; pulse 82. No constitutional
case, show the absolute freedom from fever. disturbance save a little nervousness ; urine passes

The Glasgow Medical 7ou-nal for November through the catheter pretty well.
1879, gives the following sentence referring to Sept. 1st-On withdrawing the catheter to-day,
ovariotomy. "Of late, Dr. Keith has operated on which was creating a little irritation owing to its
every case which presented itself to him, many of roughness I found that on pressing the scrotum
them with enormous adhesions and yet he has had I could eject, through the urethra, large quantities
(October) sixty-five cases in succession without a of fetid bloody urine, and could by this means
single death." 

• empty the scrotum. I then took a small trocar and
There can be little doubt with this wonderful ex- made two deep punctures in the scrotum, one on

perience of Dr. Keith's, but that the use of antisep- each side, - drawing away all the fluid, and made
tics will make as radical a change iii the treatment several fresh incisions in the skin in the area of
of ovarian cysts as the lithotrite has of clculus of discoloration. I ordered tbe patient to continue
the bladder. The rule will be to operate as soon the bran poultices. and after replacing tbe old ca-
as the nature of the case has been clearly made theter by a new one, and binding it in its place, I
out, and not to wait as T. Spencer W.ells advised till left him pretty comfortable.
it is a necessity. Sept. 3rd. Discoloration much less to-day ; pa-

tient slept well ; no grave constitutional symptoms.
Had to change catheter to-day, as the gum elastic
is the only one applicable, and the outer surfaceRUPTURE OF THE URETHRA-EXTRA- very soon gets rough in contact with urine. I hadVASAION 0F URINE- COMPLETE RE- very little difficulty in introducing a No. 1i ; there
is a slight discharge from one of the openings inBY J. R. HAMILTON, M.D., M.c.p.s.o., STRATFORD,ONT. the scrotum when the patient endeavours to pass
water.

On the 28th of August last I was called to see Sept. 5tb-Still sone discbarge of purulent urine
Thos. H., a carpenter by trade, who had on th froni the opening in tbe scrotum ; the discoloration
previous day received an injury to the perineun by fo rapidy disappearing. On examination I find a
by falling from a building, striking the edge of a is rapid f diceing On ea atone fin-
board in the descent. good deal of thickening of the urethra at the trian-

gular ligament, which for the first time enabled meThe prime cause of his trouble now is that ie to locate the injury. On supporting this part ofhas not passed any urine since the accident occur- the urethra and asking the patient to pass his urinered, and I find that the scrotum is very much en- he could do so with greater ease than when unsup-
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ported. There is a good deal of contraction on
on the side of the scrotum that has the opening
for discharge ; to continue the poultices.

Sept. roth-Patient doing well; no constitu-
tional trouble; scarcely any discharge from the
opening in the scrotum ; catheter has to be re-
moved to be cleaned occasionally.

Sep. i5th-Removed the catheter to-day, and
foun'd the patient could make water pretty freely
through the natural passage, and allowed him to
abandon catheter and poultices on trial.

Sep. 21st. Came to me to day complaining of
the stream of urine being small and forked, and I
found some difficulty in introducing a No. 5, after
which, however, I got in a No. 6 and 7, and
finally a No. 8. There is considerable thickening
and hardness at the seat of injury ; ordered the
application of the ungt, iod. co., night and morn-
ing; general health good; no symptoms of extrav-
asation of urine. I advised him to call every
second day to have a catheter passed, in order to
overcome the stricture, to which he was liable
during the healing process, but the patient since
that date has not been as attentive as he should.
Feeling that he is well has made him a little care-
less, and now at the time of writing, October 29 th,
he has called but three or four times in all. I
have, however, succeeded in keeping the canal of
the urethra open, although I often had to use a
netallic sound instead of the ordinary catheter
which always bent more or less when it came in
contact with the thickened portion of the urethra.
This thickening has now, however, almost disap-
peared and he can pass a good stream of urine.
His health is good and he has been working for
some days at his trade.

REMARKS.-In nearly every work on surgery,
very grave constitutional effects are given as the
result of this injury. Now in this case the con-
stitutional effects were almost ni, for after relieving
the bladder in the first instance, the pulse never
ran higher than 85 ; there were no chills, no cold
sweats, no faintness, no vomiting, although the
local symptoms of escaped urine were undeniable.
Another point the authors all seem to agree upon
is the great difficulty, amounting in many cases to
an impossibility, in passing a catheter. In this
case (whether the occurence was accidental or not),
there was none, or scar&ely any difficulty in passing
that instrument. There is one thing in reference

to the continued use of the catheter in ordinary
use that I would like to speak of, and that is their
liability to clog up and cause the urine to pass
along the outer surface, the very thing in these
cases it is desirable to avoid. Were it not for this
and their liability to become rough on the outer
surface the gum-elastic catheter is a much more
pliable and painless instrument than the metallic.

I might say in conclusion that had I a similar
case again, I would use the trocar much earlier than
I did in this case.

LYMPHO-ADENOMA OF THE NECK-EX-
TIRPATION AND CURE.

Translated from the Revista-Medico-Quirurgica
(Sjpanish) Buenos Aires.

BY J. WORKMAN, M.D., TORONTO.

Early in September, 1878, a boy named José
Longo, a native of Buenos Aires, aged 10 years,
was admitted into the hospital, de San Luis Gon-
zaga, under the care of Dr. Pirovano. His parents,
who enjoyed excellent health, stated that about five
years ago they noticed a swelling on the left side
of the neck, which in its commencement increased
slowly, but about a year ago it began to assume
large proportions.

He presented a tumour of the size of the head
of a fotus at full time. It occupied the whole of
the supra-clavicular triangle, the lateral region of
the neck, from the base up to the parotid, and
crossing to the right side it extended to the sterno-
mastoideus muscle. Outwards it reaclied the acro-
nion, forwards it passed down over the clavicle, and
overlying the insertions of the pectoralis major, and
backwards it extended .to the scapula insinuating
itself beneath this bone. It was lobulated, and
though it presented a soft consistence, certain
points off4ied a resistance like that of cartilage ;
pressure on these caused some pains. The neo-
plasm was divided by two great sulci, produced by
the pressure of the mastoid and the trapezial mus-
cles. The subcutaneous veins, but above all the
external jugular, were much dilated. The general
state of the boy was not very satisfactory ; although
he had no fever, he was anemic, and had a tena-
cious cough, which was aggravated in the horizon-
tal position, but there was no expectoration, and
no stethescopic indication of morbid process in the
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thorax. No other tumour presented in any region
of the body, and as to the normal ganglia, they
were imperceptible. 0

In consideration of the fact that the existence of
the boy was compromised by the presence of the
neoplasm, we decided on its extirpation. The op-
portunity for the operation had come, and in pre-
sence of the danger of death from asphyxia or in-
anition, consequent on the mechanical action of
the enormous neoplasm, all hesitation vanished.
We did not enter on the discussion as to its malig-
nity or the contrary, its reproduction or not, or its
deadly action by cachectic poisoning. There we
saw a body which compromised the trachea, the
esophagus, the superficial and the deep veins, and

very probably the recurrent nerve ; all circumstan-
ces calling for prompt surgical intervention. It is
certain that an operation of this character, in the
depths of a region so delicate, could not be exempt
from great dangers.

We took every precaution for the avoidance, or
the provocation, of immediate and consecutive ac-
cidents. We felt sure as to the commanding of
arterial or venous hemorrhage, but we had to take
into account the capillary hemorrhage. Our pa-
tient, according to his stature and weight, could
not contain more than three kilograms of blood
(61bs. ro ozs.), and the loss of two pounds of this
fluid might seriously endanger his life. An opera-
tion of this nature, with so vast a traumatic super-
ficies, and lasting more than an hour, might cause
the loss of this quantity of blood by mere exhala-,
tion (oozing). We left out all thoughts of the use
of the galvanic cautery, since the eperation was
one in which, above all things, we must clearly see
where the vulnerant instrument reached, and might
by contact, or by simple radiation of caloric, cau-
terize the wall of a tube, a vessel, or an important
nerve. We considered the great inconvenience pre-
sented by the perchloride of iron in the cauterizing
of so large a surface, and putting it into worse con-
ditions for speedy cicatrization. It was imperative
to keep in view that a copious suppuration might
terminate the life of a boy already much debilitated.
It was necessary that we should find a special
hæmostatic, which would place the traumatic sur-
faces in such conditions as would secure healing
without suppuration, and we gave the preference
to an alcoholic solution of salicylic acid, with the
double object of obtaining both its hæmostatic and
its antiseptic action.

On the 3rd of November the boy was placed on
the operating table, anesthesia was produced, and
in the presence of the distinguished alumni of our
school, Drs. Ugarteche, Jorge, Aveleira, Knoglang.
and others whom I do not recollect, the operation
proceeded in the following manner : A curved in-
cision of the skin was made below the clavicle, ex-
tending from the acromion to the sterno-clavicular
articulation ; a fold of the skin and the cutaneous
muscle was dissected as far as the parotid region
and the anterior border of the trapezius. The ex..
ternal jugular was divided between two hæmostatic
clips. The tumour was then grasped with a strong
forceps, and upward traction was made; its ante-
rior border and its base were dissected from their
attachments, care being always taken to carry the
cutting instrument clear of the surface of the neo-.
plasm. It was separated from the posterior part
of the clavicle and the subclavian vein, a strong
adherance of the scalenus was destroyed, avoiding
to touch the phrenic nerve ; it was separated from
the brachial plexus and the subclavian artery, and
the dissection was carried backward as far as the
subscapular fossa. Here the tumour was mounted
as a saddle, over the cervical border of the scapula,
requiring its separation from the supra-spinatus, the
great serratus, and the sub-scapularis muscles.
Passing to the anterior internal part, the clavicular
portion of the sterno-mastoid muscle was cut, and
changing the position of the forceps, a new traction
of the tumour was made, separating it from the
carotid, the internal jugular, the œsophagus, and
the recurrent nerve ; it was dissected from the
trachea and the thyroid body, in effecting which it
was found necessary to separate with the hook the
sterno-hyoideus and the thyro-hyoideus muscles, as
the neoplasm penetrated into the right region of
the neck. New tractions were made on the supe-
rior part, and it was separated from contact with
the parotid and sub-maxillary glands, drawing out
a part insinuated between the bellies of the digas-
tric muscle, and separating the tumour from the
hypoglossal nerve and the two carotids, as at the
height of the thyroid cartilage it penetrated the
ganglionar mass as far as the walls of the pharynx.

We had now spent an hour in this laborious dis-
section, and when we supposed our task ended, we
perceived that there yet remained large masses be-
hnd the top of the sternum, which insinuated them-
selves over the mediastinum, and others between
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the scaleni, and many more between the transverse
processes of the cervical vertebre and the posterior
muscles of the neck. We were delayed half an
hour in this delicate part of the operation, having
finally eliminated the tumour without any accident.
It was truly impressive to contemplate this vast
fuming surface in whose depths were seen the nerve
plexuses and the large injected veins, whilst the sil-
ence was broken by the vibrations of the carotids
and the subclavian.

Sixteen homostatic pincettes were applied on the
arterioles and small veins, and torsion was made
on a branch of the transverse cervical, which was
the chief nutrient artery of the neoplasm. The
capillary hemorrhage was controlled by continually
applying compresses soaked in the alcoholic solu-
tion of salicylic acid, on the cut surfaces, as they
became gradually exposed. Furthermore, many
hemorrhagic accidents were averted by the use of
an instrument much overlooked by surgeons, and
which is always present in their cases. We allude
to the spatula, which in our operation performed
the principal role in the dissection, and which we
shall in future recommend especially for the extir-
pation of large tnmours. By its obtuse point, its
fine non-cutting edges, and its curvature, it seems
as if expressly made for insinuation into the lax
connective tissue, without injury to the partitions
and walls of important organs. It possesses a
marked superiority over the handle of the scalpel.
Half an hour after concluding the operation, all
the hoemostatic pincettes were removed, and the
traumatic surface was perfectly washed with the
salicylic alcohol, and when it was quite dry, exact
apposition of the cut parts was made, and three
Chassaignac tubes were left in, one leading from
behind the sternum, another crossing the whole re-
gion and coming out by a contra aperture by the'
spinal border of the scapula, and the third from be-
tween the scaleni, coming out at the external angle
of the incision. The edges of the wound were
united by twelve stitches, and the Listerian occlus-
ion was made, compression having previously been
made over the supra-scapular hollow, in order to
prevent the existence of any sac.

The progress of the case was very satisfactory.
There was febrile reaction for three days, but the
temperature scarcely exceeded 39°C. (102.2°F).
The cough, dyspnoa and dysphagia completely dis-
appeared, and the deep oicatrization took place so

rapidly that twelve days after the operation the boy
not only quit his bed, but walked about the courts
of the hospital. The lips of the wound, however,
suffe4 d a contre-temps, due most probably to an
epidemic of diphtheria then prevailing in the estab-
lishment. There remained only one little spot for
cicatrization, when suddenly it took on an ulcerat-
ing character, which had to be combated by iodo-
form, and about a month was required for complete
healing. The boy now enjoys excellent health,
and the cicatrix below the clavicle can hardly be
distinguished.

The tumour weighed 1250 grammes (234 lbs.);
and consisted Of 78 lobules, the largest about the
size of a hen's egg, the smallest, of a chick pea.
Some were soft, contrasting with the cartilaginous
hardness of others. All were united by a lax con-
nective tissue, andformed variousgroupssurrounded
by an incomplete fibrous capsule.

CASE OF PLEURO-PNEUMONIA, COMPLI-
CATED WITH EMPYEMA.

BY J. H. RYAN, M.D., SUSSEX, N.B.

With a hope that the history of the following
case may be of some practical interest to the read-
ers of the LANcET, I beg to contribute it towards
the literature on this subject.

On the evening of the 12th May, 1878, I was
summoned to attend J-- O-, a native of N.
B., a farmer, single and æt. 25. He was of a ro-
bust constitution, and had always enjoyed good
health, but he was addicted to the vice of intem-
perance and often suffered in consequence from ex-
posure. It was in this way that he contracted the
above disease.

His present illness commenced twenty-four hours
previous to my visit, with pain in his right side,
cough and dyspnoa. On physical exploration of
the chest there were revealed engorgement of right
lung with pleurisy. The pulse was beating tumult-
uously at 122 per minute, and the inspirations 33 ;
temperature, 104.5° ; the skin was perspiring freely;
and the tongue was furred. Fomentations were
ordered to be applied over the right lung, and an
aperient administered. A mixture containing car-
bonate of ammonia and vin. ipecac. was directed to
be given at regular intervals, and a Dover's powder
to be taken at bedtime.
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May 3.-No improvement, but felt easier in the

afternoon.

May rg.-Pain more intense, crepitant and sub-
crepitant rales audible over the right lung ; pulse,
94 ; inspirations 25 per minute ; and temperature
in the axilla, 102.6Q.

May rS.-Delirium; pulse, 86 ; inspirations, 34;
lower half of right lung solidified. A small quan-
tity of brandy allowed, and supporting remedies in
moderation.

May r6.-Feels better; pulse, 86 ; temperature,
102.5° ; complains of pain along the crest of the
right ilium.

May rp.-Spent a restless night, and complained
much of dyspnœa and pain in different parts of the.
body ; pulse, 8o; inspirations, 30 ; temperature,
100.4° ; cough insignificant, and appetite tolerably
good. Physical signs of this date reveal the left
lung and upper lobe of the right normal, and the
vesicular murmur and resonance more pronounced
at the base of diseased lung, and the general symp-
toms denote improvement.

May 23.-Pulse, 75 ; inspirations, 30; temper-
ature, 100.7°. A specimen of urine examined gave
a faint acid reaction ; no albumen ; the chlorides
increasing, and sp. grav. 1010. The dulness was
greater and more pronounced at the base of right
lung than when examined four days previously. By
changing the position of the patient I was able to
detect fluid in the right pleural cavity in small quan-
tity. Elaterium and buchu were prescribed with a
view to hasten the absorption of the effusion.

May 25.-Area of dulness increasing; pulse,
105 ; inspirations, 32 ; temperature, 98.80. Urine
tested gave the same indications as before, except-
ing the sp. gr. which was greater. The patient contin-
ued on in much the sane condition ; the hydra-
gogues and diuretics failing to reduce the effusion
to any perceptible amount.

7une 3.-The symptoms more aggravated; pain,
cough, restlessness, loss of appetite, an anxious
countenance, and low delirium. Pulse, 128 ; and
temperature, 1020.

Yune 5.-I indroduced the needle of a hypoder-
mic syringe into the pleural cavity and withdrew one
drachm of purulent matter, and informed his
friends that it would be necessary to operate and
remove this collection.

5une 6.-I performed the operation of paracen-
tesis thoracis in the eighth intercostalspace, in

the axillary line, and withdrew 30 ounces of puru-
lent lymph. The patient felt much relieved after
the operation, and the inspirations fell to 24 per
minute; pulse, 98 ; and temperature, 1or.1°. A
morphine powder was ordered to be taken at bed-
time-

Yune 8.-Perceptible improvement. The bowels
being constipated senna was administered. Some
bulging yet noticeable on the diseased side, which
on measurement being made was i8 inches from
spine to sternum, one inch greater than the corres-
ponding side, but an inch less than it was previous
to the operation. Right lung comes down lower
in front, but still dulness exists at the base. His
diet since yesterday has been a little too muich,
consisting of 3 oz. brandy, ii pints of milk, a
dozen oysters, some tender broiled beef and biscuit.

June 9 and ro.-Feels not so well to-day ; pulse,
96 ; and tongue becoming coated. Physical exan-
ination of the chest reveals left lung normal, heart
normal, but right pleural cavity becoming more dis-
tended with fluid, though no increase in measure-
ment.

June rg.-The symptoms being unfavourable
I concluded to make a free opening of the pleural
cavity and in6ert a drainage tube. Assisted by Dr.
B. McMonagle, I made a free opening into the
eighth intercostal space in the axillary line, intro-
duced a rubber drainage tube about three inches,
and secured it by transfixing the tube with a liare-
lip pin, which was readily passed through strong,
adhesive plaster in such a manner as to make a
complete and simple appliance for securing it to
the chest. About 30 ounces of sanguinolent fluid
escaped through the tube, after which the pleural
cavity was washed out with a weak solution of car-
bolic acid. The pulse before the operation was
124, after it, 104; respiration, 30 before, and 24

per minute after the evacuation of the liquid.
June i.-On removing a small plug I had in-

serted into the tube to prevent air from entering,
12 ounces of pus escaped, and the cavity was
washed out with a solution of permanganate of
potash. His diet to be nutritious, and to have por-
ter, a wineglassful every two hours.

Yune r6.-Much improved. The discha-ge to-
day amounted to one pint. Cavity washed out
with carbolic acid solution.

lune r7.-Improving; pulse, 88 ; respiration,
24 ; temperature, 98.7°; and no discharge from
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pleural cavity since yesterday. Injected Condy's
fluid in half-a-pint of warm water, which returned
without any increase in quantity. Prescribed a
mixture of potass. iodidi and tinct. cinchonæ co.

7une rB.-Is not so well to-day. By turning
the patient well over on his side so as to bring the
opening as low as possible, about 9 ounces of very
thick pus escaped. Condy's fluid was injected and
allowed to remain ten minutes, the patient rolling
over so that the wash might be generally distrib-
uted over the pleural surface. After it came away
the patient went to sleep immediately.

Yune 1.-Is better ; ten ounces of pus escaped.
Cavity washed out with carbolic acid solution.

7une 20.-About 20 ounces of pus escaped to-
day.
• 7uue 22.-The tube cut short, and a large hand-
ful of oakum applied with the tube open.

7une 23.-Was sent for in haste, as the patient
had fainted. His sister, who had been intrusted
with the injecting of the fluid, was told to cease
the injection, but did not do so-which caused
great distress and syncope. From this time for-
ward, however, the case progressed rapidly.

_7uly r.-I ordered the tube to be stopped for
26 hours ; on the removal of the plug, only one
ounce of thin liquid escaped.

7uly 7.-The tube was removed, and the patient
continued to improve. He convalesced so rapidly
that he was able to work in a short time, and cut
all the hay on his father's farm without assistance.

Remarks.-I would urge upon the profession the
advisability of early operative interference in
empyema. To operate early it is necessary to be
well satisfied that fluid exists in the pleural cavity.
This is quickly and positively ascertained by intro-
ducing a hypodermic needle in one of the inter-
costal spaces and drawing off some of the fluid if
any exists, the nature of which can then readily be
determined. There can be no danger, according
to late English authorities, should the needle of
the syringe accidentally enter the healthy lung, or
the liver. This is a valuable aid in the diagnosis
of this disease, and may be instrumental in prevent-
ing many grievous errors, similar to the following
instance : A few years ago I remember having been
called to attend a patient, in the absence of the
family physician. I diagnosed the case, pleurisy
with effusion. I did not see the case again for sev-
eral weeks, the family'physician having returned

and taken charge of the case. I was not called in
consultation as I expected to have been, but learned
that owing to the disease not progressing favourably
the attendant physician called in consultation an-
other medical man, and they came to the decision
the case was one of pneumonia.

A few weeks later passing that way, I was called
and asked to step in and see the sick man who was
still confined to his bed. I refused to do so, but
being assured that he was not under any regular
physician's care, I reluctantly consented to see him
only. He Was much reduced and not able to as-
sist himself in anyway. The physical signs indi-
ca:ed liquid in the pleural cavity. I informed the
invalid of the fact, and urged him to have it re-
moved by operation, and that if he did not have
it so removed the collection of purulent matter
would probably make its own way out if he lived
so long, but he persistently refused.

A few weeks later, curiosity led me to call and
see how far my predictions had been verified. At
the base of left lung in front, a diffused redness ex-
isted with an aperture in the centre from which a
thin purulent matter made its escape. On the
right side above the right nipple and towards the
sternum was a round hole the size of a goose quill,
through which air and thin purulent lymph would
whistle and flow with every inspiration and expira-
tion. This man lingered on for weeks and even
months, and suffered from painful bed-sores. Na-
ture had done her part in making a spontaneous
opening, but too late, his life slowly ebbed away,
within twelve months from the commencement of
the disease.

gIotespondtntt.

- PUBLIC PROSECUTOR.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-Will you kindly permit me through your
valuable space, to call attention to the state of the
medical profession in the eastern counties of
Ontario. In the May number of the Lancet a
correspondent under the signature of " Justice "
referred to it, at the same time accusing the public
prosecutor of not doing his duty towards the
licensed medical men. "Justice " complained
most ofImidwives, but Ifdo not think anyphysician
could injure himselfîmuch by personally prosecut-
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ing them. I do not myself ask the public prose-
cutor to look after them, but I do ask, and believe
I have a right to ask him, to come down to this
section occasionally. " There are larger fish to
catch here than midwives." I have waited patiently
to see if the appeal of "Justice" would be re-
sponded to, but I must say I have been dis-

appointed.
In two adjacent counties only, (in one of which

I have the misfortune to have settled) there are no
less than twelve unlicensed medical men, and but six
that are licensed, and in almost every case do
these unlicensed men hold the best fields, shielded
by professional etiquette and the carelessness, or, I
believe more truthfully, the laziness of him who is
appointed to look after our interests. I believe it
is quite useless to write to the present worthy
prosecutor, as I have been inforned by surrounding
iiedical men that they have done so more than
once, but their requests have all passed unheeded.

These men who are thus " sponging " upon the
courtesy of their qualified brothers, are, with few
exceptions the meanest of practitioners, using
underhand means to injure those they ought to
respect. What would some of your western medical
men think of practitioners who would treat an ordin-
ary case of diarrhœa as typhoid fever, colic as
peritonitis, follicular tonsillitis as diphtheria, &c.,
and by the rapid cures that must follow such trifling
disorders, to build up their reputation and secure
lucrative practices ? Some of them systematically
make it appear that their patients are much worse
than they really are, even when their diagnosis is
correct, in order to worm themselves as far as
possible into the gratitude of the public. Every
physician is aware how much such doings affect an
ignorant public. Yet such are the means taken by
the unlicensed (and even some of the licensed)
men in this section. Not content with usurping
the rights of others they stoop to such low, mean
practices as the above, to further injure their legally
qualified neighbors. I am not writing what others
have told me, but what I have observed myself.
It has been said and will be again I suppose, that
we should prosecute personally, but these men so
work upon the sympathy of the public, that it is
worse than useless to attempt such a piocedure.
It is all very well for Dr. Harris of Brantford, in
his answer to " Justice " to advocate prosecution
of these men personally; he may be an old prac-

titioner whose practice is firmly established, but for
young men to act as he advises, would be a sure
means of dispensing with what little practice they
have. Now I think we have as much need of a
visit from detective Smith as any section in
Ontario ; for I venture to assert that there are no
two other counties whose unlicensed practitioners
are as two to one.

Trusting that this may lead to some good, and
thanking you for inserting it in your valuable
journal.

Dec. 1 5 th, '79.
I am yours truly,

FAIR PLAY.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-The LANCET for November, 1879, con-
tains an original communication on " Antiseptic
Surgery," by Dr. Canniff of Toronto, which I hope
will not pass unnoticed. Dr. Canniff refers to Mr.
Savory's address. I would refer him to the col-
umns of the Lancet, (London), and British Medi-
caljournal, for various articles, editorial and in
correspondence, dealing with Mr. Savory's address,
and dealing with it in a very satisfactory manner.
Particularly he might read the articles by J. Greig
Smith of the Bristol School, and Thompson of
Richmond Hospital, Dublin. Dr. Canniff had no
necessity to trouble himself, or fill the columns of
your paper with cases treated without Lister's
method, and doing well, as the majority of cases
treated surgically before Lister was known, as well
as those now treated by other methods than his,
do well. The experience of every surgeon must
be sufficient on this point. These cases prove
nothing against Lister, but if good, may be betLer,
and if Lister's method insures this, why not follow
it? Then Dr. Canniff gives a case from Charing
Cross Hospital. He selects one of those cases in
which no certainty can be had, that septic niatter
had not got into the wound, and remained there in
spite of treatment. Besides, considering the nov-
elty of Listerism at Charing Cross, is it not fair to
ask if the treatment was really Listerian ? Three
or four days should have decided as to the asepti-
city of the wound. It were folly to keep on the
dressings longer if not aseptic. He refers to
Hutchinson's method ; it is no doubt excellent, so
was that of Callender, but that does not prove Lis-
ter's is not " a more excellent way." I think Dr.
Canniff shows something like spleen when he speaks
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of "missionary journeys," etc. Dr. Canniff need
not envy Dr. Lister's well earned glory. I do not
wish to hurt any man's feelings, but I would ask
any surgeon to take a course of Lister's clinics, and
if after six months he did not change his mind I
should suspect he had none. I wonder if Dr.
Canniff would have kept his seat in dignified con-
tenipt, while all the representatives of medical
science at the Amsterdam Congress stood up to
cheer and welcome Professor Lister.

Mr. Editor, I may appear too harsh, but having
been a student of Prof. Lister, I look upon these
letters on Listerism, (as I do upon letters in non-
medical papers by medical men) as doing great in-
jury to our profession.

Truro, N.S., Nov. 20, 1879.
W. S. Muur.

To the Editor of the CiDA LÂANcar.

SIR.-In the current number of the LANCET
there appears a letter from the President of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario,
which requires more than a passing notice. In this
letter the President in plain and unmistakeable
language acknowledges that he has thrown the ægis
of the Council over a class of individuals who style
themselves " midwives," although it is well known
in all the communities which they infest, that nine-
tenths of them possess in no shape or form, any
license or document whatever, that any
special instruction or knowledge has qualified them
for such a title. In equally plain language he
also gives his own peculiar interpretation of the
Ontario Medical Act, as his reasons for so doing.

Let us analyze them ; he says: ist. The Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons is not to be re-
garded as an institution to afford protection to the
"licensed" against the "unlicensed" but the very
opposite. 2nd. The intent of the Ontario Medical
Act was simply the protection of its lieges from ig-
norant "men " acting as physicians; it never went
beyond that, and the college was instituted. for the
express purpose of carrying out this intent and no
more. The question therefore for the general
body of the profession to consider is, whether
they are prepared to endorse such an interpreta-
tion, and if not, what effect it is likely to have on
its present and future prospects.

No. i is easily answged. If the College is not

to protect the licensed against the unlicensed, what
use it may well be asked, is it to be licensed ?
Only those who can stand its test, can receive their
license, which is given to them as the President
says, in order that the College might be able to
put into exercise the only function which it pos-
sesses, viz : that of affording protection to its
lieges,"-but I would ask him, why the licensed
practitioners of Ontario are to be excluded from
the privilege of participating in the rights of a
liege as well as any member of the general public ?
I shauld have thought that as one of the constitu-
ent or component parts of the College, he would
have the right to protection. The act says that
the whole of the profession of Ontario is to be in-
corporated as the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, thus giving them the inherent right to pro-
tect themselves; hence taking this view of it, neither
the Council nor its President are performing their
duties in thus shirking what plainly is a duty.

It the Council chooses to throw its mantde over
the unlicensed, telling the profession as the Presi-
dent very elegantly does in the last lines of his
letter, to go and protect themselves if they have
" a call of conscience " or if they think the " game
is worth the candle," why should we be taxed ?
Why pay in our money to keep up a set of men
who manifestly only perform one half of their ob-
ligations, " by " (to quote the President's own
words,) " not setting in work the processes of the
law " which he very naively says, is "l not breaking
the law." On this point I would ask him, what
was the intent of those who framed these pro-
cesses ? Was it that'they should be called out when
required, or that they.should remain for ever adead
letter ? If the latter, what a farce to frame them.
The President acknowledges that the College is a
failure, and has many faults. I think that most
will agree with me, that of its numerous short-
comings, and they are many, this one of derelic-
tion of duty, and a manifest disinclination to pro-
perly and thoroughly carry out the provisions] of
the act, is one of the greatest, and the chief cause
of the great dislike that exists towards it.

No. 2, or the President's interpretation of the
intent of the Ontario Medical Act is to my mind,
rather a curious one, and will not I imagine, re-
ceive general endorsation. To deal with it, I
must quote the words of the act on this point. It
says : " It shall not be lawful for any person not
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registered, to practice physic, or surgery or mid-
wifery in the Province of Ontario, for hire, gain or
reward. Any such person on being convicted
before any justice of the peace shall pay a penalty
not exceeding one hundred dollars, nor less than
twenty-five dollars." 9

In these words it is distinctly laid down that no
person, (I read it male or female) is to practice
physic, surgery, or midwifery without a license.
The President and the Council however, construe
the word person as applicable only to males, as
they have stayed all proceedings against a lot of
" pseudo midwives," who infest every city and town
in the Province. Altho' the act does not specially
say who is to prosecute, and it is quite evident that
the Council has taken advantage of this silence,
still one would naturally suppose, that in addition
to what the President considers "its sole duty" viz.,
the testing of the qualifications of those only who
seek as he says to " care for the health of the com-
munity," that they should also sedulously, for the
sake of the same community look after those who
know right well that if they presented themselves
for the purpose of being qualified for the care of
their own particular class, their ignorance would
soon give them the " right about." It is much to
be regretted that in the construeing and carrying
out of this act, a leaf has not been taken out of the
book of the profession of Great Britain. How
different is the construction put upon it, and the
arrangement of the forces put into operation to
make it a reality, and not a dead letter there, as
compared with that which exists here. Here
we are coolly told, be magnanimous, don't disgrace,
the unsel6ishness and devotion for which your
profession has been hitherto so disting-
uished. Let these poor women alone,
preach the doctrine that it is not the profession
that requires protection, quite the contrary, it is the
public, the profession would never stoop so low as
to think of protecting itself; the Legislature, and
the thinking portion of the public, will think all
the better of you for it, and finally the millenium
will be reached, and your noble self-denial will be
certain in the end to be rewarded with success.
Do these high-falutin sentiments prevail there ?
No, not by long odds, but quite the contrary; the
profession is composed of sensible practical men,
well do they know the fatal leaning to quackery,
and unlicensed practice that exists among the

general public ; they have formed themselves into a
defensive association whose business it 's to look
after the " processes given to them by the Act," to
put down all unlicensed practitioners, male or
female. Will any member of the present Council
say that in the protection which they thus secure
for themselves, it is not at the same time also
gained for the public ?

It seems a strange paradox that at the present
time this very Council are demanding that a pro-
tective duty of $40o be placed on the license of
any registered practitioners from Great Britain,
while at the same time they are endeavoring to
establish a quasi free trade on their constituents in
the province. It is not too much to say that many
a day would elapse before the Medical Council of
Gaeat Britain would so far forget themselves as to
hold out the right hand of fellowship and affilia-
tion to such a set of uneducated and ignorant
females as the Medical Council of Ontario have
done to the " tyros " who are preying on the lives
and credulities of the female portions of " its
lieges."

Yours, etc.,
"PRoTECIoN."

London, Dec. 14th, 1879.

*tltctd g fie0

RESULTS OF OVARIOTOMY, BEFORE
AND AFTER ANTISEPTICS.

By T. Keith, F.R.S., Edinburgh.

"Ever since Mr. Lister showed me-now more
than ten years ago-a large blood-clot organized in
the wound of a compound fracture, I have followed
his antiseptic treatment through its various stages
in my daily surgical work. Time has only con-
vinced me of its value. In those early days of an-
tiseptics-I speak of ten or twelve years ago-it
did not seem possible that any method could be
devised whereby the antiseptic principle could be
properly carried out in the removal of abdominal
tumors. Yet, in the hope that a certain amount of
carbolic acid introduced into the abdominal cavity
might prevent or retard the putrefaction of the red
serum that is apt to stagnate in the pelvis after
ovariotomy, a two or three per cent. watery solu-
tion of carbolic acid was freely used in sponging
and cleaning out the cavity ; antiseptic ligatures,
first of the finest silk and then of catgut, were used,
and all instruments were rubbed with carbolic oil.

I
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Towels were soaked in the watery solution, and
so metimes held against the wound, in the vain hope
of keeping the air pure as it rushed in when the
peritoneal cavity was opened. Carbolic acid was
wasted in every possible way. The floor and walls
of the room in which the operation was to be per-
formed were sponged with it, and the air was
charged with the vapour drivein off by heat. For
nearly three years-from 1869 to 187 -- this prac-
tice was more -or less carried on. The results,
which from that time had hitherto been good, did
not improve, but rather the reverse, and, after two
or three mysterious lookirg deaths, in cases that
should have done well, this carbolic-acid treatment
was thrown aside. It had brought nothing but
disappointment and vexation of spirit.

For the next five years, though I continued to,
use it as usual in ordinary work, no carbolic acid
whatever, nor any antiseptic, was made use of in
my ovarian operations. Unable, though believing
in it as much as ever, to carry out the antiseptic
principle, and thus find protection from external
agencies, I thought this operation one in which it
would be better to trust to care and cleanliness
alone. Sponges were simply wrung out in hot
water, long boiled, and if any carbolic acid
were used in the cleaning of them, it was washed
away before an operation was begun. Beyond a
purgative, nothing of the so-called " preparation "
of the patient was made. No restrictions were put
upon visitors, except that they must not have come
directly from a dissecting-room, or from visiting a
case of erysipelas, and they were requested not to
touch the sponges. These I always cleaned and
took charge of myself. The friends who assisted
me-all busy men in large obstetric and general
practice-took no special precautions against infec-
tion. Sometimes, on putting the question, it was
found that almost every kind of infectious disease
had been already visited that morning; once only
was there a suspicion that mischief was carried, for
one of my friends himself took severe erysipelas a
few days after he had assisted me at an operation.
The patient recovered after a slow attack of blood-
poisoning. The regulations made in some hospitals,
that every visitor must sign iis name in a book, de-
claring that he has not for a week visited any case
of infectious disease or attended a Post mortem ex-
amination, before being adrmitted into the operat-
ing-room, has always seemed to me to be meant
for a sort of plaisanterie. For my own part, when
a case goes wrong after an c.peration, I have seldom
to look far beyond myseli for the cause of failure
-something done, something not done. This is
a lesson hard to learn: we blame persons, things,
accidents, and circumstances, rather than our-
selves.

During the operation, the abdominal cavity was
more freely exposed than I have ever seen it done
by another operatot It was also cleaned more

thoroughly, and there was no haste in closing the
wound ; half an hour's waiting was time well spent.
Every oozing point was secured by the finest of
ligatures, always Lister's, or by the cautery. Large
lumps of cellular tissue were not tied, only the
bleeding points. The clamp was gradually dis-
placed by the cautery, and when ligatures were re-
quired to the pedicle, very fine soft iron-wire or cat-
gut was used; I never used the very thick silk,
which I have often seen left in the abdomen, of a
thickness and strength sufficient to hang the pa-
tient. Even very fine silk, I had long discarded.
That I was fortunate in having done so, the recent
results given in Mr. Well's Surgical lectures prove.
Of 157 cases in which he employed silk ligatures
to the pedicle, sixty died, or 38 per cent., whereas
of my first fifty cautery operations performed under
similar circumstances, where from the thickness or
shortness of the pedicle, or both, the extra-perito-
neal method could not be used safely, there were
only four deaths, or 8 per cent. Then drainage,
by a large perforated glass tube passing to the bot-
tom of the pelvis, became the rule in severe opera-
tions. Finding that the red serum, that enemy of
the ovariotomist, would not lie safely in the abdo-
men by the addition of a little carbolic acid till ab-
sorption had taken place, it was got rid of every
three or four hours by a tube and syringe as it col-
lected in the pelvis. Doubtless this was a trouble-
some process, but it lessened or entirely prevented
the absorption fever, and that it had saved lives I
am sure. Judging from the large quantities-pints
sometimes, once 146 ounces-of broken.down
blood clot and serum got away during the first few
days after severe operations in feeble women, no
one will convince me that drainage thus practised
in those days was of no use, whatever it may now
be in operations performed under antiseptics.

Since 1876, every operation has been performed
with all Mr. Lister's care, under the carbolic acid
.cloud, and I shall never go back to the old way.
But before giving my impression of ovariotomy
thus performed, I wish to tell you exactly the re-
sults that can be got after this operation, by simple
carefulness, without antiseptics. There is no mys-
tery in ovariotomy. It is not a difficult operatio.
Is there any surgical proceeding that is ? It is
often an extremely simple one, yet it requires care;
in bad cases it takes time, and may present a fertile
field for bad surgery ; yet any one, who is not in a
hurry and takes the trouble, will get as good results.
It is now more than sixteen years since I did my
first ovariotomy. Beginning with seventeen deaths
in the first hundred operations, the mortality year
by year diminished, till at last, of the twenty-six
operations before the use of the spray, there was
but one death, the tumor removed in that case being
a malignant one. Now, as the results of a single
year may be accidental, I take the whole number
performed during the five years immediately pre-
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ceding the use of the spray. Including two cases
of return of the disease in the other ovary, there
were in all ninety-four operations, eight being
double. Twenty-four of these were performed in
the patient's own homes, or in lodgings, or in the
country; seventy, in a small top flat, where the hos-
pital patients were taken for nearly ten years.
Though I had for a time, some years ago, the sanc-
tion of the managers to do ovariotomy in the Royal
Infirmary, the only room then available for me in
the crowded building was a small old fever ward at
the top of the house, next the scarlet fever and
small-pox wards. I soon found it better for the
good of the patients, no less than for the credit ot
surgery, to have all the hospital cases placed near
my own house, where they could get quiet, cleanli-
ness, and perfect nursing; and after being threat-
ened by an interdict from the Court of Session, I
was allowed to pursue my surgical experiment in
peace. Of the ninety-four patients operated on
during these five years, nine died, four of the pri-
vate cases (two being malignant tumors), and five
of the seventy hospital ones (one malignant). No
result approaching this-one in fourteen of hos-
pital cases-had hitherto been anywhere obtained
in any hospital or in any private practice, over a
series of years or in any single year. I wish, for
the credit of my small hospital, which I carried on
almost entirely at my own expense, to make this
statement of results distinctly ; and I would not
make it prominent now, but that year after year the
authorities of the Samaritan Hospital proclaim in
their reports,*in the largest of Roman letters-
though one of the surgeons tells me that he has
objected to the statement in vain-that the results
got there are always the best that have yet been
obtained-the mortality of the Sqmaritan Hospital
down to the end of 1876 being nearly one death
in every four operated on ; of the last five corres-
ponding years, one in five.

Of the fine fatal cases that occurred during the
five years preceding the use of the spray, in three
the tumors were cancerous. One death arose from
obstructed intestine, and another from old kidney
disease. - These five were probably hopeless under
any conditions. Three of the others might have
recovered with earlier operation or with drainage;
only one was a simple operation with moderate ad-
hesion. It was a large tumor complicated by an
uterine fibroid. I unfortunately removed a
pediculated out-growth which seemed to be in the
way. I have little doubt that antiseptic treatment
would have covered the errors committed during
that operation.

I had not performed ovariotomy half a dozen
times, when I felt sure that it would become, per-
haps, the safest of all surgical operations ; for in
the rapidly absorbing powers of the peritoneum-
though in these lie at once both the danger and
the safety of the patient-the surgeon has an ad-

vantage, if he make right use of it, that he has i
no other. At the end of 1876, this safety-point
seemed almost within reach. The mortality was
steadily decreasing, that of the last hundred opera-
tions being under ten per cent., while of the cati,
tery cases it was little more than seven per cent.
The results obtained were almost free from avoid-
able mortality. There was no death for nearly
seven years after an operation for a non-adherent
simple tumor; in a large proportion of the fatal,
cases, the tumors were of a cancerous nature, some
with secondary affections of the peritoneum a class
of cases which, thanks to the investigations of Dr.
Foulis, to be afterwards referred to, can in future
be always recognized, and in certain of them opera-
tion avoided as useless.

Then, in the other fatal cases, with one excep
tion, the operations were extremely severe. It was
in such cases of large adherent tumors in feeble
women who had come late in the disease that
some assistance was wanted. I seemed to have
got to the end of my resources. Drainage, and all
the care I could give, did not sometimes prevent
the blood-poison ; for even the feeblest of those
operated on rarely die from shock or exhaustion,
but from rapid septicæmia. This help I hoped to
find in antiseptics now properly applied. Yet,
after my former experience of the carbolic acid
treatment, I hesitated long ere I used the spray.
Its effects in prolonged operations done under it,
were not encouraging. Several cases operated on
by fritnds here with all possible care proved fatal
from blood-poisoning. So did one or two done in
Glasgow. In London, the only case I knew of
was done at the Sam-r itan Hospital by Mr.
Thornton, who sent ir 'the notes of it. It was a
clear case of death fr>m septicæmia, with some
brain symptoms towards the end. The method
was blamed for this result, and in constouence the
spray was thrown aside and was not again used
there for many months, when its employment in
ovariotomy had elsewhere become comparatively
common. By this time, the German surgeons had
settled the question of safety, though their results
were still not much to boast of. Mr. Wells, in his
sixth lecture (July 1878), tells us that he had just
then received a letter from Dr. Oldshausen of
Halle, giving the results of his own practice and
those of Esmarch, Hegar, and Schroeder, with and
without antiseptics. Without, there were 65 cases
and 33 deaths-i death in every 2 operated on,
results so dreadful that they seem simply incom-
prehensible. Of 155 cases done antiseptically,
there were only 33 deaths, or nearly i in 5-a mor-
tality still more than double that of my cases for
more than five years without antiseptics of any
kind.

Without antiseptics, my results over fourteen
years give a mortality of almost i in 7. Of the
five years preceding the use of the spray, nearlyjx
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in zo54-of the last of these five years i in, .2.1.
To what, then, are these results to be attributed?
Why should my results without antiseptics be
nearly six times better than those of these German
surgeons (33 deaths of their last 65 cases-6 of
the last 70 of mine), and so much better than those
of Mr. Wells, or those of the Samaritan Hospital,
in an operation that requires no special surgical
skill. Leaving out of view some huge counteract-
ing influence in the German operation, I think

'they are due-i. To drainage of the abdominal
cavity in severe cases by a large perforated glass
tube going to the bottom of the pelvis. It is to
Koberlè that I am indebted for the idea. He
kindly gave me two of his small tubes in 1866.
These were soon found to be narrow and too
short. They got easily choked with clot or lymph.
For the last ten years, I have used the large glass
tube now in common use. Till I had learned in
what cases to drain, the tube was used in alternate
cases of the severe operations. I am as certain as
I am of my existence, that had I used them earlier
and oftener the mortality would have been less by
one-third. These tubes I supplied to ovariotomist
friends in all parts of the world, though no one used
them, so far as I know, till attention was called to
drainage by the vagina by Dr. Marion Sims-
a method which seems to me to be one calculated
rather to give rise to blood-poisoning than to save
the patient from it. It is remarkable that the
only year in which the mortality of the Samaritan
Hospital fell to 1o per cent. was in 1876, when
drainage by these glass-tubes was first generally
used. 2. To the use of the cautery in dividing
the pedicle as proposed, and practised by the late
Mr. Baker Brown. How iw lesson given by his
last results have been so sysLematically ignored in
London has always been a marvel to me. 3. To
the employment of Kæberle's compression foiceps,
in large numbers, whereby loss of blood is pre-
vented. His model is still the best, notwithstand-
ing the clumsy imitations of it lately invented. 4.
To the substitution of ether for chloroform in my
last 230 operations, whereby the after vomiting is
avoided, and the risk of hæmorrhage when the
wound is closed diminished. All these things
have, I think, helped to lessen the mortality, but
the drainage and the employment of the cautery
in the division of the pedicle have contributed
Most.

So much for ovariotomy and its results before
antiseptics. I have now done forty-nine opera-
tions as carefully as possible under the spray.
Two of the first eight died, the rest,-forty one in
number-all recovered. At first the results were
disappointing, for I expected too much. After
two or three cases that would have got well in any
way, five patients presented themselves at the same
time, whom I would #adly not have seen till I had
more experience of the spray in ovariotomy, though

just the kind of cases in which assistance was hopëd
from antiseptics. i. A young woman who had
been nine months in bed from a large burst der-
moid cyst. She had double phlegmasia dolens,
the odema extending over the trunk into the axille.
For months she lay poisoned, often apparently
dying, with great pain and vomiting, yet she, after
nine tappings, rallied, and was able to be brought
into town. She was against operation, feeling sure
she would not recover. I urged her to have it
done, telling her of all I hoped from this new
method. Instead of closing the wound as I ought
to have done, I went on and completed the opera-
tion after three hours and a half. Both ovaries
were universally adherent, and a mass of bone,
hair and fat, that had become encysted in the
upper part of the abdomen, was dissected out.
Time was lost in replenishing the spray-producer,
aud when she was put to bed the temperature of
the body had fallen to 92 degs. Eight hours after
operation it had risen only to 95 degs. No urine
was secreted, and she died comatose thirty-two
hours after. 2. Case of large semisolid tumor of
95 lbs. She was anæmic, and had often been
tapped. She, too, was unwilling for operation,
feeling that her strength was all gone. The same
arguments as before were used, and she was en-
couraged to run the risk. The operation was as
bad as could well be-adhesions everywhere-espe-
cially to liver, lumbar, and iliac regions. It was
the old story-pain, vomiting, and death from
septic peritonitis. 3. An old lady of 64, who de-
clined assistance till she was in a typhoid state from
suppurating cyst. There were sloughs on the
sacrum. The cyst held 6o lbs. of pus, and there
were extensive adhesions in the pelvis. The case
was a most unfavourable one ; yet, with much sti-
mulation, she ultiniately recovered, though she had
a rapid pulse and high temperature for long after.
4. Case of old, burst, jelly cyst îin a lady from
Newcastle. There was very old thickening of the
peritoneum, and the abdomen was full of jelly.
Both ovaries were diseased. She did well for four
days. Then came pain and fever. • Two pints of
horribly red serum were removed by puncture
behind the uterus. This had to be done again and
again, and for six weeks there was a hand fight
against the blood-poison. It was a continued
effort to keep the pelvis free of putrid fluid. I
believe that the whole abdominal cavity suppu-
rated in this case. The difficulty of establishing a
permanent drain was great. There were severe
hæmorrhages after the incisions in the vagina, fol-
lowed by severe rigors, and once Douglas's space
was filled with blood-clot. ?he bore nourishment
well, and drank brandy like water, and recovered
perfectly. In this case, I think infection must
have been conveyed by the cut fallopian tubes
close to the uterus, for, on the third day, there was
some metrostaxis. 5. A case of bad pelvic ad-
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hesion. Here, also, fluid had to be evacuated
from the abdomen, and discharge went on for
nmany weeks. Thus, at first, through want of
drainage, things seemed rather to get worse under
the antiseptic treatment, reminding me not a little
of my experience with the carbolic acid treatment
some years ago.

At first, I tested the spray very severely. The
operations were more hurriedly performed-that is,
I spent shorter time over them, and did not sponge
so carefully ; neither was I so careful in securing
every bleeding point, nor did I wait for the after-
oozing in severe cases. I gave up also the drainage
tube, but soon found that the patients did not go
on so well, and there was sometimes troublesome
absorption fever. One case quite convinced me
that the old carefulness could not, even with the
spray, be dispensed with. I had operated on a
patient of my friend Dr. Sidey, my fidus Ackates
in many a hard operation. It was a very bad case
of acute suppurating cyst, with typhoid symptoms.
I shut up quickly. There was some oozing going
on from extensive parietal adhesions, and some

purulent-looking ovarian fluid had escaped into the
pelvis, and even this was imperfectly sponged up.
He asked me to sponge this a litgle more. My
reply was, that if the spray was worth anything, it
would keep all sweet and the peritoneum would
take care of it-purulent fluid or no purulent fluid.
The patient got on badly, the typhoid symptoms
became more marked, and she required much sti-
inulation. On speaking to him one day about the
high pulse and temperature, his reply expressed
my thoughts of the last few days : " It is all your
own fault. You should have sponged that belly
better, and not left her to absorb the dirt you left
behind. I wish when you try experiments again
that you would not begin on my patients, but clean
them up in the old way." Fortunately, in this case,
the peritoneum was able to dispose of what had
unnecessarily been thrown upon it to do.

The results of the spray cases are given in the
accompanying table. The same arrangements are
followed as have been done before, with the addi-
tion of the length of time the spray was continued
in each case.

Table of Results of Ovariotomy be/ore and after Antiseptics.

Duration ofMedical Attendant. Age. Spray.

Hrs. a Min.
Mrs. Bruce, Dundee.... 73 ...
Dr. r . .. 5..
Mr. Covey, Puc;eridge ....... 60 1,10
Dr. Sidey...... .. 67 1,1
Dr. Maclagan, Dunde. 19 40
Dr. M'Kenzie, Larkhall.... 26 8,0
Dr. Brown, Dunfermline .... 21 45
Dr. Loraine, Castle Douglas.. 3 2,1
Dr. Wilson, Gateshead........41 1,
Dr. Edmond, Stonehaven ..... 40 4
Dr. Montgomerie Bell........61
Dr. Dick, Harrington. 4 1,15
Dr. Doble, Ayr..... ..... 67 40
Dr. Gordon, Linton.. .. 2.. .... 0
Dr. Gemmil, Kirkmaiden..... 4 0
Dr. Gemmil.................67 1,16
Dr. Bell, Kingskettle........ 28 1,30
Dr. Johnston, Stirling........ 40Dr. De Vitre, Lancaster......63 1,0
Dr. Cullen, Alexandria....... 20 1,20
Dr. Dickson, Carnoustie......27 45
Dr. Moir.....................66 90
Dr. White, Perth............63 '40
Dr. Menzies..................62 1,
Dr. Dobie, Chester...........19 45
Dr. Muirhead..............62 1,15
Mrs. M.Turk, Liverpool...... 1 1,10
Dr. Scott, Ilkley...2.0 .... 4..0..
Dr. Curror, Kirkcaldy........ 3 25
Dr. M'Culloch, Dumfries. .... 3 4
Dr. Moore, Glasgow..........38 125
Dr. Paterson, Carnwath...... 40
Dr. Clark. Cullen............ 52 60
Dr. Priestley.................25 .66
Dr. Gardner, Bombay........44 1,40
Dr. P. Young................ 63 1,20
Dr. Dunsmure...............67 '60
Dr. Bur ................. 26 2
Dr. Lumgair, Largo........ .63 1,15
Dr. Under2il0..............
Dr. Walae, Greenock........ 6 145
MisF., .een.... ....... 0
Dr. M. Duncan..............88 ,40
Dr. Carlyle, Langholm. 42 1
Dr. Erskine, Ayr.............60 1,10
Mrs. Marshall, Gourock.. ....
Dr. M'Culloch, Dumfries.. 41 5
Dr. Whiteford, Grenock..... 4 5
Dr. Kerr, Dumfries... r12 &

Adhesions, etc. Result.

Parietal adhesions 22 lbs........... ............................ Recovered
Parietal adhesions; 17 Ibs............................................. n
No adhesions; 48 Ibs.................................................. i
Very extensive parietal and pelvic adhesions ; 60 lbs.................... n
No adlesions ; 16 1bs.. ................................. .............. n
Adhesions universal ; burst dermoid cyst ; both ovaries removed ........ Died
Very extensive and firm parietal and omental adhesions ; 47 lbn......... Recovered
Very extensive parietal, omental, intestinal, and to liver; 95 lbs Died
Burut jelly cyst ; pelvic ; 19 lbs. ; both ovaries removed.................. Recovered
Very firm and general pelvic adhesions ; 27 lbs ;........................ l
No adhesions ; 40 Ibo..................................................
General parietal; 17 lbs ............ .....................
No adhesions ; about 20 lbs......................................... . n
No adhesions; 28 bs..................................................
Parietal adhesions ; 10 lbs............................................. n
Very firm and general parietal adhesions; 26 lbs... .. ..... .. .. .. .. i
Extensive omental. parietal, and pelvic adhesions ; 18 lbs............. l
Fibroid uterus; pelvic and parietal adhesions ; 14 lbo..............
Very firm adhesions to uterus, and in pelvis; 28 lbs...............
Omental ; sarcomatous tumor, 7 lbs. ;ascite, 25 lb.................
Parietal and omental adhesions ; 25 lbs................................. e
No adhesions; 12 Ibs............ ......... ...............
Parietal adhesions; 29 Ibo.. .... ........... ...........
No adhesions; semi-solid; 8 bs....................................... f
No adhesions ;about 12 lbo.... . ..... ....................
Omental ; burst cyst ; both ovaries removed ; 6b lbs....... ......... n
Very extensive omental and pelvic adhesions ; 27 ibs....................n
No adhesions; 35 lbs........................................ I
No adhesions; 19 bn.................................................. f
No adhesions; 15 lbs...... ................................
Very extensive parietal and omental adhesions; 16 Ibo.................. n
Pelvic adhesions ; both ovsies removed ; 20 lbs. .......................
Extensive omental and parietal adhesions; 14 lbs............ ....
No adhesions ;25 bs.................................................. n
Adhesions universal; suppurating cyst; 15 bs........................ 1
Very 1rm parietal and omental and Intestinal adhesiongfM lbo.... .
General parietal and omental ;1 lbs .........................
No adhesions; 10 lbs...... .... ............... ........
Burst cyst; extensive intestinal, i»esenteric and pelvic adhesions........ e
Very 1rm omental and mesenteric and posterlor adheslons; 80 Ibo . .
Very Armgeneralarietal and pelvic adhesions; 60 lb..............
No adhesions ; 14 1ba... ........ .............................. ... "f
General parletal; 24hIb............................ t
Firm omental and intestinal; cacun and general In pelvis; 28 lb..
Omental and parletal adhesions ; 82 lbo.... ........................... t
Very extensive omental ; to blader and lu pelvis; 41 lbo............ .
Intestinal and mesenteric ; generally in pelvis and to uterus ; 85 Ib.... e
No adhesions; 13 Ibo...... ................................
Seui solid tumor ; 8 lb. ; ascites.... ................ .. .. .. ..
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It is only fait to add that this series of opera-
tions has, on the whole, been less severe, though
there were many bad operations amongst them,
and there is a larger proportion of non-adhercnt
tumors. Neither were the tumors so large. Thus,
in 5o cautery cases (Lancet, April 1876), 18 per
cent. of the tumors were non-adherent. In the
above table the number of non-adherent tumors is
30 per cent. But I find in Mr. Well's last pub-
lished 50 cases, 42 per cent. of the tumors were
non-adherent. Instead of, as in former years, ad-
vising against operation in cases of moderate sized
tumors, which had not yet become a source of
danger, all were operated on just as they came.
Hence the number of simpler operations.

The spray is neither troublesome nor incon-
venient. The instrument at present in use is
Gardiner's largest size. It has a double jet; and,
when placed at a distance of eight or nine feet, the
spray reaches the wound without any cooling cur-
rent, and as fine as a London fog. That the spray
is essential in ovariotomy to the perfect carrying
out of Mr. Lister's principle is proved by my ex-
perience over so many years of the simple carbolic
acid treatment. There can be no two opinions
about this.

With antiseptics, some form of intra-peritoneal
treatment of the pedicle will be found to answer
best. The clamp has done good service, but it
must give place to something better. The mor-
tality attending its use is larger, and the conval-
escence slower, as a rule, than with the best of the
intra-peritoneal methods.

The ligatures, when employed, were either cat-
gut or fine soft iron wire. I have already stated
that, of fifty-one cautery cases btfore antiseptics,
there were four deaths ; of thirty-one cautery cases
with spray, all recovered. A method, then, which
in the worst cases without antiseptics answered so
well, must be a good one with them. What differ-
ence was there, then, in the cases that got well ?
Not much. Carefully prepared tables of tempera-
tures of the two sets of cases show rvery little dif-
ference. There was, as a rule,-the same moderate
rise of temperature up to eight or ten hours after
operation-more marked, perhaps, in both sets of
cases in young subjects, especially if in too good
condition; then a fall by next morning, and again
a rise in the evening to about thirty four hours
after operation. After that, almost a normal pulse
and temperature, and a rapid convalescence, ex-
cept in some of the cases where ligatures were left
in the pedicles. In both sets of cases the wounds
were dressed in the way I have now done for many
years. Eight or ten folds of gauze soaked in an 8
per cent. solution of carbolic acid in glycerine, and
over that a large cushion of cotton wool. When
there was no draining this dressing was not dis-
turbed for-a week or monre, and primary union was
always got with or without spray. The patient

was generally out of bed by the end of the second
week, and home, often a long way, during the third.
Yet, the convalescence was easier in the antiseptic
cases. They suffered less from flatus, and slept
better. The nurses also tell me that they had less
trouble with them, and had themselves much more
sleep.

Yet, in three cases, the temperatures were the
highest I have ever seen a few hours after ovari-
otomy. In one it rose to 104 deg., but was down
by next morning. In another, five hours after op-
eration, it was ro6.2 deg; in another 105.05 deg.
eight hours after. These two were cases of burst
cysts. In both, the adhesions were unusually great
to intestine, mesentery, and in the pelvis. Both
were long operations, and there was great exposure
of intestine and mesentery to the action of the
spray. Now, I have rarely--not more than twice,
I think-seen a temperature of 103 deg. on the
evening of the operation in any case, before anti-
septics ; and I cannot account for the rapid rise in
these two cases. In the case where the tempera-
ture rose to above 1o6 deg. so soon after, a most
unfavorable prognosis had been given, the chances
being put as a hundred to one against a favorable
termination. She was sixty-three years of age; was
in a typhoid state after a burst cyst, and was quite
comatose. This condition continued more or less~
for a fortnight, and she has now no remembrance
of the operation-day, or even of having seen me.
I have rarely met with high temperatures in ordi-
nary ovariotomy, and nothing has so much sur-
prised me as to read of the hyperpyrexia which
Mr. Wells tells us is the rule after ovariotomy. I
had never before antiseptics found it necessary to
use ice to the head to bring down fever in the first
days after operation. The ice cap was only used
once in a case of acute septicæmia, and the tem-
perature remained unaffected. Indeed, in all my
cases before the spray, not more than five or six
pounds of ice were got for the whole number, and
the most of that was wasted. I attribute the hy-
perpyrexia to operating in women overfed, or in
too full health with small tumors, or to imperfect
cleaning, or not drainage of the abdomen, thus
giving rise to absorption fever. Many years ago,
when I sometimes removed moderate sized semi-
solid tumors from women in full condition, my
practice was to let them lose ten or twelve ounces
of blood from the pedicle before securing it. This
prevented an undue blood-pressure and vascular
disturbance. For long my practice had been to
wait till the patient had suffered from her burden,
and interference was necessary. Only once or
twice has this rule been broken through, when
some German or foreign friend- wished to see the
cautery used, and only some case of small tumor
was at hand to show him. But then I gener-
ally had to regret it. Antiseptics will change all
this.
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What, then, have we gained by antiseptics in

ovariotomy ? i. It has lessened the mortaliti.
Take the results of the German surgeons. After
the first trials even, the mortality fell at once from
50 per cent. to 20 ; thirty lives saved by the spray
alone out of every hundred. When I add that my
last forty-one have all recovered, enough has been
said. No such successful series was ever got in the
old way. Once Mr. Wells had twenty-seven suc-
cessful operations in succession. But look at that
wonderful list of eight hundred operations. How
often did it happen that there was a run of deaths,
too many and occuring too often to be merely acci-
dental; frequently four or five in succession, once
seven, then ten out of twelve, etc. With antisep-
tics there will be no per contra, and such a run of
deaths will corne no more. 2. This ircreased
safety will encourage medical men to recommend
earlier operation, which certainly few of them now
do. That very large tumors and bad adhesion in-
crease the mortality there can be no doubt. For
the last seven years, no death happened to me in
non-adherent tumors, and the deaths that occurred
during that period were, with a single exception,
in cases when the local difficulties prolonged the
operation for two hours or more. Certainly early
operation, when a cyst bursts and fluid is thrown
out in a large quantity into the peritoneum, can-
not be too strongly urged. 3. With antiseptic
ovariotomy the drainage-tube will not be nearly so
often required. I do not think that it can be
altogether dispensed with. No one has practised
drainage so much as I have, yet I know well that
it cannot be used without risk. Some patients give
simply serum from the irritation of the tube ; in
others, after a short time, the tube becomes en-
closed in thick lymph, and it sometimes gets
choked with this. In such circumstances, there
must be a risk of some folds of intestine adhering
at angles when the tube is removed. I have
several times seen decided inconvenience arise
from this, but never any fatal obstruction. With
antiseptics the tube can be removed much earlier.
Drainage is certainly a great trouble both to the
patient and attendant. 4. Convalescence is ren-
dered easier. 5. Antiseptics are a great comfort
and relief to the operator. Speaking for myself,
the difference is enormous; ovariotomy is not the
operation it was fifteen or sixteen years ago, or even
two years ago. The best results in the old way
were difficult to get, and no one knows but who
has experienced it the anxiety and weariness of
spirit with which the struggle against the blood-
poison was carried on in the early days of ovari-
otomy. It is something to think that no one will
again have to suffer these experiences in the same
degree, and it almost makes one envy the younger
ovariotomists to whom the way in these days is
made easy. Now there is a feeling of confidence
and security ; the constant fret and worry to get

chemical cleanliness in one's hands, in the sur-
roundings of the patient and her attendants has
passed away. The time is saved that was spent in
cleaning the sponges, in passing the points of in-
struments through the flame of the spirit-lamp, and
in other endless precautions. Above all, there is
the feeling that the patient is protected from ex-
ternal agencies. Now, with an i-in-20 carbolic
solution and a nail-brush, with perhaps first a wash
in turpentine to remove all fatty matter, I am safe
to have my hands in any degree of putridity half
an hour before an operation. Professor Schroeder
tells that he uses extraordinary precautions ; that,
on an operation-morning he gets up early and
washes himself all over; that his assistants wash
themselves, and that the patient is all washed ;
that neither he nor his assistants see any patients
till the operation is over. Surely all these wash-
ings are unnecessary, and have corne too late.
Had these precautions been taken before the days
of antiseptics, I can imagine that the results of the
German surgery in ovariotomy would have been
something better than a 5o per cent. niortality. I
have recently successfully performed ovariotomy
several times on poor women in their own homes,
or in almost filthy lodgings, without any precaution
whatever.

That drawbacks may yet appear is quite pos-
sible. What I should be afraid of is the effect of
very long continued spray in severe cases in feeble
women. I think I have noticed a great depression
immediately following sone of the very long
operations, and a necessity for great stimulation
during the first twelve or twenty hours. I confess
I shall watch with some anxiety whether deaths in
severe cases happen more quickly than they used
to do.

One's pleasure in this operation is, however,
greatly marred by the frequency with which malig-
nant disease is found at the operation, or reappears
soon after it, upsetting all one's calculations. In
one-fourth of my deaths, the tumors were malignant;
and, with very few exceptions, in those who have
died since their return home after ovariotomy, some
cancerous affection has been the cause of death.
Thus, amongst these, five young and healthy-look-
ing women have left me, all after severe operations
the pictures of health and happiness, and have died
within a short time of peritoneal cancer. This is
a subject of the greatest interest. Till quite
recently, our knowledge of the microscopic appear-
ances of the diseased ovary was in a state of hope-
less muddle. Dr. Foulis, by his investigations of
the anatomy of the ovary, has at length made its
pathology simple. Healthy and malignant ovarian
structure, simple ovarian and peritoneal fluids, as
well as those of the uterine fibro-cysts, can now be.
recognized with certainty by the microscope alone.
VIe knew that, in certain cases where free fluid in-
the peritoneum is present with ovarian tumor, ther
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is no use in operating ; in others, that we cannot in-
terfere a day too soon ; and in some we can pre-
dict a return of abdominal disease after successful
operation. These researches of Dr. Foulis are of
utmost value, and I know well the time and
labour that have been for several years spent upon
them. -I regret to have to add that, in his recent
lectures at the College of Surgeons, Mr. Wells in-
correctly gave the entire credit of these investiga-
tions to Mr. Thornton, who, to say the least of it,
as ungenerously tried to claim it.

Not long after I began ovariotomy, one of the
heads of the profession here-the best and most
honest of men, an old teacher, and one whom I
looked up to as a professional father-said to me :
'Fellows like you should be simply handed over
to Mr. Lothian." Now Mr. Lothian was the public
prosecutor. By simple care, and by giving heed
to the old surgical principles that my good master
James Syme taught, I am now able to show you
that the mortality of ovariotomy has with me got
less and less every year since I began it, till in the
year before antiseptics it had fallen to 5 per cent.
Surely, then, if one's natural conservatism should
have hindered anyone from adopting altogether a
different procedure, such as the antiseptic principle
involves, it should have prevented me. But there
was no getting over the living blood-clot in the
open wound of the broken leg. There was cer-
tainly disappointment at first, but only from my in-
ability to carry out the principle, or from trying to
carry it out in a wrong way. Now, the right way
is got, and surgeons like Mr. Callender, or bur own
Mr. Spence, may take my word for it that, if they
have reached already near perfection in their work,
they will, by carrying out Lister's antiseptic prin-
ciples, get still nearer it, and that, too, with greater
comfort to their patients and with less anxiety and
less trouble to themselves.

In his last edition on the Diseases of Wmen, Dr.
West.thus writes :-" I think, then, that we are now
bound to admit ovariotomy as one of the legitimate
operations in surgery; as holding out a prospect,
and a daily brightening prospect, of escape from a
painful and inevitable death, which at last, indeed,
becomes welcome, only because the road that
leads to it conducts the patient through such utter
misery."

This long despised operation is now the safest
of all the great surgical operations, at least judging
from these results : twelve deaths of the last one
hundred and fifty-six, three of the last seventy-
five, and no death of the last forty-one operations.

I would fain expatiate for a little on antisep-
tics in general, but must bring this rambling
paper to. a close, feeling sure that, whatever may
appear in the future of antiseptics in surgery the
name of JoSEPH LISTER, who puts us on the right
way, will not be forgossen.-Bit. Md. Yournal,
Oct. I9th, 1878.

HYSTERIA IN Boys.-Dr. William Roberts con-
tributes the history of several cases of hysteria in
boys in the November number of TZ& Practitioner.
In prefacing these histories he mentions similar
cases reported by other observers, but under difftr-
ent names ; there being an'unwillingness to apply
the term hysteria to males.

The «first case was that of a boy of thirteen.
After some trifging ailment, he began to be hypo-
chondriacal and low spirited. Eight months later
he was attacked with a cough which soon changed
into a true hysterical bark, and then into a kind of
bleating noise. He kept this up nearly all day for
several months ; he then went through the exercise
only at morning and night. The symptoms con-
tinued for about fifteen months, when the boy be-
came perfectly well. The hysterical nature of
this case was well marked. The mother had been
hysterical when a girl, and the brother and sister
were also affected for a short time. The disease
in the latter persons took the same form of bleat-
ing, and was evidently brought on by unconscious
mimicry.

The second case was that of a boy of eight or
nine years. The hysterical symptoms in his case
came on, as is not unusual, during convalescence
from acute disease. The boy became suddenly
subject to attacks of loud, passionate, tearless cry-
ing, with incoherent ravings of a most alarming
and distressing character. These continued for a
week; they then ceased for a week, to be resumed
again, though with less severity. During the in-
tervals between the paroxysms the boy seemed
perfectly well. A removal from home surround-
ings and sympathy, with the daily use of the gal-
vanic current, resulted in cure.

Case number three was an exquisite example of
hysterical contracture. A healthy boy of eleven,
while walking to church, began to limp. By the
time he reached home his left foot was contracted
inward in the position of extreme talipes varus.
Under chloroform the spasm relaxed, but no force
or mechanical appliance could keep it in proper
position. There having been no injury, fever or
pain, the case was diagnosed as hysteria, the boy
was encouraged to get up and try to use his foot.
This he did, and in twenty-four hours was quite
well.

The fourth case was one somewhat simulating
epilepsy. A healthy, well-grown boy became
gradually subject to short convulsive attacks, affect-
ing the whole body. They occurred early at night
or towards morning ; afterward they took place in
the dayhime also. He remembered nothing of the
attacks himself. There was no frothing at the
mouth, or biting of the tongue. The boy suffered
in this way for nine months, and then gradually
improved, until he became quite well.

These cases prove the existence of hysteria,
of undoubted character in boys.-Medical Record.
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PUNCTURE OF THE ABDoMEJ.-The discussion

on intestinal obstruction at the annual meeting of
the British Medical Association in 1878, has al-
ready borne fruit in a very satisfactory manner.
Not only have operative measures been more gen-
erally adopted, but the peritoneum is found to be-
have itself very much better nowadays than it used
to of old, when it had a very bad reputation: Any
injury of the peritoneum was to entail imminent
danger, but now it is sponged out without provok-
ing inflammation even. Mr. Jessop, of Leeds,
enters an indignant protest against the application
of the term "unjustifiable" to exploratory incissions
of the abdomen in obscure cases. In cases that
are in their nature necessarily fatal, he argues the
operation cannot endanger life, and the operator
has the satisfaction of knowing this. In other
cases immediate relief can be furnished where no-
thing short of operative measures are of the slightest
avail, as where a band of organized lymph encloses
a coil of intestine ; his experience at the post-mor-
tem table telling him that several cases there met
would not have come there had an exploratory in-
cision been made and the cause of obstruction re-
moved.

Dr. Jacobson, of Guy's Hospital, relates a case,
which, however, terminated fatally ten days after
operation; nevertheless he advocates the adoption
of operative measures. He~ thinks that what be-
twixt recent great advances in the surgery of the
abdomen and the progress of antiseptic surgery,
operative measures for the relief of intestinal ob-
struction will become quite common, and will fur-
nish most beneficial results in many cases. Even
where it is not necessary to make an incision in
the abdominal walls, operative measures, including
liberties taken with the peritoneum, may be indi
cated. Thus, Dr. Broadbent relates a case where
puncture of the small intestines gave great relief
in case of an intestinal obstruction in an elderly
lady. . A shriveled ovarian cyst constitutes a tumor
in the right inguinal region, which presses upon
the bowel. In consequence of this she has several
times suffered more or less severely from intestinal
obstruction. At last an obstruction had persisted
for three weeks in spite of opium and belladonna,
and it was determined to puncture the intestines
with a long aspirator needle. The aspirator was
used at first, but was found uniecessary. An en-
ormous amount of gas escaped, giving the patient
great relief. Two days later, feces and flatus be-
gan to pass naturally. A few months later a simi-
lar attack came on, and, after some days of unsuc-
cessful medical treatment, at the patient's earnest
request punctures were again resorted to with ex-
cellent results. The discharge of gas was followed
by a copious evacuation during the subsequent
nght. A third time puncture alone could afford
relief. Dr. Broadbent has used such puncture of
the abdomen in several cases, and so far has not

seen any injurious results follow therefrom. He,
however, observes several precautions. (i) He
lessens peristalic action by a full dose of opium,
while no food is given for some time before the
operation. (2) He selects a coil of intestine which
contains gas only, and not liquid. (3) He pierces
the coil exactly at its most convex part. The spot
chosen for the puncture should be as nearly as
possible over the centre of a coil which does not
roll about, and, by preference, in the lines alba.
(4) He exercises great care and patience during
the escape of the gas. As the gas escapes from
the coil selected for puncture, it will collapse under
pressure from neighbouring coils, and the flow
through the needle will cease. Very soon, bow-
ever, the air in the intestine will distribute itself
and enter the empty portion, when it will again
escape. It is better not to put on a bandage. He
concludes by suggesting that such puncture may
often usefully precede other operative measures,
as inflation, taxis, etc., when the gut is imprisoned.
-Medical Time,.

ECZEMA OF THE PALM.-The opinion advanced
by Dr. Spender, of Bath, that all so-called cases of
psoriasis palmaris are either modified forms of
eczema rimosum or dermato-syphilis, has given
rise to some discussion in the British journals
Dr. Liveing fully agrees with this opinion, think-
ing that simple psoriasis so rarely attacks the palm
or sole, that practically we may say those parts are
exempt from it. Dr. McCall Anderson, while ac-
knowledging that eczema of the palms often as-
sumes an appearance resembling psoriasis, is un-
willing to admit that these cases are all forms of
eczema. Eruptions limited to these parts may be,
in his opinion, eczema (especially eczema rim-
osum), syphilis, or psoriasis ; the first being more
frequent than the second, and the last the rarest
of the three. Dr. Anderson thinks that the re-
covery of certain cases under treatment adapted
to psoriasis and unsuitable to eczema, is strong
proof of the existence of the former disease. Both
he and Dr. Liveing call attention to the possible
influence of the gouty and rheumatic diatheses
over these palmar affections. The acute or sub-
acute form, Dr. Liveing thinks, is best treated by
the application of water-dressing, lead lotions, or
linimentum calcis, according to circumstances;
the gist of the treatment being never to allow the
dressing to get dry. Pretty free purging is gener-
ally indicated. The ordinary chronic forms are
well tfeated by the application of lead-ointment ;
but in all cases the hand should be rested, cov-
ered, washed little, and the ointment constantly
applied. In those obstinate cases in which the
skin is extremely hard, brittle, thick, and cracked,
ointments produce no effect, and other means
must be adopted to get rid of the outer cuticle,
which entirely prevents any chance of cure. This
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is best done by the constant application, night and
day, of a lotion of liquor potassæ (from two to
four drachms of liq. potass. to eight ounces of
water is usually strong enough). The hand must
be enveloped in rags kept constantly wet with the
lotion, and covered with thin gutta-percha, or some-
thing of the kind. This treatment must be con-
tinued until the cuticle is thoroughly white and
macerated, when it will peel and rub off readily.
The process may require to be repeated until the
epidermis is reduced to its natural thickness and
is thoroughly soft; the skin may then be treated
with ointments and glycerine in the usual way.
Chronic eczema rimosum of the hand is one of
the few forms of eczema in adults that is often be-
nefitted by the internal use of arsenic.-The
British Medical Yournal, July 5, 1879. Medical
Record.

SALICYLc AcID AND BORAX IN OZÆNA.-Dr.
Lennox Browne, London (Brit. Med. Yournal),
gives the following treatment of ozona : Borax, 3
drachms ; salicylic acid, 2 drachms ; glycerine, 2J
ounces ; water to 3 ounces. One or two drachms
of this mixture to the half-pint of water, at 9 5°F.,
acted quite efficiently, whether used with anterior
or post-nasal douche, or as a gargle ; and this form
has now been used by me for many months. It
has the advantage over and above its antiseptic
qualities of being not only non-irritating, nor ob-
noxious in taste, but on the contrary, of being even
emollient, and of agreeable flavor.

The remedies of which I have been speaking are
of especial value in the cases of ulceration, which,
when occurring in the nostrils, is now by general
agreement considered to be always due to syphilis.
But there are many cases in which the ozæna arises
from catarrhal inspissation, retention, and conse-
quent putrefaction of the normal secretion. For
such, a solution of chloride of ammonium and
borax, about ten grains of each to the half-pint of
warm water, acts admirably in clearing away the of-
fensive accumulation, and in restoring the mucous
membrane to healthy secretion.

In all cases of ozæna, of whatever kind, it is im-
portant to keep the passages as moist as possible,
so as to prevent reincrustation between the periods
of using the douche ; and, for this purpose, the in-
terior of the nostrils should be well anointed with
vaseline, containing about five grains of iodoform
to the ounce. It is further necessary in many cases
to prescribe lozenges for the purpose of deodoriz-
ing the expired breath. The compressed lozenges
of Wyeth, containing chlorate of potash, and chlor-
ate of potash and borax, are now well known and
approved by the profession ; but it may not be
generally known that Mr. Cooper,-of Oxford street,
has made some antiseptic effervescing lozenges
containing thymol andesalicylic acid, one-tenth of
a grain of the active ingredient in each variety.

Some of my patients who have tried then have re-
ported most favorably on their utility.

"RIcORD'S MIXTURE" AND "TULLY'S POWDER.'"
-We have been called on several times to give
the formulas for the above named preparations,
which are in common use with some practitioners.
Ricord's mixture is used with great benefit in
syphilitic affections. It is composed as follows:

R. Hydrargyri iodidi rub., gr. iv;
Potassii iodidi, 3j ;
Fl. ext. sarsap. comp., 3j;
Aque q. s. ad., 3v. M.

Tully's Powder:
R. Camphoræ;

Cretæ prep.;
Ext. glycerrhizoe, aa gr. xx;
Morphioæ sulph., gr. j,

M. f. pulv.
The minimum dose of the mixture is a teaspoon-

ful three times a day. The dose of the powder is
the same as that of Dover's powder.-Pa.fic Md.
and Surg. Journal.

PHYsICIANs As EXPERTS TO BE PAID. - In a.
trial in the Circuit Court of Indiana, Dr. Buckman
was called as a witness, and his opinion was asked,
as an expert, in respect to several matters involved
in the litigation. He refused to answer the ques-
tions unless compensated for his opinion at profes-
sional rates. The Circuit Court held that he must
answer. He persistently refused, and was adjudged
guilty of contempt of court. He appealed from
this ruling to the Supreme Court of that State,
which court recently decided that the opinion of a.
physician and surgeon, given as an expert in a
court of justice, was strictly a professional service,
for which he was entitled to a reasonable fee be-
fore answering ; and, also, that it was not a con-
tempt to refuse, without compensation, to answer
questions as such expert.-Pacifc Med. and Su g.

ournal.

WORK AND PLAY.-A recent writer has declared
that there is no just discrimination between work
and play except that of sentiment only. If life
pursued its even tenor, there could be no question
as to recreation after labor ; the two would be
identical. This, it is claimed, was true of that
brilliant era of classic Greece, when man attained
so nearly to the ideal, both of mind and body. In
the occupation of the joyous Grecian there was no
such thing as work or play, but only life.

ORIGIN OF THE RED CORPUSCLES OF THE BLOOD.
-Dr. Richard Norris, of Birmingham, England,
claims to have discovered in thé blood, in large,
numbers, colorless corpuscles rendered visible by
certain manipulations, which are really chyle cor-
puscles, and which gradually obtain color and be-
come ordinary red corpuscles.
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THE PAST YEAR.

As the memorial plum pudding of this festive
season is a conglomerate of articles from different
quarters of the globe, so the circumspective review
of novelties in the various branches of our pro-
fession that it has been our custom at the be-
ginning of a new year to furnish our readers with,
may be considered a web from the minds of
English, American, French, German, Italian,
Spanish and Portugese writers. To our readers
we leave the task of separating the plums from the
dough, or of determining the question whether it
would not have been better to knead the whole
over again. There is however one topic that we
think our readers will generally agree with us to be
a fair matter for comment, not however with any
hope of the practice to be referred to, being dis-
continued, but that possibly by the medical press
continually adverting to it, the prevailing spirit
might be kept within moderate bounds. We allude
to the introduction of new terms in every depart-
ment of medical science. Without for a moment
questioning the propriety of abandoning those
which manifestly involve an error, there were many
free from any objection of this kind, and it would
have been safer to retain them than to adopt others
founded on scientific discoveries, in some cases
questionable, and liable like their predecessors to
be reversed. Amid the multiplicity of matters
which engross our attention it is very possible that
confusion may arise, for we have the difficult task
of unlearning that which it has cost us some pains
to acquire, and of learning that which is liable to
be indistinctly impressed on our minds, just as one
sign painted over another is often imperfectly
pourtrayed e. g. for pyemia, we now frequently read

septicærmia, ichoræmia, pyogenie fever, purulent
diathesis. For the old fashioned term anSrmia,
we have now aglobulia, hypoglobulia, olygocy.
thrmia, oligaemia hyperemia, spanæmia, hydræ-
mia ; et si sic omnia.

In noticing from a great variety of sources the
contributions to our art during the year that has
past, we take up anatomy and physiology. Dr.
Ogston in the Journal of Anatomy and Physiology
confirms*his previous statements, that the articular
cartilages are of the same value as periosteum in
forming new bone and in maintaining the structure
and shape of the old bone. In investigating to
what extent bone is formed by the articular carti-
lages, material assistance is afforded by the fact
that bone produced by cartilage is marked by the
trabeculæ of its mesh-work being placed at right
angles to the bone surface, whilst periosteal bone
is characterized by its main trabeculæ being parallel
to the bone surface.

M. Bert, from experiments which he performed,
has arrived at the conclusion that the blood never
contains in the system a sufficient quantity of car-
bonic acid to saturate the salts, carbonates and
phosphates which can absorb it, and that if this limit
be reached death infallibly follows. Luchsinger,
in his " contributions to the functions of the spinal
cord," states it as his opinion that the spinal cord
contains a series of centres which command the
functions of all parts. These functional centres
are put in action by sensory nerves (reflex action),
and by the direct action of physiological stimuli
(automatic activity). All recent facts, the author
states, are in opposition to the grouping of a series
of centres in the medulla. The demonstration of
motor centres was partly shown when the reflex
power of the spinal cord was recognized. To
prove that it was automatic, Luchsinger applied a
direct stimulus to the cord, more particularly to
the cells of the anterior cornua. He found on ex-
perimenting with a cat, that the blood in dyspnoea
caused local convulsions in the posterior portion,
whilst general convulsions ensued after section of
the cord in the dorsal region, or if the circulation
in the carotid and cervical arteries was arrested;
but if the circulation was stopped in the spinal
cord, by tightening a ligature passed round the
descending aorta the convulsions were localized to
the posterior portion. It is therefore useless, in
the opinion of the author, to speak of encephalic
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convulsive centres. Dr. McKellar, in an article
in the Glasgow Medical Journal, considers that
although the proportion differs in different eyes,
yet, in most cases, the fibres entering into the for-
mation of the lamina cribrosa, from the choroid are
in excess of those derived from the sclerotic, and
that in some eyes the choroidal fibres are hardly
supplemented by the selerotic at all. In every
eye in which a peat amount of accommodation is
necessary to obtain clear vision, the choroid is of
necessity pulled upon and strained by the action
of the ciliary muscle, and if the lamina cribrosa be
mainly formed by that tunic it follows, that the
disc, the retina and its vessels are all exposed to
serious disturbance. In this manner the author
considers many cases of retinitis, abnormal condi-
tion of the vessels of the fundus and hyperemia
with subsequent anæmia and atrophy of the disc,
are due, not to central changes oi primary altera-
tions in the tissues themselves, but to the effects of
chloridal irritation. Dr. Bernhard Demant bas
had an opportunity of studying the secretion and
action of the succus entericus in the human sub-
ject. This secretion is a thin clear fluid, with a
strongly alkaline reaction. It contains no peptic
ferment, and bas no influence upon the various
forms of proteid. Inulin is not converted by di-
gesting with this juice into grape sugar. Fats con-
taining free fatty acids are emulsified, but neutral
fats remain unacted upon. Dr. Flint, in a paper
on the source of muscular power, concludes that
the true orign must be sought in the muscles them-
selves, and that the exercise of these muscles pro-
duces a waste which is measured by nitrogen ex-
creted. That food is not directly converted into
force in the living body, nor is it a source of mus-
cular power except that it maintains the muscular
system in a condition for work.

Very much more might be given on the progress
of anatomy and physiology did our space permit,
but as the busy practitioner bas little time for
speculative disquisitions we pass on to the field of
medicine and therapeutics.

In the treatment of pruritus vulvæ, M. Duhring
speaks favorably of camphor, chloral, borax,
and tincture benzoin co.,--chloral in the strength
of grs.: x-xxx to 3j of water. As an ointment
camphora etchloralis aa 3j., ungt. aq. rosæ 3j.
Mr. Byron Bramwell records ten cases of aneurism
of the aorta, treated by iodide of potassium in half

gramme doses thrice daily, in six of which con-
siderable relief was afforded. In the same disease
Dr. Carter reports a case where iodide of potassium
having failed to relieve, ergot in three grain doses
by hypodermic injection was given; the patient was
discharged greatly relieved. On re-admission some
months afterwards, galvano-puncture was resorted
to, the needles insulated to within half an inch of
the point and as fine as possible, the operation
lasting forty-five to fifty minutes. The result was
favorable. Dr. Louvel Lamare treats the catarrhal
stage of pertussis with tincture of bryony and the
paroxysmal stage with tincture of drosera, one
gramme daily for a child seven years old. Dr.
Lockie, of the Cumberland Infirmary, calls atten-
tion to the benefit of arsenic in five minim doses
in certain forms of anemia, where iron and liberal
diet have failed to relieve. Dr. Teevan recom-
mends in chronic cystitis an exclusively milk diet.
Dr. Langlet of Rheims, publishes a case of albu-
minuria during pregnancy, treated successfully by
jaborandi. The drug was exhibited continuously
for sixteen days, at which time the œdema disap-
peared. At a meeting of the German Association
at Cassell, Dr. Kunze recommended curare in the
treatment of epilepsy, as superior to bromides,-
commencing with the dose of a milligramme. Dr.
Swan of Chicago recommends for whooping-cough
a solution of quinine and tannin, four grammes of
the former to one of the latter in water or syrup,
the dose to be proportioned to the age of the
child.

Dr. Workman in the CANADA LANcET, has
translated from the Revista Medica Quirurgica of
May 8th, a case of poisoning from two grammes of
crystallized strychnine. A pint of olive oil was
administered through an -interval between the
teeth. An enema of 500 grammes of brandy in a
like quantity of water, with two grammes of
laudanum was introduced, and the anus plugged.
Four grammes of iodide of potassium and one
gramme of iodine, dissolved in a litre of water were
subsequently introduced into the stomach. The
antagonistic properties of the brandy and laud-
anum, and the antidotal value of the iodinic solu-
tion proved effectual in rescumg the patient from
death. Professor Hardy bas returned to the old
practice of giving large doses of tartar emetic.
After vomiting his patient three or four times and
purging him, he abandons the medicine. He
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claims that under this treatment the temperature
will sink considerably, and the pulse become less
frequent, and brandy is then administered. M.
Khastagi has successfully treated five cases of
traumatic tetanus by the smoking of Indian
hemp leaves. Dr. Haussman of Berlin recom-
mends for the treatment of sore nipples, com-
presses soaked in a five per cent. solution of
carbolic acid changed every two or three hours,
the nipples to be washed before applying the infant.

Dr. Pownel records the successful treatment of
a number of cases of diphtheria by salicylic acid
in doses proportioned to age, alternately with
tincture of perchloride of iron. In cases of eczema,
Professor Kaposi recommends an ointment which
he names, ung. vaselini plumbic, made by dissolv-
ing and incorporating thoroughly by the aid of
heat, equal parts of lead plaster and vaseline to
which a little oil of bergamot is added. Sir James
Alderson calls attention to the injury which may
be done to the internal coats of the stomach by
the exhausting powers of the stomach pump, and
recommends as a substitute, an india rubber tube
with an opening near one extremety. This is to
be filled with water or some other bland fluid, the
other end of the tube which should be funnel-
shaped held above the mouth. As soon as the
tube is full, pressure is to be rapidly applied to the
tube at its upper or outward opening, pinched
quickly between the finger and thumb and then
turned downwards when acting as a syphon, it will
empty the stomach. Dr. Rokitansky has found,
when cases of diphtheria have resisted the em-
ployment of salicylic acid, a 5o per cent. solution
of chloral of use-the solution to be applied every
half-hour with a camel's hair brush. M. Gale-
zowski bas demonstrated that dropping atropine
solution in the eye may be attended with danger,
and recommends the substitution of duboisin. To
minimize the danger at the time of instillation,
apply pressure over the putctum lachrymale. To
prevent the nauseating effects of opium and its
salts, Dr. Busey, combines with it the oxalate of
cerium.. Citrate of caffein is also used, but with
less efficacy. Nitrite of amyl has been used
successfully as an antidote to chloroform. It acts
by opening the arterial channels and thus admit-
ting blood to the brain.

Dr. Stark has found great great benefit result
from the use of hydrate of chloral in injections

in cases of irritability of the stomach. The solu-
tion of chloral should be warmed to the tempera-
ture of the blood, and in smaller doses than by the
mouth. Professor Rutherford of Edinburgh has
recently recommended two new drugs for increas-
ing the functional activity of the liver viz. .Euony-
min and Iridin, the former from Euonymus
Atropurpureus, the latter from the Iris Versicolor.
M. Bouchut considers that chloraI may be ad-
ministered to children with much less danger than
to adults, and in proportionately larger doses
Neumann has found boracic acid useful in
pityriasis, herpes, pruritus, urticaria and eczema .
formula, boracic acid one part, alcohol thirty parts,
glycerine sufficient to disolve the acid, and clove oil
a few drops, apply with a brush. Dr. Wyndham
Cottle has treated successfully cases of elephantiasis
Grecorum with chaulmoogra oil in doses of four
minims increased gradually to forty twice daily.
It is also given in India for scrofula, skin diseases,
and leprosy. Dr. Wm. Anderson records the suc-
cessful treatment of a case of acute desquamative
nephritis by daily injections of a quarter of a grain
of pilocarpin which produced profuse perspiration
and salivation lasting half an hour.

M. Lapin gives an account of the trials that have
been made in fifty cases of cold enemata as an
antipyretic in fevers. After clysters at 10°. C. the
temperature scarcely reaches its former height in
the axilla for from 30 to forty minutes, in the
hypogastrium after an hour, and in the rectum after
an hour and a half. The clysters at 1o0 .C. are
well borne leaving a pleasant sense of coolness ex-
tending over the whole body. Besides removing
masses of fæces, they diminish meteorism, and
thus remove a source of self poisoning by means
of the contained gases. Fluid extract of coto
bark is strongly recommended by English prac-
titioners in the diarrhœa of phthisis and persistent
diarrhima of children. Dr. L. Peroud has employ-
ed hypodermic injections of arsenic in chorea
since 1875. Four or five drops of pure Fowler's
solution are injected into the cellular tissue by
means of a hypodermic syringé every day or every
second day ; under the influence of these injections
sixteen cases of chorea ended in recovery after
an average of thirty two days treatment, and about
eighteen hypodermic injections. Dr. Kelp has
effected cures in obstinate cases of incontinence
of urine, by the subcutaneous injection of nitrate
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of strychnia ; a single administration of a small dose
in the neighbourhood of the sacrum is found
to be sufficient to arrest the complaint. According
to the observations of Dr. Teste, jaborandi is a most
powerful and efficient remedy in mumps, by virtue
of its hydragogue and sialagogue properties.

In the departnent of surgery, the antiseptic
treatment of wounds and Listerism still hold a
prominent place in the discussions of the various
scientific bodies. Both at the British Medical
Association, and at the International Congress at
Ansterdam, great proninence was given to these
questions. Lister's reception at the meeting of
Congress by the prominent men of Europe, shows
more forcibly than words can do, the hold his
system of treatment has upon the minds of the
great surgeons of the old world. Mr. Lister bas
been frequentlyreproached for not having published
statistical results of his treatment. He has
recently yielded so far as to give in the British
Medical Journal, a record of all the cases of joint
opening for a series of years,2and the result shown
is a marvellous triumph for antiseptic surgery.

In the domain of operative aurgery, the most
daring operation was that performed by M. Pean
of Paris. He removed the pylorus, which was the
seat of carcinoma, and stitched the severed end ot
the stomach to the duodenum. The patient lived
five days after the operation. Considerable
intererest was manifested at the medical Congress
in the application of the Neitze-Leitner endoscope
for the purpose of so illuminating the interior of the
rectum, bladder or stomach, that the inner surfaces
of these organs may be seen. It is, however, too
expensive and cumbersome, and too limited in its
scope ever to corne into general use.

Attention bas again been called to the occurence
of fatty embolism of the lungs and various tissues
of the body, after great traumatic lesions es-
pecially where injuries to the osseous system have
been sustained, and to this cause in many cases
bas been attributed the sudden death, after severe
wounds, formerly attributed to shock.

The operation of tracheotomy has been rendere d
bloodless by the use of the galvano-cautery, and
Dr. Martin, of Boston, bas made a new departure
in this operation, in which he dispenses with the
usual tubes which are a source of irritation and
cause so much trouble in keeping them from be-
coming blocked up. *He makes the incision in

the usual way down to and through the trachea,
a central stitch is then introduced into each edge
of the wound through the tissues, including the
trachea. This is loosely tied so as to form a loop,
through which a long strip of adhesive plaster is
passed, upon this very slight traction is made, the
plaster being crossed at the back of the neck.
Unless the traction is too strong the loops will not
cut through for two or three weeks. The operation
of gastrotomy still continues to attract the attention
of surgeons. Two cases were operated upon in
London-one by Mr. Langdon at St. Bartholo-
mew's, and the other by Mr. McCarthy at the
London Hospital, in both cases for malignant
stricture of the osophagus. The operations were,
of course, unsuccessful, so- far as cure was con-
cerned, but they afforded considerable relief to the
patient for the tirne being.

A somewhat unusual operation was performed
by Mr. Bryant, of London, on a patient who was
the subject of biliary calculi. An abscess had
formed and discharged, leaving a sinus leading
down to the gall-bladder. Mr.,Bryant made an
exploratory incision, and at the depth of two inches
removed fr'òro the gall-bladder a biliary htlculus
one inch in length. The wound closed up in about
a month and the patient left the hospital cured.
Extirpation of the kidney has been performed by
Dr. Martin of Vienna for " floating kidney." He
has performed this operation in all five times, four
of which were successful. An incision is made
commencing two inches above the umbilicus and
extending two inches below. The bowels are
pushed aside and the kidney pressed up from the
loins and seized with a vulsellum. The perito
neum is stripped off, and the ureter and vessels are
transfixed and tied as a broad pedicle is secured
in ovariotomy. The operation of paracentesis peri-
cardiï bas been several times performed, and with
such beneficial results and freedom from danger
as to be looked upon as a justifiable operation
whenever the surgeon can be pretty certain of the
presence of fluid. A new anesthetic, hydrobromic
ether, has been introduced into practice during the
past year and bids fair to rival all those in present
use. It bas been used in upwards of one hundred
cases, not only without a fatal result, but also
without any unfavorable symptoms. A few drachms
upon a towel are usually sufficient to produce com-
plete anæsthesia. Dr. Turnbull of Philadelphia
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has adopted it in his practice, and speaks favorably
of its use. It is rapid and transitory ; there is no
subsequent depression and usually no vomiting.

In the department of obstetrics and gynæcology
the annalist must always feel himself on unstable,
or periodically shifting ground, for what between
the ephemeral popularity and duration of new
theories and practice, and the resuscitation of old
ones, he can never be free from the apprehension
that before another revolution of the earth in its
orbit, innovations which have been trumpeted into
precocious fame as substantial reforms, or invalu-
able improvements, will be consigned to the limbo
of the short-lived and early forgotten. Both mid-
wifery and the diseases of women are storm-beaten
coasts, perpetually exposed to the demolishing force
of tidal waves, which succeed one another at inter-
vals more or less approximating to periodicity, so
that what is to-day dry land, may, in the course of
a few lunations, have become eroded and sub-
merged, and utterly lost to human vision. If all
the theories, practical innovations. and implemental
contrivances which have distinguished obstetric and
gynæcological science and art, were now to be ex-
humed from the graves to which they were con-
signed at various ages,-what a motley and mon-
strous aggregation would be presented. The uterine
speculum, regarded by so many as a modern inven-
tion, was well known to Greek gynæcologists twen-
ty-three centuries ago, but we doubt if they under-
stood its profitable employment half so well as do
our experienced specialists of the present day.
Scores of gynæcological processes, which to-day
are held forth as proofs of the immense advance-
ment of this branch of lucrative (or lunatic) prac-
tice, were well known to the ancients. We dare
not say who invented, or first used, the midwifery
forceps. If this instrument was unknown to Galen
or Celsus, we must only say that they were very
far in the background, as compared with the elder
Ramsbotharn, Dr. George Johnston of Dublin, or
Dr. Maughs of St. Louis. These gentlemen have
revised the code of obstetric ethics, and demon-
strated, beyond all hope of redemption, the stu-
pidity and hardness of heart of all their predeces-
sors, whose timidity prevented early recourse to
this potent rapidifier of fœtal delivery. Dr. Johns-
ton has proved, to his own eminent satisfaction,
that Clarke and Collins were but little better than
lazy waiters on Providence, and like many other

fast men, he has marshalled imposing statistics in
support of his doctrine. But a very little boiling
down of his figures suffices to shew their hollow
plausibility. That an obstetrician who employs the
forceps very frequently (which simply means, very
often when instrumental aid is uncalled for), shall
be able to show a larger percentage of success than
one who has recourse to it only when it lias become
indispensable, we do not regard as very unconceiv-
able ; and that the forceps may be a very harmless
instrument in the hands of an. experienced and
careful operator, we mean not to dispute; yet, in
common with many obstetric practitioners who
lingeringly hold on to the tenets of the old masters,
by whom it was taught that "meddlesome midwifery
is bad," we confess to a certain degree of old
fogyism, and cannot help thinking that it is wiser
to make haste slowly, than to contend against nat-
ure at race-horse speed. The man who has more
regard to the time exigencies of-his own too ample
practice, than to the ultimate well-being of his
patient, may sometimes (too often we fear), be
tempted to economise the former at the expense of
the latter; and those who have been taught by
celebrated preceptors, that the acceleration of par-
turition by recourse to the forceps, is a process of
little or no danger to the mother, may sometimes
far outstrip the admonitions of their teachers. A
case is reported in the London Medical Record for
August last which may serve as an admonitory illus-
tration of our views. A lady in whom the pelvis
was slightly contracted, and who had suffered from
hip-jpint disease when a child, was in labor at full
term. She was attended by two medical men,
chloroform was administered, and the forceps ap-
plied ; and first one and then the other made trac-
tion, until each in turn " became exhausted;" cran-
iotomy then suggested itself, but before deciding,
another desperate effort was made, when the ac-
coucheur heard two distinct smothered snaps-frac-
ture of the os pubis had taken place, and delivery
was readily effected. The child only survived a
few minutes. The mother recovered so as to be
able to go about on crutches.

The subject of intra-uterine medication bas re-
ceived considerable attention during the past year.
The result of the discussions that have taken place
has shown that harsh intra-uterine medication was
not free from danger, and that greater attention
should be paid to the correction of the faulty posi-
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tion of the uterus, when milder applications, such
as iodine combined with iodide of potassium, or a
solution of iodine in carbolic acid, would be found
to yield equally satisfactory results.

Dr. Rosenthal endorses the treatment pursued
by Dr. Copeinan, in the arrest of vomiting in preg-
nancy by dilatation of the os uteri with the finger
in the cervical canal. To prevent the occurrence
of puerperal fever, Dr. Bischoff, of Basil, advises
as soon as labour has begun, to wash out the va-
gina every five hours with a two per cent. solution
of carbolic acid, the attendant also washing his
hands in a three per cent solution. During con-
valescence frequent carbolized injections should
be made into the vagina, and uterus, if necessary.

In the field of gynæcological surgery much has
been done, and good results obtained. The re-
markable successes of Mr. Keith, of Edinburgh,
in operating upon upwards of seventy cases of
ovarian disease, without a single death, is a won-
derful triumph both for ovarian surgery and Lis-
terism.

The operation for the removal of the uterus and
ovaries in cases of Cæsarian section, has again been
revived in Vienna, and has been attended with a
fair measure of success. The advantages claimed
for it over the old method of Cæsarian section are,
that bleeding is entirely controlled, the danger of
peritonitis is less than when uterine sutures are
used, and the woman can never again become
pregnant. Extirpation of the uterus for sarcoma,
was recently successfully performed by Professor
Schroder of Berlin, and the patient recovered
without an unfavourable symptom. He adopted a
new plan in the treatment of the stump. After
transfixing the cervix at the vaginal junction and
tieing, he amputated the body of the uterus at the
os internum. He then exsected the stump coni-
cally from the amputation surface downwards to
the point of transfixion, and brought the thin edges
together antero-posteriorly with fine carbolized silk
sutures, thus leaving only serous surfaces in con-
tact internally.

The -bibliography of the past year has shown a
large increase over preceding years. In fact it is
becoming a question where all this is to end.
Books are being issued from the press faster than
they can be read and reviewed. Among the new
books and new editions of old ones, we mention the
following : - The Cell Doctrine, by Jas. Tyson,

M.D.; Diseases of the Bladder and Urethra in
Women by Alex. J. Skene, M.D.; Contributions to
Operatic Surgery by J. Ewing Mears, M.D.; Local-
isation in Diseases of the Brain by J. M. Charcot;
Clinical Diagnosis by Jas. Finlayson, M.D.; Ele-
mentary Quantitative Analysis by Alex. Classen ;
Manual of Physical Diagnosis by Francis Delafield,
M. D.; Lectures on Physiology by J. T. Whittaker,
M.D.; Notes on the Treatment of Skin Diseases by
Robt. Liveing ; Lectures on Bright's Disease of the
Kidney by J. M. Charcot ; A Manual of Bandag-
ing by C. H. Leonard, M.D.; Atlas of Human An-
atomy by R. J. Godlee, F.R.C.S.; Text-book of
Physiology by J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S.; Physio-
logical Therapeutics by Thos. Poole, M.D.; Clini-
cal Lectures on Diseases of Women, by Lombe
Atthill, M.D.; Physics of the Infectious Diseases,
by C. A. Logan, M.D.; Naval Hygiene by J. Wil-
son, M.D.; Health Primers by various authors ;
Modern Surgical Therapeutics by G. H. Napheys,
M.D.; Atlas of Skin Diseases by L. A. Duhring,
M.D.; National Dispensatory by Drs. Stille and
Maisch, (two editions); Epitome of Skin Diseases
by Tilbury Fox, M. D.; Principles and Practice of
Gynecology by T. A. Enmett, M.D.; Outlines of
Organic Chemistry by C. G. Wheeler, M.D. ;
Manual of Diseases of Children by E. Ellis, M.D.;
Demonstrations of Anatomy by G. Viner Ellis,
M.D.; Man's Moral Nature by R. M. Buck, M.D.;
Elenientary Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene by
E. Playter, M.D.; Diseases of Infants and Child-
ren, by J. L. Smith, M.D.; Spermatorrhœa, by
Roberts Bartholow, M.D.; Principles and Practice
of Surgery, by John Ashhurst, M.D.; Hygiene and
Public Health, by A. H. Buck, M.D.; Manual
of Operative Surgery, by Stephen Smith, M.D.;
Manual of Midwifery for Midwives, &c., by F.
Barnes, M.D.; Advantages and Accidents of Arti.
ficial Anæsthesia, by L. Turnbull, M.D.; Diseases
of the Throat and Nasal Passage, by J. S. Cohen,
M. D.; Photographic Illustrations of Skin Diseases,
by J. H. Fox, M.D.; Diseases of the Alimentary
Canal, by S. O. Habershon, M.D.; Quantitative and
Qualitative Analysis of the Urine, by Drs. Neu-
bauer and Vogel; Surgical Diagnosis, by A. L.
Ranney, M.D.; Therapeutics and Materia Medica,
by R. Farquharson, M.D.; Venereal Diseases, by
F. J. Bumstead, M.D.; Principles and Practice of
Midwifery, by M. Leishman, M.D., &c., &c.

Among the names of departed brethren during
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the past year we find many prominent men, both
at home and abroad, who have " paid the last
debt of nature." Among those we may mention
Dr. Murchison and Mr. Maunder of London;
Prof. Piory of Paris ; Tilbury Fox; M. Chassaig-
nac; Prof. Biddle, G. B. Wood, and Isaac Hays
of Philadelphia; M. Woodworth of Washington;
Freeman J. Bumstead of New York, and H. J.
Bigelow, M.D., of Boston; and among our Cana-
dian brethren may be mentioned Drs. Campbell,
Toronto; L. Langstaff, King; N. Matheson, Em
bro; J. B. Meilleur, Quebec; J. A. Desloges,
Pembroke; J. P. Jackson, Berlin; Wm. Wade,
Cobourg; J. A. Chambers, Greenbush; H. C.
Fuller, Montreal; H. N. Curtis, Dunham, Que.;
J. J. McKenzie, Dartmouth, N.S.; - Gaucher,
Milton, Que.; G. E. Bomberry, Tuscarora; W. C.
Hagerman, Lynedoch; J. B. Laing and E. L
Hopkins, Hamilton; H. Mills, Wheatley; F. H.
Braithwaite, Port Perry ; J. H. Morde, Brock-
ville; R. C. Fair, Orangeville; J. Clark, Westport;
R. W. W. Carroll, Barkery, B.C.; J. Garvey, Ot-
tawa; W. A. Doupe, Zurich; A. Moberley, Col-
lingwood; D. J. Pollock, Scarboro'; R. Aberdein,
Chippawa; W. W. Mines, Massawippi, Que.; S.
Earle, Hampton, N.B., &c., &c.

We have given such a retrospect as our time and
space will permit, and we fear anything further
would only tire the patience of our readers. The
most striking have been noticed, and it *only
remains for us to express our sincere thanks to our
patrons for their liberal support. The increasing
circulation of the LANCET both in the Dominion
and abroad enables us to exclaim;-Quæ regio in
terris nostri non plena laboris." We assure our
friends that we shall endeavour to retain their
good opinion, sparing no pains to keep on a level
with the medical literature of this continent, and
embracing in the foreign department aIl that is
interesting in French, German, Spanish and Italian
medicine.

TRINITY MEDICAL SCHOOL-ANNUAL
DINNER.

The annual dinner of the Faculty and Students
of Trinity Medical School, Toronto, was held in
the Rossin House, on the 5 th of'December. The
following gentlemen were among.the invited guests.
Mr. Justice Cameron, Mr. Goldwin Smith, Prof,

Croft, Prof. Loudon, Mayor Beaty, Rev. W. S.
Rainsford, Rev. John Langtry, Rev. Mr. Hogg,
Mr. C. J. Campbell, Mr. Ince, Mr. Kirkland, Mr.
J. S. Vankoughnet, Dr. Aikins, Dr. Clark, (asylum)
Dr. McDonald, (Hamilton), Dr. Pyne, -Dr. Can-
niff, Dr. O'Reilly (Hospital), Dr. Burns, Dr. Gra-
ham, Dr. Baldwin, &c. Mr. J. C. Black presided,
and Messrs. W. F. Brett and J. C. Urquhart, filled
the first and second vice-chairs respectively. The
dinner was of the most sumptuous kind, and the
orchestra of the Grand Opera House furnished
some excellent music during the evening. After
dinner the usual loyal toasts (drank in cold water)
were duly honored. Dr. McDonald, of Hamilton,
responded to the " Army and Navy." The secre-
tary then read several letters of apology from pro-
minent gentlemen who were unable to be present.

The " Dominion and Local Legislatures " was
responded to by Dr. Clarke, though not an M.P.
In his remarks he complained that by act of the
British Parliament a duly registered British gradu-
ate could practice in any part of Her Majesty's
Dominions. In this matter the Parliament of
England undertook to legislate for Canada inde
pendent of the Canadian Parliament, which should
not be the case. He hoped his hearers would en-
deavour to get this state of affairs changed, for in
his opinion Canada should be allowed to legislate
for herself and not be liable, in a matter affecting
her local interests to find her own laws over-ridden
by laws passed over the water. At ail events, he
thought Canadian medical men should be on an
equal footing with their brethren at home.

The " Mayor and Corporation " was responded
to by Mayor Beaty, who expressed a wish that next
year the citizens of Toronto would elect a medical
man to the civic board.

The " Learned Professions " was the next toast
proposed. Mr. Goldwin Smith in responding said,
although he was a votary of learning, he had never
had a profession. He had learned a little law, but
not enough to do him any harm, or to enable him
to do any harm to his neighbours. There was only
one way in which he could claim to be a protes-
sional man, and that was in the respect alluded to
by the old sage who had left us the adage. that a
man at forty is either a fool or his own physician.
He supposed a man exceptionally gifted might be
both. Not being exceptionally gifted, and having
arrived at the age of forty, he hoped he was his
own physician ; not that he would " quack " him
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self, for when his time came, he meant to go out
of the world secundum artem, and by the hands of
a learned professor. Quacks obtained a great deal
of sympathy from the masses, who commonly re-
garded them as persecuted men of genius-And in-
deed they did frequently fall under the persecution
of the police. People would do for a quack often
what they would not do for the regular physician.
They would obey a quack, in whose words they
fancied there was some magic, when they would
not obey a regular physician, in whose words they
thought there was no magic. There was no body
of men-and he made no exception-to whom the
world owed greater gratitude than it did to physi-
cians. There was no body of men from whom so-
ciety received so much, and to whom it paid so
little. He thought a man setting out in the medi-
cal profession must have almost the spirit of a mis-
sionary. He must set out for the purpose of doing
good and not for reward. He was the slave who
always worked. The lawyer had his vacation.
Even the clergyman might leave his little flock for
a time in the wilderness and take his holidays. But
the medical man had no moment to call his own.
He was at the common call at all hours, and he
had often to deal with humanity in its most repel-
lant states. But still he reaped a rich reward in
doing boundless good, and had the regard of the
sick man as his best friend in the very best sense.
May the medical profession in Canada grow in
honour and usefulness, in science and beneficence,
and in the gratitude of mankind.

Mr. Justice Cameron, in replying on behalf of
the legal profession, said he had always held the
opinion that it was unfortunate that we had so many
universities as we have, and that if we had a greater
number of colleges and only one university it might
be better for us. He pointed out that this coun-
try, though now robust and able to stand alone, had
been nursed in its infancy by the Mother Country
at great expense, and, therefore, when the Mother
Country chose by its legislation to say that the
rights of a man who had attained a certain position
in education there, ought to be respected all over
the world, we, as subjects of the land, ought to
hesitate before we said that the Mother Country
had been doing an injustice. If they thought a
man's education in England was not sufficient, then
they would be right in saying that he should not
be registered here ; but they should be able to say
that we who claimed to be on a level in matters of
medical education with Great Britain expected that
if lier sons came to practise here we should have
reciprocity, and be allowed to practise there. (Ap-
plause.) Rev. Mr. Rainsford and Mr. Vankough-
net also responded.

The " Universities with which we are affiliated
and Sister Institutions," was next on the pro-
gramme. This was responded to by Rev. Mr.
Langtry for Trinity University, Prof. Croft for Tor-

onto University, Mr. Shaw for the University of
Halifax, and Mr. Ferguson for University of Man-
itoba. Dr. Aikins responded for the "Sister Institu-
tions." He said he agreed with what Mr. Justice
Cameron had said regarding the universities, but.
not in regard to medical men coming from Great
Britain to practice here without undergoing an ex-
amination. If all of them were men of high at-
tainments he would not object, but such was not
the case. He also suggested that the Government
of Ontario should endow the Toronto General
Hospital more liberally, and referring to sanitary
matters he would recommend for adoption the em-
ployment of a couple of competent medical men
to lecture to the people on sanitary matters.

The " College of Physicians and Surgeons, Ont.'"
was responded to by Drs. McDonald and Pyne. The
" General Hospital and Trustees," by Dr. O'Rielly
and Mayor Beaty. " Trinity Medical School " was
the next toast. The Dean, Prof. Geikie, in re-
sponding to this toast said that the school was
never more prosperous or nunerously attended
than at present, and this was due to the students
themselvec and to the faculty of past years. The
General Hospital, which was now in a better con-
dition than at any previous period, had been a great
aid to the school, and their thanks were due espec-
ially to Dr. O'Reilly and the trustees of the Hos-
pital for many kindnesses. He commended the
single portal system for entrance to the medical
profession, as affording a better guarantee than any
other of efficiency in the profession. Prof. Temple
also alluded to the success of the school, and the
general good conduct and earnestness of the stu-
dents.in their work. He felt sure they would be a
credit to themselves and a benefit to the commun-
ity in which they might reside. Prof. Fulton re-
ferred to the almost universal remark that we are
turning out too many medical men, but maintained
that so long as a high standard of professional at-
tainments was insisted upon, no great danger was
to be apprehended from over-production. The
Western States and the great North-West opened
up a wide field for our surplus medical population.
He was much pleased with the remarks that fell
from Mr. Justice Cameron in regard to the admis-
sion of duly registered British graduates to practice
in Canada, and had no sympathy with the views of
Drs. Clarke and Aikins in reference to this matter.
Anything exclusive and bordering on trades-union-
ism, *ould be lookLd upon as exceedingly illiberal
in a profession like ours. There was no danger of
the country becoming flooded with Britishgraduates.
There have been but few names of British gradu-
ates added to the register since the passing of the
objectionable Act in 1856, and we would not have
heard a word about it, had not a few Canadian
graduates, who subsequ ently qual i fied and registered
in England, returned to Canada and claimed regis-
tration under the Act, without passing the examin-
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ation of the Council. What is wanted is recipro-
city in medical registration between Canada and
the Mother Country, but that will not soon be
brought about by the present policy of the Ontario
Medical Council.

Prof. Kirkland was also called upon, and re-
.sponded in suitable terms, and Prof. Kennedy
favored them with a song. The toasts of the
' Graduates and Undergraduates," " The Ladies,"
(responded to by Prof. Robertson,)and "The Press,"
were duly honored. Hopes were expressed that at
these dinners the "Medical Press " would in future
be specially represented.

MEDICAL PROTECTION.

In another column we publish a letter, signed
"Protection," not because we endorse all the state-
ments contained in it, but because we are desirous
that both sides of the question may be discussed.
We fail, however, to find any valid arguments
against the course pursued by the President and
Executive committee of the Council in reference
to the stay of prosecution in the case of midwives.
Although frequently at variance with the Council
in regard to the doings of its members, we are fully
prepared to endorse their action in this instance.
The persistent and continuous prosecution of a
parcel of ignorant old women, cannot fail to bring
the profession and the Council into contempt-es-
pecially when, as one of our eastern correspondents
says, there are " larger fish to catch." First, let
the public prosecutor exterminate all the male bi-
peds of the genus k9mo practising without a license
in the Province, and then, instead of sitting down
to weep because his " occupation is gone," let him
turn his attenti'on to the " ancient " dames, if " the
game be worth the candle."

There seems to be some misapprehension in the
minds of some members of the profession in regard
to the President's order. It only applies to women
who are'acting in the capacity of " midwives " in
different parts of the Province ; the public prose-
cutor has full power and continues to exercise it,
in regard to so-called medical practitioners of the
male persuasior

AN IMPORTANT DEcIsIoN.-Dr. MALLORY vs.
THE ONTARIO MEDICAL COUNcIL-The plaintiff,
Dr. Mallory, a Canadian graduate, who subsequent-

ly qualified and registered in England, applied to
the Council of Ontario for registration. This was
refused, and the Dr. issued a process in the Court
of Queen's Bench calling upon the Council to
show cause why he should not be registered. The
case was heard before Chief Justice Hagarty, who
recently gave his decision in favour of the plaintiff.
The learned judge was pretty severe upon the
Council, and warned that body not to attempt to
extort a four hundred dollar registration fee from
duly registered British graduates who desire to
practice in Ontario. We are much pleased with
this decision, as it bears out the views we have so
often expressed in these columns, and we congra.
tulate Dr. Mallory, and others similarly situated,
upon the result.

TRINITY COLLEGE CONVOCATION.-The follow-
ing gentlemen received the degree of M.D. at the
regular annual Convocation of this University on
the i8th of December, 187 9 -W. Cornell, A. J.
Geikie, C. O'Gorman, W. B. Duck, J. W. Sharpe,
A. C. Graham,. J. D. Anderson, R. Il. Barkwell,
and W. E. Winskell. Forty-one matriculants in
medicine were also received, and their names en-
tered on the register of the University.

The Chancellor in his address alluded to the
department of medicine connected with the col.
lege, and stated that arrangements had been made
during the past year with the Faculty of Trinity
Medical School, by which great improvements had
been made in their building,and increased facilities
given for the work of those who so ably presided
over that school, the success of which was attested
by the increasing numbers sent up each year as
candidates for the degrees. He also alluded to
changes which had been made in the statutes, by
which the graduates of the university would have
a voice in its government, and that in future they
would be entitled to vote for the election of a
Chancellor, and also for eight members of the
Senate.

DEATH FROM CHLOROFORM.-A death from the
inhalation of chloroform recently occurred in the
General Hospital, St. John, N.B. The patient was
about to be opeiated upon by Drs. Christie and
White for caries of the bones of the foot. Dr.
Crookshank administered the chloroform, having
taken every precaution against .accident. The
chloroform was given drop by drop, and not more
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than two drachms were administered when the The death of Freeman J. Bumstead, M.D., LL.face became pallid and breathing ceased. Every D., of New York, is noticed in our exchanges.
means was used to resuscitate the patient, but Prof. Meigs, of Philadeiphia, bas also paid the
without avail. 'No blame was attached to the Prof debt of Philadely l
physicians in charge. last debt of nature quite recently.

JOHNSTON's FLUID BEEF. - This fluid Beef is
essentially an extract of beef prepared on the ulost
scientific principles, and containing all the elements
of flesh food in a concentrated form. In its man-
ufacture the albumen and fibrin, or rather the en-
tire lean of beef, are by a special process desiccated
and mechanically pulverized to such an extent as
to be almost imperceptible in water. It is not only
adairably adapted to the wants of the invalid, but
is also useful as a ready-to-hand food, for the more
robust and vigorous. The British Government
gave a large order for this preparation of fluid beef,
for use in the army during the recent Zulu war.
We have no hesitation in recommending it as a
most excellent nutriment for both invalids and con-
valescents.

MEDICAL ELECTION.-Dr. J. L. Bray, of Chat-
ham, is a candidate for the representation of the
Western and St. Clair Division in the Medical
Council of Ontario. The Dr. is an advocate of in-
creased territorial representation, and the appoint-
ment of a medical examining board from members
of the profession outside the council. In his
opinion there should be two representatives for
each division, and he also thinks the fees charged
to students should be lessened if possible. We
hope to see the Dr. elected for this division.

JOURNALISTI.-The Medical lVews and Library
and the Monthly Abstract, have been consolidated
into one monthly journal-The Medical News and
Abstract. Dr. J. B. Hunter has resigned the edi-
torship of the N. Y. Medical Yournal, and has
been succeeded by F. P. Foster of New York. A
new bi-weekly Journal, The Chicago Medical Gaz-
ette, edited by Dr. E. C. Dudley, has recently been
issued. It presents a very creditable appearance.

BRITISH QUALIFICATIONs.-The following gen-
tlemen from Canada have satisfactorily passed the i
professional examination of the Royal College of
Surgeons, Eng., and were admitted members of the
college-Drs. C. R. MaLean, J. C. C. Cleaver,
J. B. Lawford, and W. H.- Henderson.

ROGERs' GROUPS OF STATUARY. - The groups
of statuary manufactured by Mr. Rodgers, Union
Square, New York, are unique and universally ad-

mired. They are made of a clay-like material, and
are unexcelled for life-like expression, and correct-
ness of symmetery. The accompanying cut, " The
Balcony," represents one of his latest productions,
which for beauty of conception and artistic finish,
stands unrivalled. The height of this gro.up is 32
inches and width of base 15. The lady in the
Balcony is holding her little boy who is dropping
a piece of money into the hat of one of the street
musicians below, while the girl with the tambourine
is making the dog sit up and balance something on
his nose. One of his groups would make a most
suitable Christmas present, and a handsome orna-
ment for a parlour, library, or office. Send for
catalogue and price list.
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aosks and WaUmpbltø.

DISEASES OF WOMEN-By Lawson Tait, F.R.C.S.,
Surgeon to the Birmingham Hospital for Women,
and Consulting Surgeon to the West Bromwich
Hospital, etc., etc. Second edition revised and
enlarged. New York: Wm. Wood & Co.
Toronto: Willing & Williamson.

This is another of the valuable series of reprints
of Wood's Library publications, which we have
perused with very high satisfaction. The book is
presented on unusually strong paper, and in very
clear type, covering only 185 pages of the usual
size of these publications. It is not saying too
much in its commendation, when we venture the
opinion, that it contains more solid instruction,
conveyed in clear and decided terms, than any
work of double its size on the same subject, which
we have yet met with.

During the process of reading we had marked
for presentation to our readers, as illustrations of
the merits of the book, various passages which we
considered indicative of superior ability, and
advanced gynecological science, but we have ulti-
mately found these so numerous, that without do-
ing injustice to the author, we could not make dis-
criminant selections. Nothing, however, will more
command the approbation,-if indeed we might
not say the admiration of the readers-than the
candour and courage with which Dr. Tait confesses
his own past- errors and failures, which we are
half tempted to designate as a new departure in
the specialty of gynecology. If all the aspirants
to fame in this branch of surgical art, were to pub-
lish full details of their fatal issues, and largely to
curtail the records of their successes, they would
confer on our profession, as well as on the vital
interests of society, a most valuable service. A coast
chart, studded with marks of wrecks, is safer to
the navigator than one which displays no such ad-
monitors of perilous waters ; and we cannot but
regard every medical writer, who faithfully and
frankly details his own errors and misfortunes, as
an eminent and most praiseworthy benefactor,
alike to science and to humanity.

Though we have said that we dare not venture
on " discriminant selections," we. cannot resist the
temptation of prescnting the following most saga-
cious admonition on the subject of gynecological
examinations with the aid of anæsthesia : " One

condition of examination, however, should never
be entered upon without the presence of a third
person, and this is the use of an anosthetic; for
even in the minds of the purest women, there can
be no doubt that delusions occur during the anes-
thetic condition which retain strong hold of their
waking moments. Any man, therefore, who ad-
ministers an anæsthetic to a woman, alone, is like
the priest who hears confessions in his study-he
deserves any trouble he may get into, either for
his folly or his crime."

This is very hard language, but it is both honest
and wise, and it may be profitable to both the
young and the old to bear it constantly in me-
mory.

Here is another little excerpt which may be
commended to careful consideration, for it is to
be feared that it is even more called for in this'
country than in England.

" Armed with the caustic stick. the inexperien-
ced practitioner is apt to think he can cope with all
uterine maladies ; and very numerous are the
cases in which I have seen irretrievable mischief
done by this potent remedy. I have seen a very
simple chronic inflammation transformed into a
serious acute form by the injudicious use of
nitrate of silver ; and over and over again I have
had to reopen the uterine canal, when it had been
occluded by repeated applications. It is con-
stantly forgotten that solid nitrate of silver is an
escharotic, and that every time it is applied a pro-
cess of sloughing, followed by cicatricial contrac-
tion, is induced."

The book abounds in similar valuable admoni-
tions, which will be regarded by the experienced
as judicious and noteworthy, and should be well
considered by all beginners.

A SYSTEM OF MIDWIFERV, by Wm. Leishman, M.
D., Reg. Prof. of Midwifery, University of Glas-
gow. Third edition; revised; with 205 illus-
trations. Philadelphia: H. C. Lea. Toronto:
Hart & Rawlinson.

We gladly welcome the new edition of this ex-
cellent text book of midwifery. The former edi-
tions have been most favorably received by the
profession on both sides of the Atlantic. In the
preparation of the present edition the author has
made such alterations as the progress of obstetrical
science seems to require, and we cannot but admire
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the ability with which the task has been performed. pocket they are alfays convenient for making en-We consider it an admirable text book for students tries of visits, advice, &c., which might otherwiseduring their attendance upon lectures and have be neglected, and thus save their price many timesgreat pleasure in recommending it. As an expon- over in the course of a year.
ent of the midwifery of the present day it has no
superior in the English language.

MEMORIAL ORATION IN HONOR OF E. McDOWELL
the father of Ovariotomy. By S. D. Gross, M.
D., L.L.D., &c. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blak
iston.
This work is in the author's happiest style, is well

gotten up, and contains an engraving of McDowell
and also of the monument erected to his memory
in Danville, Ky.

TEXT BooK OF PHYSIOLOGY. By M. Foster, M.A.
M.D., F.R.S., Cambridge. Third edition ; re-
vised. London: McMillan & Co. Toronto:
Willing & Williamson.
It is only a short time since we reviewed the sec-

ond edition, and we have, little to add to the opin-
ion we then expressed in reference to the scientific
character of the work. In fact this is almost an
objection to the work for general use. Few have
either the time or opportunity to work out the ex-
periments and problems which it contains. The
author is aware of this fact, however, and has pre-
pared a cheap "Students' Edition," which the pub-
lishers state will be ready in a short time. The
principal changes in the present edition have refer-
ence to the physiology of muscle and nerve, which
the author has made more easy for the general
reader.

THE PHYSICIAN'S HAND-BoOK for i88o by Drs.
W. & A. D. Elmer. Price $1.75.
This is a most excellent visiting list. It

contains a large amount of useful and instructive
reading matter, comprising a new classification of
diseases, list of poisons and antidotes, diagnostic
record, &c., &c. The addition of so much matter
has rendered the book somewhat bulky, which is
to some, its only objection.

THE PHYSICIAN'S VISITING LIST FOR I880,-29th
year of publication-by Lindsay & Blakiston,
Philadelphia.

The present edition has been improved by the
gddition of a posological table, metric system of
weights and measures, &c. These visiting lists are
indispensable to the plfysician ; carried in the

APPOINTMENTS.-Dr. J. A. Grant, of Ottawa,
has been appointed consulting physician to the Gen-
eral Catholic Hospital vice Dr. Hill, retired; and
Dr. Prevost has been appointed a member of the
acting staff. Dr. Hill on the occasion of his re-
tirement was presented with a complimentary ad-
dress by his confreres, and was subsequently ap-
poiited an honorary member of the consulting
staff of the Hospital. He has been a member of
the staff for almost a quarter of a century. Dr.
Kannon, of Bishofs College, Montreal, has been
appointed house surgeon to St. Peter's Hospital,
Albany, N.Y. Hon. Dr. Paquet, of St. Cuthbert,
Que., has been appointed Prof. of Hygiene in Vic-
toria College Medical Faculty, Montreal. Thos.
Walker, M.D., of St. John, N.B., has been ap-
pointed one of the visiting physicians of the Gen-
eral Hospital. Dr. Spencer, a Canadian graduate,
has been appointed professor of chemistry in King's
College, Halifax.

REMOVALS.-Dr. Hutchison, of Fordwich, has
removed to Meaford; and Dr. McKelvy, of Ethel,
has taken his place and practice.

CORONERS.-W. P. Buckley, M.D., of Prescott,
Ont., has been appointed Associate Coroner for
the united counties of Leeds and Grenville.

T. S. T. Snellie, M.D., of Prince Arthur's Land-
ing, has been appointed Coroner for the district
of Thunder Bay.

J!tàtbo.

On the 28th of Nov., 1879, Arthur Moberley,
M.D., of Collingwood, Ont. Lic. Med. Board
1864.

In Toronto, on the 26th Nov., 1879, Duncan J.
Pollock, M.D., formerly of Scarboro', Ont.

On the 22nd of Dec., 1879, Robert Aberdein,
L.R.C.S., Edin., of Chippawa, Ont., aged 71
years.

On the 6th of Oct., 1879, W. W. Mines, M.D.,
Massawippi, Que., aged 30 years.

On the 2nd Dec., 1879, Sylvester Earle, M.D.,
of Hampton, N.B., in the 89th year of his age.
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SELECT MEJDIC
Mir ENEY MAE8E, Bart., M.D., T.C.D.,

Physicias in Ordinay tgo th Queen in Ireland.
"I have frequently prmScribed Dr. Di Jois's Light-Brown Oed

Liver 01. I canuier t to be a very pure oil, not likely to croate dis-
gust, and a therapeutie agent of gret vaue."

Dr. JONATHAN PREUIA ?.L,
Author of" lh iusenU qf Materia Medica and Therapeuties."
"It was ftnç that the author of the best analyi and investigations

linto the properties of Cod Liver Oil, should himself be the purveyor
of this Important medicine. I know that no one can be better and
few o weil, asquinted with the physical sud chemical praperties ai
tIti. medicin> as yaurmclf, whom 1 regard as the higheat authority on
the tbject. The 011 t. of the very fluest quality, whether considered
with reference to Its color, flavor, or chemical properties; and I am
satided that for medicinal purposel no flner cil cn be procured."

Dr. EDWAED MITH, F.E.S.,
aedical OPleer to the Poor-Lato Board of Gree Britain.

"We think It a great advantage that there t. due kind of Cod Liver
011 which is universally admitted to be genuuine-the Light-Brown 0H
supplied by Dr. Du Joaen. It has long been our practice, when pre-
scribing the Oil, to recommend this kind, since, amidst so much varety
and uincertainty, we have confidence in lts genuineness."-(Extract
from " Consignption; its Early and Remediable Stage..">

Dr. PROSSEE JAMES,
Leetureron Materia Medica and Therapeutics at the London Hopitapl.

"I have always recognised your treatise on Cod Liver 011 au the best
on the subject,,Jmd adopted its conclusion as to the superlority of the
Light-Brown over the Pale 0Il. I have the les. hesitation in express-
lng myself ln this sense since I am only endorsing the opinion sent to
you more than twenty yoarm ao by Dr. Pereira, my Illustriosu prede-
eesor in the chair of Matria Medica ait the London HospitaL"

AÂL OPIN-fIOTS:
Sir G. DUNCAN GIBB, Bart, M.D., L.D.,

Physican and Lectureron Foreo MdiineW*iuesinr Meqitai.
"The experlence of many yemar hm abusdéâtly ol tbe trum of

every word said in favor of Dr. Du Joxeas 1ght Bra dow IAVer
011 by many of our first Phylela.. and Ch thUu sta ng hi
as a hlgh authorlty aun U able hu*t,» whose iuv have
remalued uuquliouecL"

Dr. LETHEBY,
Medical Ojicer qf Health and Chief Aalyat toe * %V of London.,

" In a cases I have found Dr. Di Joien's Light-Brown Ced Liver011 pamsing the ane set of pyoperties, among which te
of choise oampoundo, and of Iodia. in a state of orpnic caus lu.on
are the mon remarkable. It Is, I belleve, universally
that this Oil ha eat therapeutio power; and, rm inve
tions, I have no doubt of lts belug a pure and unadulterated rtice."

Dr. BANS,
Kng 'sProfeaor of Mhe Practiw of Physi, aiLte T1w iyey of Du .

"1I have ln the course of my practice extensively employed Dr. O
JONex's Light-Brown Cod Liver 01, and I hae no hesitation in stating
that I consider it the best of all the specimens of il which have ever
come under my notice. The fact of so able and accurate an obServer
as Dr. Du Joen subjecting the ail to careful analysi previous to itsexposure for sale, ln asufficient guarantee of ltspurty sud excelce."

Dr. EDGAR BEEPP&AD.
Professor of Psychological MeUdi"e, King's Collse, London,
Dr. Sheppard has made extensive use nf Dr. Du Joueu's LIght-Brown Cod Liver 011, and ha. great pleasu ü li testifying to lés supe-riority over every other preparation to be nhet with lu thin country

It has the rare excellence of being wel borne and sa.hnllat bystomachs which reject the ordinary OUl.

DL DE JONGH'S LIGET-BROWN COD LIVER OIL i suppUled ONLY ln bottlez Mealed wit BBTS Pateut -is»
impressed on the with DL. DE JONGOH'S Stamp, and on the side with b Signatur and the

ANSA, HAEF0 m 00. ; and bearing under the wrapper a Label with thame Stam Mi n

WITHOUT Tf 'SSE MARKS NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE OENIUINE.

SOLD IN IMPRR.TA M-PIETS, by the Prinolpai Druggista in CANADA and th UNiI'r BTAT,

soLE Oo3NWSIG1NmmES,

AlTH R HIAR"F"RD CcO.
77 STJAAND, LONDON.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL,
lM ][DIC.A.L COLTI C1rE,

OITY OF NEW YORK.

MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGE ASSOCIATION.
mmmSIOWM CF 1879-80.

'T HE COLLWIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session
and a Sp Session.
THE PR JMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for I879-80 will begin on Wednesday, September 17th, 1879, and

continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures upon
special subjects and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire Faculty, in the same number andorder as duritg the Regular Session. Students expecting to attend 'he Regular Session are recommended to attend the
Preliminary Term but such attendance is not required.

THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, October 1, I879, and end about the ist of March 1880.
During this Session, in addition to fpur didactic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, two or three hours are daily
allotted to chus:aZ mn# uction.

THE SP ING ESSION consists chiefly of recitations fron Text-Books. This Session begins on the ist of March
and continues until the ist of June. During this Session, daily recitations in all the departments are held by a corps of
examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinics are held
in the Hospital and in the College building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M. D. Emeritus Professor of Obstetrl and diesases of Women, and Preuident of the Faculty.JAMES R. WOOD, M. D., LL. D,, Emeritus Professor of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARRER, M. D., LL. D., Professor of Clineial Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M. D.. Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine.
A. A. SMITH, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M. D., Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery, Diseases of Genito-Urinary System, and Clinicat Surgery.
AUSTIN FLINT, J R., M. D., Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., Professor of Orthopœdic Su.igery and Clinical Surgery.JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M. D, Professor of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.ALEXANDER B. MOTI', M. D., Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.R. OGDEN DOREMUS. M. D., LL. D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.VILLIAM T. LUSK, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.EDWARD 0. JANEWAY, M. D., Professor of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System,and Clin. Medicine.

PROFFESORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTB, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES, M. D., Trofessor of Ophthahnology and Otology.
J. W. HOWE, M. D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.
J. LEWIS SMITH, M. D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.
BEVERLY ROBINSON, M. D., Lecturer upon Clinical Medicine.
EDWARD L. KEYES. M. D., Professor of I)ermatolog,. and Adjuñet to the Chair of Principles of Surgerv
FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M.D., Lecturer upon Discases of the Throat.
JOHN P. GRAY, M. D.. LL. D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence
CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M. D., Pu. D., Lecturer upon Practical Chemistry and Toxicology.
ERSKINE MASON, M. D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.
FREDERICK S. DENNIS, M. D., M. R. C, S., Demonstrators o! Anatony.WILLIAM H. WELCH, M. D., D
LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.

Fes for Tickets to ail the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Tern, including Clinical Lectures.......................... $140 00Gatriculation Fee. ....... .... .............................................. 500Dissection Fee (including material for dissection)............... 10 00.......... 0Graduation Fee............................................... ............ 30 00

FEES FOR THE SPRING SESSION.

Zatriculation (Ticket valid for the following Winter)............... ............ ................................. 5 00Iecitations lien,and Lectures......... ............................................................ .. 5 0.Dsscon .&ict vald for the foiiowing Winter).......... ......... . 10 00

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.
June 0 h, 1819 eh Secret DS' Jlue Hooilal H i o~.
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IM' DUDLEŸ'S EMULSION E
OF PURE

NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL
PANCR EATINE

L ACTO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME ER
FoaxULA.-E&Ch fi. oz. contins six grs. of Pancreatine, sixteen grs. of Lacto-Phosphate of Lime, twenty-five pr. et. of Glycerine, andA/fty pr. et. of Norwegian CJo-ie 011.

THE ONLY PANOREATIC EIULIMON KADE IN AMERIA.This preparation ls rtfully submitted to Physicians, as being ALWAYs rellable. Although well aware that Cod-Liver Oil Emulsionshave fallen Into deserved darepute, yet we are confident this will stand any test or trial it may be subjected to. It contains no GUMARABIC, TRAGACANTH, ALBUMEN, SACCHARINE OR ALKALINE MATTER; therefore, it will not SAPONIFY, FERMENT, nor RAN-CIDIFY. The addition of PANCREATINE Insures rapid and complete assimilation, enabling patients with very weak stomachs to easily retainand digest IL. Gusranteed to keep in any clinate. Physicianu supplied with samnples (express paid) on application.
DUDLEY & C0., Pharmaceutical Chemist

Laboratory, 897 and 899 Pearl Street. 428 PULTON STREET, EROÎ ELYN, N. Y.
Massas DuDLTy & Co. : Dear Sirs-Though your EkuLsioN has not been before the profession a long time, still I have used it quiteextensively in my practice, and can truly say I think it one of the mnost elegant preparations of Cod-Liver O I have ever prescribed. I findit cean be readily taken and borne by the most delicate stomach, and the PANcauATINU and PuosArÂm make Its administration desirable in ala e number of cases other than phthisical. In fact, there are few cases of mal-=aimution and general debility in which its administrationwl not do good-and it gives me pleasure to recommend it to my professional brethrien.

HOMER L BARTLETF, M.D., Brooklyn, N.Y., Consulting Surgeon Kings County Hospital.
We are quite confident many physicians are deterred from prescribing Cod-Liver Oil Emulsions, simply because they are suspiclous of theso celled pure oil they are represented to contain. To prove that we use absolutely pure Norway oil, we respectfully submit tie owing
Mussas. DUDLEY & Co. : Gentlemen-We hereby guarantee the Cod-Liver Oil we sell you, to be " TaU NoawmxeAN CoD-LiVa OrL," ofour own direct importation. W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & 00., 170 and 172 William St., New York.

John Reynders & Co.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
U NDER THE.COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufactur.rs and Importers of

URQICAL
AND

SKELETONS,
AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

744 Kumufaoter asi importation of every
article used by Physacians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Omagd laustion, clog wel es froe Lmad on application, .ncloslgtwe;lveis o osa

WONDEMRL rPOVEMEN IN

JAGOBS' LITHOGRAM
(Patented 16th July, 1879.>

One Hundred Impressions can now be taken
from one original.

Afier a s brof expermen conducted at great cost, an y iuvolv.ingmuch labour, JACONS' LiTEOGEAX has heen so completmy
perfected that it is not alone more durable, but so altered in con.struction and thickness, that the patentee of this wonderful labor andtime-saving apparatus is enabled to offer a guarantee with eachLithogrn sold, providing the directions furnished are complied withPostal Card, Note, Letter, Legal and Folio sizes. Prices respectively,*2.50, *5.00, *7.00, *9.00 & *12.00. Specia sun ra4sito oe6r.

2.li0eral discount to the trtde.

AGENTS WANTED THROUGEOUT TEE DONINIO.

Send for Circular.

. K. I A0:A = , Patent.. and anufacturert
EASTERN BOUSE: WEBTEEN IOUlE:4 86 Paul atree, Montreal. 80 Front st. ast, Toronto, Ont.
Readquarrs for the Uite States: a Arch sL. Boto., Mass.

N.B.-O pomstion for nsIong Tablets furnished et one-hat thise
«40" aut
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot,,
11. 1l. A. Beach. M.D

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.
Prof. James S. Jewell

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. MoGr
Prof. James F. Noyes
Prof. Albert B. Lyons
Prof. Leartus Connor

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday,
Prof. Jas. B. Johason

Gal van
FOR SAL BY L

WO respeO&lulIy refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

NEw YORK crr.Prof. W. A. Rammond, M.D>M.D. Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.

POOf. James R. ood, M.DPHILADELPwx*&

Prof. Robert . Dgers, .D. Prof. B. Howard Rand, M 1).
1,11.».CANADA.

-ro. Thso. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-
thalfes.

Dr. FifeFoler, M.D., Mingt'n
M.. Dr. John R. Diokon, M D.,
M.). Kingston.

Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho.
rold.

Dr. Orton d Alexander, M.D.,

M.D. Dr. A. olverton, M.D., Ham-
,M.D. ilton.M.D. - - Dr. J. Flton, M.»., Toronto.o-Faradic Manufacturing Company,

SNUSE , N EW TOUK.
%u a*4* mn £iwu~. Bornd for catalogue,

with a concise and practical Guide for their us..

wzz .waj 8, cà&zczsd jowesp9àwl eLACTO-PROSPRATES prepared fom the formula of Dr. DUSART, ef Parts.
Compound Elixir of Phosphate and Calisaya.--A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonite.rPHI elgant prparation combines witb a sound Sherry Wine percolated through Wild Sherry Bark and Arematies,inthe fc r ocf an agresable cordial, 2 gr#. Lacto-Pkoephate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Pho kat@ of Iroi, i . of AUl.-Iide af ralisaa Bar, Qf Dyan, Qui a, inehoina, and /lfteen drope of fre. Phoephorie eid to each hal ovues.In the varloue ferras cf Dysppsîn, resulting in Impoverished blood and depraved nutrition, in eonvalesoing froin theZysaotle levers Typhus, Typho d, Dilphtheis, Small-pox, Scarlatina Measles) in nervous prostration fromt mental andphysical exrtion, d soipation and violons habits, in ehlorotio anamie women, and lu the strumous diathesis in adulte andchldr n ft lo a embnation f great efficay and reliability, and being very acceptable to the most fastidious It may betaken for an indefinhte p ariod wthout beaomng repugnant to the patient. When Strychnine is lndioated the oeffiinalsolution f the Pharmacoponla may b· added, each fluid drachm making the 64th of a grain to a half laid onnee of theEaiir,-a valuable combination sndysepsty with constipation and hedaches. This compound is prepared with greate0re, and will bc maintained of standard purity and strength. nDfomt- or e n aduit, one tabl-spoonful three times a day, after eating; from seven to twelve, one dessert-speenftl;-fromt two to seven, Oe tea.speonful.

Prepbred by T. B. WHEEL1R, M. D., MONTREAL, D. C
PETROLEUM

VA SE LINE
JELLY

The attention Of physicina, druggiste and hospit1, is called to this article, and to the fact that itiu favourably regarded and extensivoly uaed both in the United States and En1gland, by the. profession,and by pharmacists for OINTMENTS, CERATES, &c.
sKas dreuing for WOUNDS, OUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISMSfeIN DISsnSES, ATARRH SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and aul contused and inflamedsurfaces, it in not equailed by any known substance.
an the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA, and of THROATand CHEST complainte, th boat results are obtained. 25c., 50c. and pound bottles $1.00.VASEL wu aaard.d a Grand Modal udDm t tentennn Expoi hi KM Re rt cf JlP reac.ýe purty -and lare lP M, Motrealad Ës

-- Tort udolph Van *amer Gema PrPuo m.. P.ia 
Ore& 0,W LF Khu, k

ail miae. __., V. 1u SLOWWY5l*Camzahor ce, are su ezquli toaset artes mode Z Pmn vie& O N .- . m m . C laie Ou M ,. Ofo. r e l M dd $L oo v i o e m

with a concise and practical Guide for their as.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from hoadache, relief from pain and anguishto calm and assuage the weary arhings of protracted disease, irtvigorato the nervous media, andregulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yoursolf with a supply of thatmznvellous remedy discovered by Da. J. COLLis Baowx (late Modical Staff), to which ho gavethe naine of

CHLORODYNE,
nd which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wondorfml and valuable remedy everdisovered.

CHLORODYNX is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedyever d i scovered.
CULORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Astbma.
CrLOROD effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,croup, Ague.
CH LORODYNi acte like a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only e pecifle in Cholera and DysenteryCnLoRODYNE effectually cuta short all attacks o. Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Nouralgia, 'Lheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache.Meningitîs, &o.

Extract from lndian Economist.
" We direct the attention of medical mon to a fact observed some years sinoe by ourselve, and oorroboratd by oursubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immenseîy superior oQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collin Browne's Chiorodyne or jetpropery appraised ln India. . . It may be given with absolute safety eveu to a child three days old. Were medicalmon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treateut oy mwo-thirds of the diseases to which ehidren are subject. Its ourative power la simpio amaiog. nt" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physiotans that h. had reoived a deq>atch fron Rer Majestys Consulat manilla, to the effect that Choiera had been raging faarful>, and that tre ONLY remedy adp atj service as CULORO-DYNE."-See Laseet, De. 1, 186d.

From W. VESALrUS PETTIRIEW, M.D., ion. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lectu fer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine."I have no hesitation In stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine o0 efflea-do"s an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have tried it In Consumption, &sthma, Diarrha, and other diseaes, and a-mset perfeotly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. TnoxAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
I ii thaîk aeu t sed me a further supply of Chiorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, affortL-big relief ln violent attacks of Spasmu vithin a minute after being taken. Oie pattent in particular, vho haa sufeéred foryears with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, such asopium, &e., ands nothing so prompt and efficaclous as Chlorodyne."r

From Dr. B. J. BoULToN A Co., Horncastle.
4-9W* have made pretty extensive use of ChIerodjue ta our practice lateiy, and look open 1* as au excellent directOedatlve and Anti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation Ia chatever organ, and from what er cause. itinaduces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems te possess this-great advantageever al other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after efeots."g

From J. C. BARa, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
1 It is without doubt, the most valuable and eertain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
C o . the extraordinary medical reports on the eileaoy of Chlorodyne render It of vital Importai.. that thepublie he genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."Vice-Chatceloor Woo, stated that Dr. J. COLi BanowN was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNB: that theviiole stor>' ef the Defeedant, FanuKÂn, vas deliberatel>' untrue.Lord Chancelier Sieborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentationa4 the. deciston of VIce-Chancelier Wood.
Chemists throughout the lant oonrm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CULORODYNE.
Sold iii Boîtle at la lid., 2s 9d., 4a 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J.COLLIS BRUOWNB'S CHLORODYNE " on the Governmont Stamp. Overwholming Modicai

Testimony accompanies cach bottle.
SoL MANUFACTURiER-J. T. DAVENPORT, 33 GaEAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
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ugar Coated Pills
HAVE BEEN PRESCRIBED BY PHYSICIANS WITH

CONFIDENCE SINCE 1858.

They are entirely reliable in every respect, angd have been pronounced the
readily dissolved Pills in the market, after experiments by disinterested Pharmacists
comparison with Sugar Coated Pills of various makers. Gelatine coated and compre
Pills.

The CENTENNIAL COMMISSIgN at PHILADELPHIA awar

nost
, in
ssed

dedthem a DIPLOMA and MEDAL, for SUPERIORITY of FINISH and
PURITY of INGREDIENTS.
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No higher award could possibly be obtained by any other manufacturer.

Full Price Lists (with Recipes attached) furnished upon application. Physicians arerequested to specify (B. & C.) upon prescribing Sugar Coated Pills, and they will obtain~the desired effect. l

FRESH AND RELIABLE VACCINE VIRUS AT $1.50 PER CRUST. M
BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,

Chemists and Importers,
No. 528 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA

For Sale by H. SUGDEN EVANS & CO., Montreal, Que.
* J. WINER & CO., Hamilton, Ont.
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DR. XcINTOSH'S
tatural Uterine Supporter.

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such universal satisfaction. The combination ls such-that the physiinlat able to meet every indication of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexion@ areovercome ba this instrument, where othcrs fal. Tbis is proven by the fact that since its Introduction to the profession, it has come Into-more general use tban ail other instruments combined.
Among the many rea£ons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-adjusting qualties. The pliysician, after a -ngltnbave no fear ibat he wil be called in haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries heid nposition b pressure again t the va al wal, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it without assistanceThe Abdominal Support la a br moroco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as tohoed up the abdomen The Uterine Support la a cup and stem made of very highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to fitthe neck f the womb, w .th openings for the secretions t pas out, as shown by th e cut. Cups are made with extended lips to correct-flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fastened to the front of the belt by simple loope,iidown through the item f the cupand up to theback ofthe bet. These sofit rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the vary-n iionso the body and perform the service of the liaments of the womb.

notinfe instrument s ver> comforitable te the patient, can be removed or replaced by er at will, can be worn at all times, wilio nterfere with nature's necessitie, wil not corrode, and is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversion,-or any Flexion of the Womb, and ia used by the 1-ading Physicians with never faihing success even in the most difficult cases.
Price-to Physicians, $8.00; to Patients, $12.00.Instruments sent by mail, at our risk on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage; or by express, C.O.D

DR. McNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER CO.,
192 Jackson Street Chicago, il.Our valuable pamphlet. " Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be sent you free on application.

"THE BEST OF AÂERTCAN MANUFACTURE."-Profs. Van Buren and Keyes.
PLANTEN'S CAPSULES

Knotn as Reliable over forty Years.

Premium for "GENERAL EXCELLENCE IN MANUFACTURE."

H. PLANTEN & SON (Established 1836), 224 WILLIAM STREET, N.Y.
GELATINE CAPSULES,all kinds; also, EMPTY CAPSULES, 5 SizesAdapted and recommed for administering quinine and other offensive or nauseous medicines, free from taste or smell. Preventingrritation of mouth or throat, and injury te the teeth. Box. 100 b>' mail b0cts.

Samples sent free. IWSpecify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on all orders. old by all DruggiseU.¶

THE PHIONO3GRA.PH SETr TO MUSIC.

The Phonographic Piano.-A Most Wonderful Invention. a
he Phonographie Piano has beenealied tihe mcont ma rvelou* mechasî1- cea innvetin of the ag. ui wil idy aor

tune that ever wus written, In a melodious and peas.
lng manner. Dinfeuit and simple music produced in asnasterly stylIe, and Il e au be played by a child as well 

mas by a greoes permis, and wili iurneh ,rnusic fer slng-aMUg sebols an social gaheriegs of asy description,pislge hour after hour, without any knowledge ofusic hein« required in tbe eperatîlee The mnoat 
S' Mwonderfu u o musical Inventios; a machine whlchIn a pure!>' iechanical masser produce. the. Moste. 

-difilaisud enquis1 a emucWaam Pka, Marche ,ro.. &c., witîha t as> pmice er knowedge ot mude whatever; far q1simperlor toe y incslc-bOx, even iliough Il cssie tlmousands ef dollars!,;:
for their is no limit whatever to the number ot ous wn plar. fils,instrument s on the principle Of the wonderfui Phonotrph. I isjust been perfected (the accompanying ot showing i ln lis ls r h0torm), and la having the largest male ever obtained by a musical n ru-mentie the ceunîtry, it bas molld melal camee Ie Imitatios ef grecsenUbronze; the notes or bars (the music prodtcers are matai, ou Mme .tpie as a tuning-fork, which produee the Clearest and mont melodious notes, and never gt out of tune; the bars are &truek by e. BSarier, t une as tme wres are n Pias outly newrl aosaatotialy Instead of by the ingers. The strip Of prepared paper -lu wiuh lhe tune làetsimped or pefotstedg la about lOinebsit wide, and a passesm lbrough :be relier. and oser lhe keys tb. steiker.epring through the perferations-in the paper and strike the rigit note; this la ailaose thogatiealley wout as asistance tros pth. operator (except turning the roders), and the lune I. played as perfeetly as bd e mat expert usician. it ould bse et ohe 4Most appropriate presente to make anyone, especially where there le s mIs. n t ofexpert scan.td beset one, Il epcompare favorably with a one musie-box, and ts capecitye s unlinted. We t1n ofbis ex utm a m wo tune, t l ai Illng raster thaa any musical instrument ever invented. Its action ls perfect isv nsru Tse must sunder sade. It i ",ydelighted. **o knowiedge pf mue re Tred, and aehild can operate It ad f hrellous.c fTh m aucsion es os an bsd - sasenuiblé present, one which will amuse an nstruct ot oni the child but lhe whole bouseif
Piano l i y ands eeteot popular tunes g swit eachinstrument. boxed rehud.ute ey ddress o rcelph nqpies. Ib. Mss uette Organ.© 0., dS Wa19sagtea B an..t aflais, II;.. . . 2ou p
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J. . GE MRIG,

AND

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS
109 SOUTH ZIQBTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

Aapirators, Axilla Therznoeters, HEypodermie Syringeo
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawkley's Metallio
Stethosoopes, Elastio Stockings,

Apparatas for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &o.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

A WEEK in your own town, and no capital risked. Youcan give the business a trial without expense. The best
opportunity ever offered for those willing to work. Youshould try nothing else until you sce for yourself whatou can do at the business we offer. No room to explain

ere. You can devote ail your time or only your sparetime to the business, and make great pay for every hour0that you work. Women make as nîuch as men. Sendfor special private terms.and particulars, whieh we mail fr.e. n5 Out-fit free. Don't complain of hard times while you have such a chance.Addrwess H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Maine.

MONTREAL. COW-POX INSTITUTION.
LONGUE POINTE STOCK, 1877.

ORIGINATED from the Spontaneous Cow-pox occurring at'Longue Pointe among the berd of Mr. John Leney, andobtained direct from the animal, and first successfully trans-mitted to the child Nov. 7th, 1877, in Montreal, by W. E.Bessey, M.D., District Physician, who will continue to pro-pagate it under the name of theI "Leney Stock," throughhealthy Infants, and from heifer to beifer.
This " Stock " bas received the endorsation of the MontrealBoard of Health, and is now offered for sale to the professionat the following rates:-

10 Large Ivory Points, (humanized).......$1.50.
5 "< «*
2 " «e ....................... 1.00.

. ......... . ............ 50.Primary crusts (selected and guaranteed). 2.00.
"il A liberal discount when used in large quantities, toBealth Boards, &e. All vaccine warranted active, if kept ina oool place, and used within 15 days. Any package prov-ing inert, will be renewed on application. Address

W. E. BESSEY, M.D.,
20 UNI;vanrTy ST., MONTRIEAL.

TO *6000 A YEAR, or $5 to $20 a day in yourown locality. No risk. Women do as well asen. Many make more than the amountsed above No ne can fail to make moneyas.Any one can do the work. You can makefrom 50cts. to $2 an hour by devoting your even-
ings .and spare tine to the business. It castenohg totythe business. Nothing like it formoney making ever offered beoe. Business leasant and strictlyhonorable. Reader, if you udLmt to know ail a ont the best pynbsness before the bublic, send us your address and we wfll sen youfuIparticulars and private ternms f ree ; samples worth *5 also free ;yacTIen &k up Pouianur mnd for yourself. Address GEORGE

STNO &0 oad dane

Commutation Rakifbr12O
HE following periodicals will be furnichl with the CANADAT LANCET forg, one rear at the following ree:

CANADA LANcET and Braithwaite's Retrospet .............. 00
" London Lancet, Eng Ed. (wekl)....... 10 00

Or al three for .. ·· · · ·...-............ ....... ......... 12 00
CANADA LAxcsv and London Lancet, Am. Reprin ne.nthly).. 6 76.0 .6 fi " and Braithwaite 8 7&
CANADA LANcET and Medical Times and Gazette, London......

Boston Medîcal and Surgical Journal.,
Medical and Surgical Reporter, Philadel..

46 «f .. New York Medical Journal (monthlv)......
09 44 .« Philadelphia Medical Times (bi-weekly)...

" " 4 ''Obstetrical Gazette, Cin. (monthly)........
" fi Michigan Medical News(bi-weekly) .

Any Visiting List for 25 patients.... .....
50

" « Seribner's Montbly................
St. Nicholas.....................

« ,Canadian Illustrated News...........
Appleton's Journal
Popular Science Monthly ............
Harper's Monthly, Weekly, or B aaar...." " Scientific American ................." " " Supplement...........

" " " Frank Leslie's Monthly .

adied .Magz ine.

Estimates will be furnished for any other Journals or for anynumber that mnay be required.
£-The amount of subscription, in advance, must in ail casesaccompany the order.

- - c E~ CARMrO & c.
682 BROADWAY, .NEW YORK,

MV Surgico-Mech2nis a Sjpecialty.%

A PPARATUS for deformities, and Physical-A Debilities made from original desigr.s whennecessary, and adapted to the special indicationsof each case.

The Spinal Instrument shown in the accompanying cut, combines Lightness, Comfort, Durability and Adaptability to the constantly changing condition of the patient, It secures immobility of the diseased portion of the spine, without compression of the chest or abdomen.
Send History- and Sketch, or Photograph ofthé case. Corresqondence invited.

W, F. COLEMAN, M. D., M..C.S., Eng.
Fornerly Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear Infirmary.

OCULIST and AURIST
to St. John General Public Hospital. Practice

limited to
]E'YE Ê.Iq-D I2,

10 00

7 00
7 006 00
6 00
5 00
3 75
4 00
4 25

450
6005 25
600

65 25
6 75
6 255 75

700
525

Office 32 Germain Street, St. John, N, B.

PRACTICE FOR SALE.
A LUCRATIVE MEDICAL PRACTICE is offered for Sale In aAfiourlshing village in Western Ontario, on a line of Railway.Excellent country and roada. NO Opposition in Village. Prie oproperty only required.

For address, apply to the
" CANADA LANCET" Office, Toronto
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GROSS, CLARE & CO.,
684 TO 690 CRAIC STREET, MONTREAL,
Surgical, Dental, and Veterinary instruments. Hypoderiic Syringes. Prescription Scales. Electro-GalvanicBatteries. Trusses. Shoulder Braces. Abdominal Beits. Apparatus for Spinal Curvature,and every kind of Physical Deformity. Splints, &c.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
"Gross' " Patent for which they hold several Medals and Diplomas.

INVALID ROLLING CHAIRS
Always on hand. A Full Stock of Surgical Rubber Goods, Beds, Cushions, and Hospital Supplies. Elastic Stockings,Anklets, Wristlets, and Bandages.

Particular attention given to Repairing, Repolishing, and Nickeling Instruments.

QW Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists Furnished on Application.

Copy of Judges Report on their Exhibit of Surgical Instruments, at the Dominion Exhibition, held at Ottawa, 1879"We consider it the best display of Workmanship in our Department and would recommend the highest Medal."

Prescribe Mitchell's liir fREINFORCED FOUNTAIN SYRINGEBeef, W ine & Iron Composition. PÂTENTED JUNE 7th, 1879.
2 oz. of Beef. Thes Syringes are pronounod thobet4 grs. Citrate of Iron. Syringes in the market, Having &Il theI oz. Pure Sherry. 

lates>lmprovementa, lncludlng reinforc.dbag, and nov improved sgelf actiiig StopAnd Delicately Flavoured. coek vhich vii fot get out of order, sud
*l perfect ln ita operation.AN INVALUABLE NUTRITIVE TONIC. i

MANUFACTURED BY No. 3 two Il 19
B. A. M u'Samples at dozen ratesB. A. MITCHELL & SON, 

The Fountain Syringes areGothic Hall Laboratory, 3 at beor 50 a s114 St. West, North Side, London, Ont.1

SPLINT FOR URGEO S USE lEANUFA1TUrl 'M AT 121 COURT ST. BOSTON, MASS8.SPINS ORSUGENSUS.FAIRBANKS & 00.
TÀM]ES ELLIS lias for some time past directed lis Ofj attention to the manufacture dii splints. They are

bade 
of Basswood, Whitewood and Pine, strong and lignnt, Eand some of them ingeniously carved or hollowed out to fitouthe inequalities of the surface. The splint for Colles' frac- CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TOture is one of the most striking, being a correct representa-

S2 
Bond's splint, carved out of solid basswood. They" ATare also very cheap and durable. Orders may be addressecf DISEA SES 0F TH E E NDELR

T At the Tecumseh House, London,J. H. NASXIrr à; CO., Drugiitu, Londcm or Stratford. oGARLAND & RUTNEUFoRD Druggts, Hamnilnon, On the First Saturday o every month.H. J. ROSt, Druggjgj Toronto. Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.



THE CANADA LANCET.

To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPTINE
The most important remedial agent ever presented to the Profession for Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation and all Diseases arisingfrom imperfect nutrition, containing the five active agents of digestion, viz; Pepsin, Pan-creatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination withSugar of Miik.

s O MUA 0O LACTOETE .Sugar of Milk.........................40 ounces Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase............ 4 drachms,Pepsin .............................. 8 ounces Lactic Acid....................5 fl. drachms.Pancreatine............................ 6 ounces Hydrochloric Acid.................5 fi. drachms.
LACTOPEPTINE owes its great success solely to the Medical Profession, and is sold almost entirçIy byPhysicians' Prescriptions. Its almost universal adoption by the profession is the strongest guarantee we can give that itstherapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

The undersigned baving tested LACTOPEPTINE reoommend it 4 te - I
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D., P. LE ROY SATTERLEE, I D Pu Dtrofesse Pathogy and Practie of Medicine, niersty .Pro/esor of Chen. Mat. Me and hrap. in the . Y. CorkgL ofe . AYE, M. Dork. of Dent ; Prof. of Chem. and Bygw in the An. Ves.LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., cottege etc. etc.Professor o/ Orlhopoedio Surgery and Clinial Surgery, Belle- SAMUEL R PERC 1, M. D.,. ue Hospital, Medical Cullege. Professor Jiateria Medica, Yeu. York Medical College.SVà Div , any N.Y., June 8th 1878 "I have given LACTOPEPTINE a good thorough trial, and have bmProf of the Prin. and Iraco Surg., A lbany M# greatly pleased with the excellent resulta that have followed its administra.C'oL; Surg. Albanoy andl St. eter's Ilospitals. JtioJI.'
lobs . PAoIARD, M. D.,

Philadelphis, Pa., May 80th, 1878. "I have found great satisfaction in the use of LACTOPEPTINE, andP~t Pa. Co. Obstet. Society; Surg. Episcopal and have ordered it frequently in cases of Dyspepsia, especially where there lsWonwm' lospitais. want of Lone and delctive secretion."
lAmas Aras Mailes, M, D.,

kPhladephia, June 2th, 1878. " have used LACTOPEPTINE with very good efect In a number of esesPro. f t* nsituesofMc. and Med. Jurne., Jél eDqp&P d. Colleget; Phy. to Pnn. Bospitai f
W. W. DAwsoN, M. D.,

Pri. aCincinnati, 0., June 2oft, 1878 B . dg oa used LACTOPEPTINE with gmt advantage in cases of feebiProf. Goad Prac. Surg. Med. Col. of Ohi.; Su. digestion."to Gocil Samaritan HorpitaL.

-AiBERT F. A. KING, M. D.,
Washington, D.C., June 19th, 1878.

Prof Obstetries, University of Vermont.
D. W. YAINDeLL, M. D.,

Louisville, Ky., March 7th, 187&
Prqf. q/ the Science and Art of Surg., and Clinicat

Surg. University of Louitille.
Rosw. Bara, M. D.,

Rome, Ga., June 7th, 187&
ewritus Prof. of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. CoUege,

andE E-Pres. Aled Association qf Ga.
CisAuD l1. MàaTix, Mi. D., LLD.,

Mobile, Ala., June 8th, 187.
Prof. H. 4'. BARTLarr, Ph. D., F.C.8.,

London, England,
February, 22nd, 1870.

"I have used LACTOPEPTINE both in hospital and private practice, andhave found it to answer fully the purposes for which it is recomnended. Asan immediate aid to the digestive function, I know of no remedy which actemore directly."J have made much use of LACTOPEPTINE, and take great pleasure instatlng that à bs rarely disappointed me. I shall, of course, ontinue toprescribe IL."

. 1 have used LACTOPEPTINE In a case of Dyspepuia, with satlsfacdbofI think well o! it."
"I consider LACTOPEPTINE the very beut preparation o! the kind whiclI have ever employed, and for patients with feeble digestion I know of niothingwhich is equal to itk"

I find the preparation of LACTOPEPTINE contains within liasl al theprinciples required to promote a bealthy digestion."
PRICE LIST.

ACroPEPTIE o. botes. .. ...... per oz. $1.00 W. 0280 prepare the varioU8 Elixia and
........ .......... per doz. 10.0 S'. n .in lb.......................perIl. l.00 yrups, in combinati0n with LctOpeptin.

THE NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
P.O. BOX 1574. 10 & 12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YOnE.

In corresponding with Advertisprs, please mention the CANADA LANCET.


